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ABSTRACT

This thesis consists of a translation of Antonio Callado's
Reflections of the Ball (Rio de Janeiro:

Paz e Terra, 1976) from

Portuguese to English, an analysis of some of the problems involved in
the translation process with proposed solutions to the specific problems
of this work, and a critical analysis of some of the literary aspects
of the book.
The following procedure was followed:

(1)

a first draft trans

lation was made, and a native speaker of Brazilian Portuguese was con
sulted to see if the meaning was retained in the target language at all
points;

(2) then, the translation was gone over, refining the English

style and structure;

(3) the second stage was then compared again to

the original tc check for consistency in meaning, tone, and style between
the original version and the translation;

(4) an analysis was made of

the linguistic problems of translation and of the literary aspects of
the work.
The results were that the translator was introduced to and made
aware of the many intricacies in the translation process of a literary
work.
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INTRODUCTION

In the following three introductory sections to the translation of
Antonio Callado’s novel Re.flections of the Ball I would like to briefly
discuss the following topics:

In Part I, I will look at what translation

is, what one might look for in a good translation of a literary work,
some of the basic phonological and grammatical differences between the
Portuguese and English languages, the importance of having a native
language informant to aid the translator, and the procedure I followed
in working on this translation; in Part II I will take up some of the
specific problems encountered in the work at hand and possible solutions
to them; in Part III, there is a biographical sketch of the author and a
discussion of some of the themes and imagery found in Reflections of the
Ball.

PART I
What Translation Is:
Translation theory, concerned with a certain kind of relation be
tween languages, is therefore a branch of Comparative Linguistics.

In

general, we can consider the relationship between two languages twodirectional, but translation as a process always goes in only one direc
tion, from a Source Language (SL) to a Target Language (TL).

We may per

form translations between any two languages or dialects, whether they
are related to each other or not, and whether or not they have spatial,
temporal or social gaps between them.
J. C. Catford defines translation as:

"The replacement of textual

material in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another
language (TL)."^
1
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In this definition, it is necessary to understand the word "equiva
lent" since the central problem of translation is finding TL equivalents.
A main job of translation theory is one of defining the conditions and
nature of equivalence in translation.

"...items are translation equiva-

lents when they are interchangeable in a given situation;"

items in

the SL and TL often do not have the same literal meaning, but they can
function in the same situation (e.g., "que horas sao?" in Portuguese is
literally, "what hours are they?" or the equivalent for "what time is
it?"; the two expressions are used in the same situation, and therefore
may be considered equivalents.
There are two kinds of translation which are relevant to our
discussion here, and those are "full" and "partial" translations.
In dealing with the extent of a translation, we may have either a
"full" translation (in which every part of the original text is replaced
by TL text) or a partial translation (in which some parts— words, phrases—
of the SL text are left untranslated.

Some words may be left in the SL

because they seem untranslatable, e.g., the Brazilian word "cachaga" has
been left in the TL, instead of using the cumbersome "strong distilled
sugar-cane juice."
Reflections of the Ball by Antonio Callado (Rio de Janeiro: Paz
e Terra, 1976) has undergone partial translation in the present project
because some parts of the SL text have merely been transferred to the TL
text.

These items (words and phrases) fall into three categories:

(1)

The items that appear i.n languages other than Portuguese have been
left in the original (these include words and phrases in French,
German, Spanish, Italian, Basque, and English); (2) There are a few words
which I have chosen to leave in Portuguese: some because they are "un-
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translatable"— that is, there seemed to be no manageable equivalent in
English; some have been left to add "local flavor" (though not in an
attempt to make those parts of the text seem "exotic," as I shall explain
below), and these largely include place names, as well as some fruit,
animal and tree names.

Some of the place names could conceivably have

been translated, but since they are proper nouns it seemed superfluous
and unnecessary to do so; (3) There are words for which there were no
adequate English equivalents, but whose concepts are familiar to us as
French or Spanish words: "accoucheur" (male midwife), "compaftera" (polit
ical partisan), "hacienda" (instead of "farm" because most of us are
familiar vrith the differences between an American farm/ranch, and the
idea of a hacienda) are all examples of this third category.
There are other varieties of translation, some at different levels
(such as graphological, or lexical, or phonological), some at different
ranks (such as word-for-word or morpheme-for-morpheme equivalences, but
excluding equivalences at the clause or sentence ranks), which is essen
tially what machines can do, and probably what they will be limited to in
the near future, though in technical translation such as word-for-word
translation may be sufficient for many purposes, as Oettinger proposes in
his article on machine translation:
A monolingual reader, expert in the subject matter of
the text being translated, should find it possible, in most
instances, to extract the essential content of the original
form from this crude translation, often more accurately than
a bilingual layman.3
For an excellent discussion of the history of the theories and
practice of translation, I refer the reader to Chapter Four of George
Steiner's book After Babel.^
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Requirements of a good translation:
The first requisites to produce a good translation depend
on the translator himself.

He should feel a sense of identity with the

author, as well as having a real liking for the book, since the trans
lator must put himself into the author's mind for the period of time he
is thinking about and working on the project, and since the translator must
render the book's style and substance as well as the cultural milieu of
the setting of the work.

If the translator's enthusiasm for either the

author or the work flags, it will surely show up in the translation.
The next requirements of a good translation depend on what the.
translator does with the work in his hands.
Most people who have either read literature rn translation, or who
have tried to translate prose and poetry themselves agree that the trans
lated version should remain "faithful" to the original version.

There

is much discussion about what "fidelity" in a translation really is, and
part of this debate centers on the choice between a "literal" and a "free"
translation.

Beekman and Callow

5

define a literal translation as one that

consistently reproduces the grammatical forms of the original, while a
free one may be quite different in style from the original but it still
preserves its meaning.

Happy mediums would seem to be a "modified

literal" translation or an "idiomatic" one, the former using the original
grammatical forms where they also make sense in the target language and
deviating from that form only to adjust passages that won't fit, and the
latter using the natural grammatical forms of the TL, with more focus on
the meaning of the passage.

Fortunately for the present work, there are

enough similarities in the basic grammatical structures of Portuguese
and English that it is possible to make an idiomatic translation that also
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maintains much of the architecture and (I hope) most of the "flavor" of
the original style.
"Fidelity," then, is the difficult task of trying to maintain the
tone, associations, and momentum of the original while concurrently
attempting to preserve its style.

To do this, certain liberties must

be taken, and in languages that have many similarities between them,
I think the translator must be very careful about the way he exercises
this liberty.
A translation must communicate, and it must sound natural— not
necessarily smooth (as the author may not have intended smoothness in
all parts of the work), but natural.

And it is desirable that the effect

of a translation on a reader should be the same one that the original
version had on the translator.
To evaluate the fidelity of a translation, one must be aware of
similarities and differences between the SL and the TL, in this case
Brazilian Portuguese and American-English, in Phonology and Grammar:
Let us look briefly at some of these.

Phonological similarities and differences between Portuguese and English:
Most of the phonemes of one language are shared by the other,
though those phonemes often do not appear in the same phonological en
vironments in the two languages.
English are:

[6]

[*S]

[3&]

The phonem.es that only occur in

[A]

[ 3f]

[u]

[i]

In Portuguese but not in English we have:

fr] [m]

[x }

|n v]

[!' ] ,

and the nasalized vowel series fav]

[rj [o]

[u]

[ai]

[el]

[a]

[6*].

The phonological rules and environments are quite different in the
two languages, even though many sounds are shared.

Nevertheless, the

similarities mean that some of the alliteration, assonance, and other
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psychological effects of sound may sometimes be transferred from one
language to the other, often with similar effects and at the same time
maintaining contextual semantic relationships, e.g., "surdos sismos insidiosos"— "insidious silent seisms;" "misterio

do cemiterio"— "cemetery

mystery" (much of the graphology is maintained here, as well as the close
phonetic sequence [ttrr] and the sibilants), "redondilhas finamente
rimadas"— "finely rhymed redondillas."
(The phonological transfer in alliteration rarely works, however,
when cognates in the two languages have dissimilar meanings, or when there
is no cognate transfer, as in faces afogueados pela faina ao fogao which
translates as "faces burning from the drudgery of the hearth," a phrase
which does not easily lend itself to alliterative manipulation.

General grammatical similarities and differences between Portuguese and
English:
Similarities between two languages facilitate the work of a
translator, and both Portuguese and English have in common:
(1)

general syntactical order— they are both subject-verb-object
languages (SVO);

(2)

the basic parts of speech have the same names, similar formation
in many cases, and exercise a similar function within a sentence;

(3)

phrase and clause formation and function are similar;

(4)

the passive voice is similar in formation and function;

(5)

the same general punctuation rules are followed by both languages
in their written form;

(6)

verb tenses are fairly equivalent in usage.
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Some of the main differences are manifested in the following
ways:

(Some of these differences result from the fact that Portuguese

is an inflected language.)
(1)

adjectives are generally placed after a noun in Portuguese and not
before the noun, as in English;

(2)

adjectives agree with nouns in gender and number in Portuguese;

(3)

possessives agree with the object possessed in Portuguese, rather
than with the possessor, as in English;

(4)

definite articles are used with much more frequency in Portuguese
than in English;

(5)

English has more prepositions and is much freer in their use
than in Portuguese (English uses many two-word verbs, a formation
not possible in Portuguese);

(6)

Relative pronouns are more specific in English than in Portuguese
(e.g., "que" in Portuguese can mean "who," "which," "what," or
"that");

(7)

verbs are inflected for person and number as well as for tense
in Portuguese;

(8)

there are very few stem-changing verbs in Portuguese;

(9)

there are more subjunctive verb forms in Portuguese than in English;

(10)

the uses for the present perfect construction are quite different
in the two languages.
These items of course do not cover all the differences between

the two languages, but they are some of the most basic, and they must be
well understood by one who intends to translate from one of these
languages to the other.
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There is one aspect that often seems to be omitted from writings
discussing problems, theories and techniques of translation, and that is
the importance of a native-speaker informant, or language helper.

No

matter how fluent a translator may be in the SL, there will always be
idiomatic expressions or unusual grammatical constructions or words not
found in dictionaries, with which the translator will have difficulty.
Beyond giving the simple meaning of a word or expression, the language
helper is most useful in determining shades of meaning, tone, and con
textual congruity; in cases where several alternatives may seem accept
able to the translator, the most fitting one can be chosen by the helper.
He can help clear up accidental ambiguities as well as pointing out
intentional ambiguities and puns in the text, which should be maintained,
if possible, and which often demand special consideration.

He can identi

fy idiomatic expressions as such and not let those expressions be trans
lated word-for-word.
Brazilian, and especially cariocas (residents of the City of Rio
de Janeiro) are extremely creative with their language, and delight in
inventing new words, new slang, so much so that the boundaries between
slang and more formal language are practically non-existent.

Slang does

not affect the structure of the language much but is limited to an unusual
use of words or phrases in the context used.

The author of this book

has recorded much of this slang, and much of it can only be understood
with the help of a native speaker.
In the case of the present translation, the helper was not only
familiar with the intricacies of the language, but was quite familiar
with the particular social cultural, historical, political, and geographical
context of the book and was able to offer very specific details about the
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immediate historical situation as well as general background that in
fluenced events mentioned and expressions used in Reflections of the Ball.

Method and procedure used in this translation:
After reading the book once through for general tone and content,
I then read it again, to get a feeling for the different characters and
their respective prose and speaking styles.
Then work was started on a rather literal translation, using the
dictionary a good deal, and checking on the original version's intent
and meaning.

After a few chapters were thus rendered, I checked it word-

by-word, phrase-by-phrase, with my native language helper, who aided much
in setting straight the meaning, tone, cultural and historical context
of many passages.

■

«■

'

’

After this had been completed for the whole book, I went back over
it, modifying the text to make it more idiomatic and natural-sounding in
the process, checked over, and then read by two professors who, though
unfamiliar with Portuguese, were well-practiced in literature in English.
With some background information from the translator on the culture
and context of the novel, they were able to offer suggestions about how
the English might be made more natural.
Meanwhile, the author of the book very kindly took the time to an
swer several questions about obscure or difficult words and expressions,
as well as explaining some references made in the text.
The "final version" (if there is indeed such a thing as a final
version of a translation), after incorporating suggestions and changes
that seemed valid, was arrived at only after another check with the
native language helper to see that some changes had not carried the intent
and tone of the original too far from that of the original, and also
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included some re-working of poetic passages and word-play sections where
the basic meaning had come through but w h o m many of the poetic ami play
ful aspects of the original text had been lost.

(I do not claim to have

restored very much of what was lost of the poetry.)

PART II
As we begin, in this section, to look at some of the specific
technical problems of this translation, I would like to demonstrate with
a relatively simple sentence, chosen at random from Reflections, some of
the typical problems in any translation process.

The following sentence

is the first one in Chapter 1-53:
Invariavelmente me preocupa a companheira Juliana
Invariably
me preoccupies the companion Juliana
quando escasseiam noticias do Beto.
when [become] scarce notices from the Beto.
The first word is a cognate and can be transferred directly, although
we may want to change its position in the sentence.

"Preoccupies,"

a Latinate word, transmits the meaning, but does not sound natural or
idiomatic, as "worries,", an Anglo-Saxon word, does.

"Escasseiam" is

a simple verb in Portuguese, but it demands a two-word equivalence in
English, since we have the cognate of this word only as an adjective,
or a noun, "scarce," or "scarcity."

And although we use the word "notices,"

another direct cognate, clearly the word "news" is more appropriate here.
The definite articles before each name in Portuguese must be eliminated
in English.

"Companion" in English does not transmit any of the

political significance that goes with the Portuguese word in this context.
The word "comrade" is no longer in current usage (it makes one think of
older "hard-liners" from the thirties), and so it has seemed better to
use the Spanish word "companera," which is in current use in the U.S.
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by politically-active blacks, white students, Mexican-Americans, and
Puerto Ricans.

So we see that even where the words are close in ety

mology and meaning, very few direct equivalences exist, and even where
the grammatical structure is not terribly different, as in this case,
there are nevertheless substantial changes in syntax.

An idiomatic and

acceptable translation of the above passage might read, then:

"Companera

Juliana invariably worries me when news from Beto gets scarce."
The structure must often be changed to make it sound fluent in the
TL; even though it would be possible to maintain the same grammatical
structure as in the original, it would often be awkward to do so, e.g.,
in Chapter III-18, "a menos que tenha absoluta certeza de ganhar" ("un
less he has absolute certainty of winning") is better rendered as "unless
one is absolutely certain of winning," in which we have used the same
word roots, but have given them a different grammatical function.
These examples do not demonstrate many of the other, more difficult
complications that can and do occur in the translation process.

In the

following pages, I would like to look at some of those other problems and
suggest possible solutions to them.
A general problem that I encountered was that of "exotic" words.
Things that are commonplace in Brazilian life should be made to seem that
way in the TL as well, in order that the reader not be distracted un
necessarily from the more important aspects of the novel.

This is

especially appropriate to this work because the author pokes fun at
foreigners who think of their stay in Brazil as a great private romantic
adventure and because cf thi s attitude fail to reach any understanding
of other important realities surrounding them.
There are, however, some items that will inevitably seem exotic to
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an American, starting with the place names of the book's setting—
Rio de Janeiro, Brar

.

The author himself "indulges" in playing

with bizarre syllables and sounds, in his lists of Rio districts, native
plants and animals, and native foods.
In »

;nany places as possible, I have tried to find equivalent names

for plants, animals, religious, and cultural elements.
In tne previous section of this introduction, it was mentioned
that this is a partial translation, for there are some items with no
cultural or lexical equivalents in English.
of the words

This was the case with some

that seem exotic, but that are very commonplace in Brazil.

A glossary has been provided for some of these, and footnotes for others.,
as discussed below, and explained in the "Note on the Footnotes" at the
end of Section III of this inferoduction.
As few cultural substitutes have been made as possible, for while
one wishes to avoid unnecessary exoticisms, it is nonetheless desirable
to maintain the Brazilian tone and substance of the text.
Some substitutes that were made ares

"cupcakes" (Chp. IT-2} is onl,y

close to what the original dessert is— -but to go into more detail for
something as unimportant as this seemed unnecessary; the same applies to
"coconut candy" in Chp. 1-20, which is correct but not specific enough,
since there are many varieties of coconut candy, but more explanation
might make the reader impatient; another one was the name of a breed of
horse (Chp. III-49) "manga-larga," which I translated as "appaloosa"
to maintain the mouth-watering four-syllable sequence needed in that con
text.

Nor will "sheepskin saddle covers" communicate completely the

word "pelego" to someone who has not seen the brightly-dyed sheepskins
that Brazilian cowboys and peasants put on top of the saddles to make
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•them more comfortable.

Some of these losses in translation are inevitable.

"Massap&" (Chp. 11-11) has merely beer, translated as "sod" and not
as "special black clayey soil suitable for sugar-cane growing," the
true "meaning" of the word.

These modifications allow a loss of total

meaning in favor of the key concept of the word.
Another general problem was that of translating idiolects (the
language variety used by a particular individual) manifesting itself in
this project:

Each person in this novel has a distinct individual style.

The author has made a po nt of identifying them in this way rather than
giving the name of each in the letter he or she writes.

Of course,

the context, as well as the character's speech,, helps us to identify the
writer.

But the problem facing the translator is how to find ahVoquivaient

style that portrays the character ’s profession, his educational.'"aridcultural background, without "typing" him as a representative of vsome
geographical or professional group here in the U.S., e.g., it would be
unsatisfactory to have a Rio policeman talking like a Brooklyn cop, or
a Rio servant talking like a poor U.S. southerner.

To me, this Riiid of

transferral is not only inaccurate, but worse, denotes prejudice and
condescension on the part of the translator.
My partial solution for this problem was to maintain the somewhat
scrambled syntax given those characters by the author, and to have them
make occasional grammatical errors, that would show a lack of education,
even though they might consciously be using some fairly sophisticated
bureaucratic and legal terminology to cover up that very lack.

Some of

the grammatical errors include the use of an adjective where an adverb
would be more correct (as in Chp. III-29— "talking all calm about..."
"the guy talked all smooth..." when it would obviously be more "acceptable"
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to say "calmly" and smoothly."

Other "errors” include sentence fragments,

instead of complete sentences, and yet other "aberrations" are trans
mitted by run-on sentences; in some cases the characters reveal them
selves through appropriate slang, something that the author used, and
which I merely tried to maintain.

In any text, there will be both explicit and implicit material.
Reflections was written with a Brazilian audience in mind, whose cultural
and linguistic background is different from that of an English-speaking
audience.

Part of the problem that a translator faces is recognizing

which items implicit in the original text will need to be made explicit
in the target text.

Beekman and Callow (p. 49) divide implicit information

into two categories;
(1)

Implicit information found within the text, either
in the immediate context (in the same paragraph or
an adjacent one) or in the remote context (in other
places in the text);

(2)

Implicit information found in the cultural context
(outside the text).

Often the information that should be made explicit is in elliptical
form in the original text, e.g., in Chp. 1-23, Juliana writes, "De ver
o Rio quadriculado feito papel de eletro.
para u m »"

There are two items implicit there that I thought should be

written out in the TL:
gram] paper.
myself."

Quase sai do Cafe Flor da Penha

"Seeing Rio cross-sectioned like electro [cardio

I almost left the Cafe Flor da Penha for (one)

[an exam]

Since there are a number of references throughout this section

to electric things, it seemed that "electro" might not be understood as
an abbreviated form of the medical test.

Nowhere is the word "exam" or
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"check-up" men tic ned-— >it is implied— so to avoid contusion about pronoun
reference with the word "one," it seemed better to insert "exam."
An example of ellipsis in remote context may be found in Chp. II22:

"Dear Sir Henry:

Ask Harry."

That is the whole chapter, and refers

to information already given and yet to be given in the text.

It also

implies an attitude on the part of the writer— not only does Clay* not
know the answer to Sir Henry's previous question, but he does not want
to know.

In this case, the reader is left to infer these things without

additional aid fro* a translator.
In other cases of ellipse, part of all of a clause may be omitted
from a complex sentence, the implicit word or clause functioning as the;,
means, conclusion, or consequence of the other clause.

In Chp. 111-12

" [When] Natercio comes in on the circuit, Juliana goes berserk" the con
junction "when" is implicit in the original, but necessarily made explicit in English.
Other implicit information may be found in discourse features of
the original text, such as the use of formal addresses or openings.
Portuguese retains an elaborate system of titles and address in letters
and in speech to show various levels of respect and intimacy by the vrisfeer
as well as the social importance of the receiver.

There are a number of

ways of addressing the second person without using either his name or the
second-person pronoun, and when the use of a pronoun is desired, one also
may make a choice, «.g.,
(1)

"Vossa Senhoria"— used in letters to show respect to an unknown
person or a higher-up (used in Reflections to address the
airline president);

(2)

"Vossa Keverencia" ("Your Reverence")— (used in a letter to
the Bishop)j
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(3)

"o senhor,” "a senbora" (“the gentleman," “the lady")—

used

to address an equal, someone recently meu, or someone older
than the speaker, or used in reprimands;
(4)

"o Chefe” ("the Chief," or "the Boss")— (used to directly
address the Secretary of Security by his inferior);

(5)
(Note:

"voc§" ("you")— commonly used among equals and friends;

All the above forms are translated into English as "your" but

all take a third-person singular verb.)
(6)

"tu” ("you")— second-person pronoun taking a second-person
verb and used in informal or intimate situations, especially
in Rio, in the north, and in the extreme south of Brazil-, djh
poetry, between lovers, and by older family members to younger
ones (i.e., parents to children).

The word "seu" also shows respect by servants and other lower-cThS.s
people who use it as an abbreviated form (possibly resulting from la'pk
of education and lazy pronunciation) of "senhor."

it is affixed

a proper name both in direct address and in reference to a person.
Possible equivalents in English might be "suh" or "massa," forms whichalter the context for American readers and which are also not accepfe4|p.d
today, even when referring to another culture.
The above equivalents for "you" pose a problem in modern American
English, where we have dropped many of these forms, if they ever existed.
We retain "Your Excellency" for high clergy and governors, but otherwise
we have all but abandoned the term.

The other forms have no direct

equivalents, so that the respect to be shown by one person to another
may be demonstrated in a translation through a careful, slightly more
formal syntax and a restrained vocabulary that might indicate the
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speaker’s distance from the addressee.
Other common discourse features in writing, such as indications of
changes of paragraphs, themes or characters, have been treated by Cull ado
in a rather unorthodox manner:

he has deliberately done away with much

punctuation, especially quotation marks in reported conversation; he does
not divide his chapters into paragraphs, nor does he indent for dialogue.
Since these features are a part of the author's created style, it seems
to me that the features must remain implicit in the TL, as they are in the
SL text.
In matters of punctuation style, I have tried to follow the author’s
punctuation exactly; however, there are a few places where no commas
appear in the Portuguese-language version, but seem essential in English,
and I hope these changes have not unduly altered the meaning and tone of
the original.

The punctuation in chapters such as 1-26, 1-48, and III-43

has not been tampered with at all— in the first two the lack of punctuation
must be maintained to communicate the breathlessness, stream-of-consciousness, passion, and youth of the writer of each note, and in the last the
lack of punctuation must be maintained to indicate an unawareness of
punctuation rules resulting from a lack of schooling.
Some other grammatical constructions in the SL need to be made
explicit in the TL, e.g., in Chp. III-33, "Filodemo...stares at the
dead [man]..." "man" is inserted here to reinforce the singular, for "the
dead" in English gives a plural idea.

In Chp. III-29, "And we stuck the

[piece of] paper in his face warning [him] that if he didn’t talk
then..." "piece of" again reinforces the singular; "him" is idiomatically
required in English by the verb "warning" but is not in Portuguese.
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The author's choice of events also carries implicit information.
In this novel, a chronological sequence is maintained, but we do not know
the time lapse between most of the events.
more than once

Some events are recounted

from different points of view, and other events are not

recounted at all but merely mentioned in the relating of another happen
ing.

The reader must infer what has happened between each event mentioned.

He must also infer who the writer of each chapter is.
Many words have various components {i.e., what may require four
words in one language may require one or two in another) that often need
to be made explicit in the TL.

Examples:

"sobral"— "cork grove,"

"mangueira"— "mango tree," "olho dagua"— "spring," "farofa"— "fried
manioc meal."
Some proper names need to be made explicit, and in this trans
lation, this was done outside the text, in footnotes.
Ambiguities in the SL usually need to be made explicit in the
TL, since the TL can almost never retain structural ambiguity.

(Am

biguities are usually due to the structure of the grammar or the lexicon,
such as the different senses of a word, as in "The hostess advised
cooking party guests" (grammatical ambiguity), or the various meanings
of the noun "spring" (lexical ambiguity).

Ambiguities are present in

puns, and usually constitute a case of "linguistic untranslatability."
Some examples of problems with ambiguities in Reflections occurred with
single words like "punho" which means "wrist," "fist," "handcuff,"
and "cuff," and the context did not clarify which meaning was intended;
it also occurred with phrases, like "Carmelita mora em Vicente," which
can be translated either as "Carmelita lives in [a town or district called]
Vicente," or "Carmelita is after [a man named] Vicente."

These both may
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have been intentional ones, mainly in the form of puns, in the text as
well.

"Banho Maria" (bain-marie) is one— it refers here both to the

idiomatic expression "double-boiling" and to its literal meaning "the
bath of Maria."

A slightly different kind of ambiguity occurs when two

words are "combined" into one.

In Chp. 11-29, the character

makes

a typing error and writes "ofxdio" instead of "oficio," with the result
that the reader is intentionally left with the idea both of "snakiness"
and of "memo."

Syntactical ambiguity in modification may be found in

the phrase "bando de formigas de vidro" ("file of ants of glass").
Since the lexical collocation is already unusual, it is hard to know
whether "glass" modifies "ants" or "file."
Implicit information is also derived from the cultural context:
(1)

from

a!

such as the facts fh#t, in Brazilian cities

slums are found in the suburbs and outlying areas, and not in the
inner cities; or foods; or such items as "coffee cups," which are
the size of demitasse cups but are usually not the delicate kind
(in restaurants, at least) that we associate with the word "demitasse; "
(2)

from geographical detail— street and district names, cities, states,
weather references, rains, the northern and southern points of
Brazil;

(3)

from general cultural details, such as umbanda, macumba, titles
of police officials and their duties, the bureaucratic structure
of the country, the hierarchy of social classes, etc.

Implicit information derived from the cultural context is more usually
conveniently footnoted than trying to include it in the text, where it
may become too cumbersome.
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In general, implicit information must be made explicit when the
grammar demands it or when the meaning will not be clear without the
explicitness.

One must be clear without insulting the reader or getting

away from the main idea of the text.
The kinds of explicit information found in the original may be
in grammatical features, such as clarifications of gender, number agree
ment, tenses, or in discourse features, which may include redundancy,
the way characters are introduced and referred to by other characters
or the way events are handled (the chronological order, which events are
omitted, etc.).
If an effort is made to make too much explicit in the TL text,
the result may be extreme redundancy, or even obscurity, as the extra
neous information masks the real intent of the passage.

Beekman and

Callow have this to say about the problem:
By making full use of the patterns of implicit
information available in the receptor language, we can
get a dynamic faithfulness in translation. When explicit
information is made implicit, there is no loss of content
but there is an appreciable gain in communication, as
the translation is not cluttered up with what is, from
the receptor language standpoint, unnecessary explicit
information.6
When dealing with the interesting problem of translating metaphors,
one has several choices:

(1) the metaphors can be retained in the TL;

(2) they may be transferred as similes; (3) they may be dealt with in a
nonfigurative way; (4) an equivalent but not literal metaphor may be
found.
In this translation, almost all of the metaphors have been trans
lated as metaphors, either as close literal equivalents (which was
fortunately often possible, e.g., in Chp. 1-1 "they wallowed in the light
liqueurs of raspberry..."), or as direct equivalents.
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Since there were a number of similes already present in the text,
an effort was made to keep metaphors in the form of metaphors.

Similar

ly, whenever figurative language of any kind was used, I tried to keep
it that way and not change it tc a non-figurative phrase.

The few

shifts that were made in this area were in the cases of equivalent
metaphors (instead of literal ones).

An example of this may be seen in

the author's own use of this technique in Chp. III-48 where he uses the
English "mad as a hatter" (which has no meaning at all in Portuguese)
and translates this into Portuguese as "doido de pedra," or "stony
crazy" (which has no meaning in English.

Another instance is in Chp.

III-13; "between the grass and the reins" means little in English,
but can be understood by an equivalent phrase in meaning by "steering
a middle course."
"T can't

Yet another example may be seen in Chp. 111-16,

head or tail of his stories" in Portuguese is rendered

as "he is telling me stories without foot or head."
The problem of lexical combinations possible in one language but
not in another (collocational clashes) also came up.

The translator

must be wary of transferring these potential problems into the TL.
A more generic word will have a greated collocational range than a more
specific word, though these ranges are relative— a new experience or a
new point of view of an experience can certainly justify new collocations.
The example cited above from Chp. III-48 is an example of a
collocational clash:

"stone crazy" is probably more understandable in

English as "stark crazy," since "stone" as an adjective is ambiguous
here, in English.

"Stone drunk" is a possible English combination,

bur not "stone crazy."
Another aspect of this problem may come up involving wrong meanings
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if a translator does not know all the meaning components of a word.

If

one knows all the components, he can avoid collocational clashes.
Even though there are a number of lexical equivalences and shared
concepts between Portuguese and English, complete matching of concepts
between cultures and languages cannot be assumed, as in the word "suburb."
In both cultures and languages, it refers to the residential areas outside
the city.

In the U.S. these areas are usually middle and upper-middle

class houses, but in Brazil they are lower-class underdeveloped areas
often lacking sewer, water, electric, and telephone service.
Another pitfall to avoid is to assume that a loan word in one
language has the same meaning as in the language it was borrowed from.
The word "handicap" is an apt example:

in English we use it to mean

"disadvantage." When the Brazilians borrowed it, they gave it the mean
ing "advantage."

A word like this would have to be translated back into

English by another word, or footnoted.
I found it convenient to use some loan words from Portuguese, when
. cultural equivalent either didn't exist in English, or it would have
been unnecessarily cumbersome to explain it.

But it has meant the

additional inconvenience for the reader of having to use a glossary.
Although a great deal of the poetry and word play is lost in the
translation from Portuguese to English, there are other places where it
seems as though the author was thinking of the possible word play in
the English translation:

for example, in Chp. 1-22, "negra sotaina de

alpaca" translates literally as "black alpaca cassock," which contains
both assonance and alliteration; and "empoeirado que estava por fora,
adusto por dentro" translates as "Dusty as I was outside, adust inside,"
a clever balance.
can be made.

In Chp. III-15, a different sort of playful substitution

In describing the man who cared for the hummingbirds,
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the policeman says that the police were about to let him suck the honey
from a "coronha de 38" ("38 gunstock"), with coronha reminding one
of the part of a flower— "corona;" in English that phrase may be rendered
as "a 38 pistil," a pun on the flower part and "pistol."

Unfortunately,

however, most of the other carefully constructed phrases in the book
did not translate poetically or easily, much less puns such as the one
in Chp. 1-25 where the names of the persons ("Pessoa"— "Person”) are used
in the phrase "it wasn't Fernando [Pessoa]..., it was the other Pessoa"
to pun, as well as presenting the implicit reminder the Fernando Pessoa
(in real life as a Portuguese poet) was four persons (four masks, four
pen-names) himself.
There is also much sacrificing of word play, problems of allitera
tion and assonance loss and other poetic effects, all part of the seeming
ly unavoidable "treason" of translation.

PART III
Antonio Callado, born in 1917, is a Brazilian writer and journalist.
While a reporter, he got his law degree in 1939 and then went to London
to work for the BBC and as a war correspondent for the Rio de Janeiro
newspaper Correio da Manha■

In 1945 he went to Paris to work for Radio

diffusion Franpaise, and finally returned to Brazil in 1

9

4

work on

the staff of his newspaper, of which he was editor trom 1954 to 1959.
From 1960 to 1963 he produced the Brazilian Barsa Encyclopedia for Ency
clopaedia Britannica of Chicago.
Between 1965 and 1967 Callado wrote the novel Quarup, a best
seller in Brazil (translated into English by Barbara Shelby and published
by Knopf in 1970), a novel dealing with the political development and
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radicalization of a Catholic priest in the Northeast of Brazil, whose
idea of working in an Amazon basin Indian community gradually leads him
to participate in the revolutionary peasant movement in the Northeast.
The author shows us much of the social injustice in Brazil, against the
background events of the 1964 military coup by the junta that still
rules Brazil.
In 1968, Callado spent nearly a month in Hanoi, as a correspondent.
His next novel, Don Juan1s Bar, a novel dealing with an urban guerrilla
group in Rio de Janeiro in charge of raising money for the movement, who
have difficulty relating their struggle to the one in other parts of Latin
America, appeared in 1971 and was also published in English by Knopf.
He has written several successful plays, and a biography of Brazil's
great painter, Portinari.

Callado's political and professional activities

resulted in his arrest and imprisonment in 1965, and again in 1969,
at which time his political rights were suspended by the military govern
ment for ten years.
Reflections of the Ball was written between 1974 and 1976, and in
it Callado continues some of the themes present in Quarup and Don Juan's
Bar, for he again deals with a group of revolutionaries; however, in
Reflections the reader's view of the events is considerably broadened,
since, as the title of the novel implies, we get fragments that reflect
the views of several groups of characters (police, ambassadors, and
revolutionaries who together reflect the political climate of the late
sixties in Brazil), instead of a story narrated by one person.

Callado

has changed his vantage point and his techniques in this novel (which
was originally bilingual, as he absented himself from the story to the
point where the English-speaking characters as well as the Portuguese
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speaking ones expressed themselves in their own languages).

The new

vantage point presents itself as each character speaks for himself through
letters, memos, and diary entries, so that a narrator is bypassed (the
only outside hands here seem to be

hose of an editor who compiled these

fragments into a kind of chronological sequence, and of a translator
who rendered the English letters into Portuguese for the Brazilian
reader); new techniques include the epistolary novel form, resulting
in a lack of dialogue (since only one voice is heard at a time), allowing
the reader to catch reflections of each event as each character reflects
on it.
Callado knows his characters in Reflections well, and he lets each
one speak for himself in his own idiolect, without third-person commentary
or narrative description linking the characters' voices to one another;
the absence of a narrator, giving the illusion of objectivity is a
technique reminiscent of Faulkner's As _I Lay Dying, where the reader
seems to be inside the mind of each character, with no narrator present.
The attempt at objectivity reminds one of the French writer, Alain RobbeGrillet, who in trying to record a world that merely exists, avoids making
any commentary on the characters' actions.

Callado shares this technique

with Robbe-Grillet, though he does not concentrate so much on objects,
which in Robbe-Grillet's works often overshadow plot and character.
Callado's objectivity contributes to realistic characters, created not
from the author's own introspection, but ones who seem to have lives out
side the novel, therefore seeming more realistic.
Other evidence of the author's objectivity is his careful atten
tion to detail, while the presentation of many of these details that the
reader must note and remember for later application in the story owes
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something to the detective novel.
In addition to creating the illusion of objectivity, the epistolary
form also gives the reader a sense of being present at the scene, since
the letters and diary entries are written at or shortly after the time
of the action.

Letters from various persons allow the reader to see

one event from several points of view.
The epistolary novel was popular in the eighteenth century
(e.g., Samuel Richardson's Pamela, 1740, Smollett's Humphrey Clinker,
1771) and was well-received because of its sentimentality, gossip,
and instruction.

Callado's modern-day use of the form is successful

because of his economy of style, the variational cinematic cross-cuts
of different characters' writings, because the letters are not too
chatty and therefore do not bog down.
and remains fairly clear.

The plot keeps moving forward

It does not become artificial.

The detailed

observation, irony, and preoccupation with economy of expression which
are typical of Brazilian novels are also present in Reflections and
help make the objective, epistolary form work well.
It would seem a bit ingenuous, however, to claim that the <_uthor
is completely objective, that he lets the characters speak for them
selves, and that the readers draw their own conclusions without the
interference of the author.

It may be true that Callado does not impose

his point of view on the reader, but he does give us indications of
what his viewpoint is in relation to the events and characters.

We get

this not only through the written fragments he has chosen to include
in the book, but also through his choice of what not to include.

One

can imagine incidents and fragments that would show something besides
the sterility and lack of imagination in the lives of the government
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officials, including policemen, or merely the stuffiness and distance
fron the reality of the Brazilian situation in the lives of the am
bassadors.
However, the only place that we get an opinion or comment outside
the action of the story is in the footnotes to the Portuguese trans
lations (in the original) of the letters written in English.

Some of

these footnotes are strictly informative, but others use the explanatory
base of the footnote as a springboard for launching the opinion of the
supposed translator, who is the author (a fact one may only infer from
a close reading of the book, but which was mentioned by the author in
a letter, in which he asked me, "What do you plan to do with the footnotes
presented as being by the translator?"

(My italics.)

Tnis question

indicates that Callado is not only the author and translator of the
English letters, but author of the footnotes as well.
The unifying symbol of the book, carried in the title and through
out the text, is that of a fragmented mirror whose pieces continue to
reflect reality at the same levels it did before its breaking, these
levels being the groups of police, ambassadors, and revolutionaries.
The revolutionaries are the active force in this story, and their
efforts add another dimension to the title.

"Ball" or "dance" (baile)

is a term they use for their struggle, and what we see here are
reflections of actions and happenings in that process.

Callado uses

this term in his previous novel, Don Juan's Bar (translated by Barbara
Shelby, N.Y.:

A. Knopf, 1972), page 38.

Murta, a revolutionary, says:

"I accept your invitation to join the revolution,
Joao, but..."
..."I accept your invitation to the dance, Joao, but
we Brazilians have a more serious vocation than that.
We've got to get us some new balls. It's time for
mankind to evolve into a new species."7
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In Reflections we see another attempt to evolve and participate in the
ball.
The fragments and reflections of the ball would appear to symbolize
a divided society made up of those who see the necessity for change,
of established government order and foreign representatives who don’t
understand or who aren’t interested in developing society's needs and
desires, living in groups alienated from one another, -unable to reach
any understanding or agreement.
Reflections are seen not only as views each character has regard
ing a certain phenomenon or event, but as events resulting from other
events (as in reflected energy, or a chain reaction). We receive a
part of each important incident in the "narrative" through several
different voices; we see angles of the same event reflected in various
ways.
These "reflections" represent not so much "appearance versus
reality" as several "realities"; the tenacity with which each character
holds on to his own "reality" makes a synthesis impossible— one may
infer that the fragments, the confusion, will continue to exist, and
no "progress" can be made in reaching some mutual understanding.
The first mention of reflections and mirrors occurs in the very
first chapter, when Carvalhaes says that he was trying to "carry some
light to the dark mirrors of my memory" when he saw the fragmented beams
of light refracted and reflected through his wine glass.

A fading

reflection in Chp. 11-30 (when Amalia faints and sees her image dis
appear from the mirror at the English Embassy) symbolizes death; and
i.n Chp. III-2, Melanie quotes Jack to imply the superiority of the
United States (in his mind) :

"Whatever seems good to us abroad is a
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reflection of ourselves and not an outside light."

The fact that this

imagery continues through the prose of different writers is a sign of
Callado's unifying control.
Various objects (as well as characters) in the novel serve to
reflect images, or cause a character to reflect on his past, present,
or future— for example, mirrors, silver, wine glasses, portraits, water.
Other phenomena in the novel, such as light and darkness, serve to
promote or inhibit the "action" of reflections, as well as being part
of another process that is a motivating force in the book— that of
change.

Nowhere is this change more evident than in Callado's use of

language itself as an indicator of transformation.
We have already seen that Callado is concerned with language
because the book is a series of written communications, indicating
an attempt by the characters to commit to writing what they have to say,
and because of the author's "trick" of making the novel bilingual.
But the themes of transformation and language come together in the
character of Rufino, the retired Brazilian ambassador, who from the
beginning of the novel is much preoccupied with preserving the purity
and vitality of the Portuguese language; he is greatly perturbed by
the invasion and rape of his language by English words, even though
he uses many words from other languages himself, when a Portuguese word
might seem inadequate.
reports in Chp. II-4) a.

He caresses the sounds of his language (as Vxtor
he says that if we forget the proper use of

language, or language itself, we no longer have control over our
environment, or over our culture (Chp. 1-44).

He shows his impatience

in Chp. II-7 with the apparent lack of care that youth takes of language
in general and of Portuguese in particular, and he cites the importance
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of language as an instrument of conguest— no group can dominate another
without imposing its language as well as its will.

In Chp. II-5 he

declares that the music of some old sonnets he is reading unites men
of all languages.

Finally, when he loses control of his own senses

when his world order collapses and he changes into an English Ambassador,
he simultaneously loses his cherished language, and can speak only
English (Chp. III-10).

This transformation leads to frustration on

the part of other characters, among them a police officer who gets
angry with Rufino because he "refuses" to speak Portuguese— he "rejects"
his own language (Chp. III-18) ; another policeman and the cemetery
administrator are frustrated because they cannot understand what Rufino
says.

The involuntary transformation of Rufino's world and language

are symbolic of the conflict and confusion that result because of the
desire for radical change in the political-economic system that the
revolutionaries see as necessary find that the police and ambassadors,
representing the status quo, resist with all the resources they can
muster.
Rufino, however, is not the only one concerned with language—
all the characters in the novel are conscious of language as a medium
of communication and their language reflects the changes they undergo
throughout the novel:

most of them make conscious efforts to adapt

their vocabulary and syntax to the situations in which they find them
selves, and to the people they are with, right down to the police,
who violate the accepted standards of correct Portuguese because of
their lack of education when they try to mask their ignorance by throw
ing some legal terms and officialese into their memos to superiors.
Through the characters, we get all levels and kinds of language and
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diction, including very formal Portuguese from Portugal, formal
Brazilian Portuguese, informal and slangy Brazilian Portuguese,
illiterate Portuguese (from policemen and servants), formal British
English, colloquial British English, semi-formal American English,
slangy and abbreviated American English, Basque, French, Spanish, as
well as miscellaneous words from German, Italian, Sicilian, and
Mirandese (a dialect of Portuguese).
Besides various levels and varieties of languages, we also en
counter reduced forms of language, from compact prose poems by Fabricia,
poetic phrases by Juliana, Beto, and vitor (the revolutionaries in
general are creative with language), to telegraphic code-like forms
used by Clay as he breaks his messages down to the barest semantic
essentials, as he himself breaks down and as his life disintegrates—
not only has his romantic adventure in Brazil fallen apart, but so has
his marriage, which seemed to have turned on a sterile obsession that
barely gave sustenance to the relationship.

Nearly every one of the

Clays' letters makes either a direct or indirect reference to alcohol.
(If the reference is quite indirect, then it is clarified in one of
the author-translator's footnotes, such as the one where he gives the
etymology of "dago," which Melanie has used to refer to Jack, and then
adds that "dago-red is an inferior red wine made and drunk by Italians....")
Nor are forms of communication limited to words:

the painter

translates his experience through visual images; music as communication
transforms a funeral into a peasant ball; the lie detector translates
emotional pulses into graphic marks.
Also implicit in the text is a reminder of the "danger" of
»
language: we see that government officials are afraid of the free use
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of language, and they do the best they can to censor it— the news must
not get out about anything that might be interpreted as a success for
their opposition, the revolutionaries \Chp. 1-24).

They won't let news

get out about Beto's death so that he won't be transformed into a hero.
If news should escape, they make certain that another "big" story
appears at the same time to overshadow it, as in their calculated
release of the story about the final resting place in Brazil of Dorn
Pedro's bones.
Reflections and language are the main metaphors Callado uses here,
but he also very skillfully interweaves other ideas and images through
out the novel in and around these major ones.

Already cited is the

idea of change, of transformation, mentioned and pondered by several
characters (Carvalhaes talks of the transformation of the soul in Chp.
11-33, the sea and sun transform tombs into salt sculptures in Chp.
II-3) as well as the revolutionaries' ideal to transform society.
Water, darkness, and light all reflect, and transform, as well as mask
unpleasant sights for those who prefer not to accept reality.

We also

see a contrast between the sterility of the lives of the ambassadors
and police (whose worlds are governed by Order and orders, protocol,
and their own selfishness) and the signs of emotion, ideals, passion
and activity in the lives of the revolutionaries (they are the only ones
who mention love, children, the future, and who show a willingness
to risk change), though not one of the three character groups in the
novel is successful in its aims.
Callado's attention to detail is evident in the way he presents
these themes and in his careful balance of images as well:

Juxtaposed

against Rufino's stuffed dodo, a work of taxidermy appropriate for a
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cumbersome, flightless bird, we have Clay's stuffed hummingbirds,
grotesque and inappropriate for beings whose very essence is constant
winged motion; both Carvalhaes and Juliana harbor death obsessions,
the former's life passion (Ines de Castro) entombed in a churchyard,
the latter's life passion (Beto) killed and left tied to a church tower;
both Beto and Sir Henry end letters with the same sentiment, in the same
tone, and in similar terms— "Put

batteries in your flashlight, dear

Dirceu" (Chp. 1-7), and "Lend me your lights, old boy," (Chp. 11-17).
These balances and juxtapositions, Callado's skillful use of
language, the multiple point of view of the novel, make Reflections of
the Ball a delight to read; the author's careful construction and
attention to detail, his sense of humor, his Nabokovian word play (with
puns, rhyme, and alliteration), and the authenticity and vitality of
his characters all add to the reader's enjoyment of the book.

Finally,

it is a reflection of the immediate past and present political climate
in Brazil, which makes Reflections a realistic story, as well as a
thought-provoking and entertaining novel.
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A NOTE ABOUT THE FOOTNOTES:

Though the footnotes at the end of each chapter are consecutively
numbered in a single list, they are of two kinds and need to be
distinguished from one another.

Most of them are merely explanatory

notes to clarify historical and cultural items for the American reader.
Those notes were furnished by this translator.
The others, marked "OTr." (Original Translator) designate Callado's
notes as fictive translator of the English in the original edition,
which were meant for the Brazilian reader.

They appear as notes to the

Portuguese translations of the letters that originally appeared in
English (those letters written to Jack, Melanie, Sir Henry, Penelope,
and Dwight), which are presented as having been translated and foot
noted by someone other than the author.

They have been included and

translated into English because besides being informative, they offer
a point of view.
Some of the footnotes from the original that were purely in
formative and contained information that is common knowledge to English
speaking readers have been omitted.

REFLECTIONS OF THE BALL

by Antonio Callado

For Ana Arruda

"...when the king of France came to Milan, he asked
Leonardo to invent an uncommon sight and in response he con
structed a lion which, every few steps it took, opened its
breast, displaying a chestful of lilies."

Vasari, Lives of the Painters

"Why wouldn't some animals be created to suffer, if in
the human species the majority of individuals is selected
to suffer from the moment of birth?"

Buffon, in Natural History
disheartened by his under
standing laziness.

C O N T E N T S

part one
THE EVE

part two
BRIGHT NIGHT

part three
THE MORNING AFTER

Part I

THE EVE

1
My son:

The kidnapping of our respectable colleague, the German

ambassador, has brought together the rest of the heads of the diplomatic
corps:

they dine together, they lunch together, the more Americanized

even breakfast together, a custom that instills a holy terror in me.
A Christian gets out of bed, shaves, tithes, dresses, and leaves to
face another ambassador over orange juice and bac--n and eggs.

To such

degradation, I promise you, I will never submit myself, but I gave in
yesterday to the weakness of appearing at a nervous supper, swearing
to myself to retire soon after coffee.

If I tell you that I caught

a glimpse, going to the smoking-and--liqueur salon, in the center of a
silver salver, of a bottle of that port so dear to me, fortified, 1945
vintage, you will say that the rest of this report is dispensable.

I

will finish up, nevertheless, by informing you that of the wine I drank
so distractedly I remember, in a given moment, its appearance more than
its flavor in any other instant:

my effort was to carry some clarity

to the dark mirrors of my memory, when I suddenly saw, pierced by light,
the wine that the planes of the crystal liqueur glass cut with severity,
and there you have it.

About the rest of the guests, they wallowed in

the light liqueurs of raspberry, pear and mirabelle, swaddled, like gods
they sacrificed to themselves, in the blue scarves of the smoke of cigars
more travelled and troubled than Ulysses, since they arrive in Brazil via
Czechoslovakia.

To myself, caught between being intrigued and anxious,

I said that I had seen, or lived this before, in some other place, or
existence.

Afflicted, the ambassadors debated with each other between
39
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the ambition of seeing themselves assigned as many guards as colleagues
who have the most, and the bother of not even being able to go alone
to the beach, or to the mountains, vascillating between the unhealthy
desire of pretending that their kidnapping is imminent and the chill of
imagining that maybe it really is.
reminisced.

One of them,

cheeks

And they exchanged confidences,

ruddy and bearded, feared for his

mother's fright, in Europe, and swore that not even in Saigon had he
felt as helpless as here.

In Indochina he had been in love with an

Annamese (everyone, I imagine, thought of Proust and of the true sex of
Albertine) who had died in his arms.

There, however, genuine bombs and

honest howitzers exploded, it was the din of war, with a thousand devils!
It wasn't these silent insidious seisms that from time to time split
holy soil, extraterritorial, to engulf a diplomat.

So much invective,

in such a mild creature, brought me, without my knowing how, the image:
"It's as if a rose, red and slighted, shouted curses."

Another head

diplomat, in a low voice, it is true, but speaking intensely, inventoried
the sanctions his government would adopt in case something happened to
him, to him, some tragedy, and forced out, from a dusty corner of my
memory, like a moth escaping from an old closet that was opened:

"I

didn't kill the Sun in a duel then, so as not to leave Salamanca in the
dark."

Ready.

Now I could go.

It was as if I had raised against the

light, in front of my eyes, limpid, again like blood or wine, my memory,
in a liqueur glass.
Collation.

I was attending, in essence, the Cardinals1

These mentally violent legacies from fatherlands, on whose

coats-of-arms are still kept the eagles and lions of old, but lean and
mangy, today, neurotic, more capable of lacerating their own entrails
with their claws than their adversaries’

hearts, I saw them as if they
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were seated at a banquet to the sound of Homer's lyre, and as if now
they were only waiting, clouded with fine and brandy, for Julio Dantas1
to clear the table.

It's a good thing that Portugal was the first

European country to turn out its lights.

I could, as I did, retire

from the poor collation without being noticed.
as the English say.

"Taking French leave,"

A 1'anglaise, as the French say.

2
Thursday— I may say that I have lived until today waiting for two
vacuums:

for this sheet of white paper, surrounded by time on all sides,

on which I now begin my diary, which will also shelter my multisecular
Mascarenhan memories, and this back yard to be rebuilt lacking a jack
tree, and a star apple tree in the foreground, and where, like a strangled
hiccup between who knows what fierce roots and black stones, a thrush
buried alive, my spring, my mine, my fountain and stream, sings its song;
all this to prove, in essence, that the remodeling of the window frame
can force the scenery outside to remake itself.
should bury themselves in their gardens.

Men and not fountains

Valter the gardener plants today

my miniature plum tree, my jack tree, my apricot, perfumes, sprouts,
the milky sap of immoderate udders that come out of the somber foliage
like the breasts of my nursemaid Luisa came out of her dark uniform
blouse.

I feel my lips sticky with the milks and enticements of star

apples shaken down by bamboo poles in the woods at the foot of the hill,
the gang of neighborhood kids and I going into the woods like sextons
into a chapel, armed with poles to extinguish the high candles, putting
out star apples over the green roof.

I ’m going to enlarge the present

small orchard to the dimensions of my childhood, since I have just
regained lost time with words and with yellow plums, apricots, ingas,
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and rose apples.

And above all, alas, with carminative fruits, papayas,

tamarinds, plums, breadfruit.

Misty Urraca, make a resurrected Juliana

return home, who obtained the gardener for me but who doesn't want to be
replanted among the birds-of-paradise.

3
Dirceu:

I am a convicted traitor but I intend that my treason bear

fruits and here it doesn't.

It really doesn't.

If only instead of a

person I were an ox, a herd of buffalo, a barbecue.

You talk to me about

arms, more guns, but I need ribs, round steak, foreribs, top round,
and pickled knuckles.

I have a gross of warriors and even a saint or two

but we can’t beat the tame resignation of those who don't eat.

Unless

war breaks out I don't see when your sealed train will come whistling
in to lay the traitor on the platform.

Don't think I'm licking my own

wounds, that I have a strong stomach and eat three meals a day.

My fear

is that my stink will be smelled by others before I clear out and declare
m^ self.

4
Sunday— Yesterday I was introduced to Ambassador Antonio de Carvalhaes,
of Portugal, by our common neighbor Sir Henry Dewar, who, not very
diplomatically, somewhat gin-and-tonically, since he had drunk a few,
said, when he was introducing us, that the kidnappers, if they wanted
good company, ought to get Old Bones, a reference, of questionable humor,
to the fact of finding the Portuguese among us above all to deliver the
bones.

Carvalhaes smiled, and, while he extended his hand to me, he

maneuvered to get rid of his well-wined host, leading me to a beautiful
Adam sofa of Her Majesty's Embassy.

There we sat in the shadow of a
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Turner, all hay-golden, and briefly we evoked the fort targets and the
sweets and laxative plums of Elvas, the city from whence came, in the
times of King Sancho I, the first of the Mascarenhas and, to turn a
phrase, the Eve of my lineage, who answered to the earthy and woodsman
name of Urraca Anes.

5
Dirceu:

The thing is for us to give that ball I talked to you about,

planned a century ago.

Since we're all Brazilians they don't have to

compel us to the calamity of bloodying starched shirts and piercing
party dresses with bullets as if we were barbarians, as if we were no
more than French or Russians.
the dining room.

The Emperor and the Cabinet simply go to

I come in, modest, with the darkness.

Ask the swallows

of Rio if I don't know each one of the wires, ask the Carioca dogs if I
don't know every post.

6
My son:

I tried, the other day, to discover a way of refusing the

invitation made to me, as ambassador, to preside a:

he celebration of

the hundred or so years of the birth of our Joao de Deus, in a public
school that bears his name.

Made by the schoolchildren, the invitation

ir luded an awkward and moving map to show that, in Penha district, Joao
de Deus is on Plaza Almeida Garrett, flanked by two streets, de Sintra
and de Braga, and by Avenue Luis de Camoes:

I concluded, between sighing

and being touched, that my presence was inevitable.
re-read something about the Algarvian.

I went.

I got ready to

I hardly imagined that

I would leave there trembling, between bodyguards who, reprovingly,
accompanied me to record shops right downtown.

It's that while a little
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kid, armed with a bouquet of red-speckled white carnations, recited sweet
insipidities about Joao that he had memorized, I thought, about some of
his verses of austere architecture, in which he tried, in vain, to
recapture that triumphal certainty of the forms that animated the young
Europe of Vivaldi and Bach.

You remember about the wave that Joao caught

in the sea, all arched, that said to the rest, "'Let me pass’, and passed,
and died"?

Well, thus I was in these johndivine

2

poetry daydreams when

from some record player, in another corner of the building, or in a
neighboring house, as they tried to make me believe later, musical notes
began to break out and crack like bamboo pieces thrown into flames.
A loving tune, full of blandishments but framed in a sonorous composition
of such alarming strictness that I asked my thumping heart if there really
existed here people crazy enough to try everything to begin again.

The

school principal scowled before the dangerous, dissolving angels that
the music loosed among the uniformed youngsters.
blackout which turned off the record player.

He was favored by a

I felt, from then on, and

so I feel even now, black and smoking like a candle wick which a sharp
gust of wind deprives of its flame.

An inconsolable wick, I went, in

search of my lost flame, to the shops.

I imagined myself a young

Mendelssohn, extracting from an archducal cellar, damp and mildewed,
the Brandenburg Concertos, to dry them with the heat of the peoples'
emotions.

Winetaster by ear, I set myself to listen to passages, sips

of music that the boy imagined, by my stammering description and my
lamentable intonations, to see if they were of the vintage and cask I
was looking for.

They weren't.

And here I am, pursuing a canticle like

someone who pursues a hard-to-get woman, exacting, merely glimpsed, soon
gone, that I have just found, magnanimous father, to send it to you on
records by diplomatic mail pouch, with the pride of an impotent caliph,
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though attentive, to send to a distant son the most beautiful odalisque
rolled up in a carpet.

7
Dirceu;

Pompxlio furious, intransigent, imprudent, ready to desert any

way he can.

Keep your cool or get out of the way because the bull is

ready to charge.

Pomprlio resolved to execute his century-old plan.

"I won't wait another century."

He organized from Riberao das Lajes to

Macacos,"* in the Botanical Garden, a chilling mathematician who even
meditates about the generators that singe the grass and blind the horses
at the Jockey Club.

He will turn back the clocks of Rio to the chaos

before the third verse of the first day in the first chapter of the
first book of the Pentateuch, the instant in which the Lord, though
resolved to create light, already reckoned for verse twenty-one on the
fifth day, dedicated to the animal game,
world.

4

the coming of the pre-serpent

Put batteries in your flashlight, dear Dirceu.

8
Sunday— 'If this were at least a typical feature of the Mascarenhas— if,
let's say, black plums were the disputed fruit of the Lion's claws and
the Dodo's beak— but no, not even this consolation can I have.

My father

at least, ah, how I remember him on Mondays, after the lavish Sunday
repasts and bibulations, coming out of his room panting, early in the
morning, to run to the bathroom, eyes puffy, expression dramatic, emerging
from there a while later, the flushing still sounding behind him like a
caged cascade, exclaiming, rosy and fresh, "what a discharge! what an
admirable discharge!" bowels empty, in the peace of God, and would go wash
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his face in the backyard spring, and his mouth with a currant and a
yellow plum.

Milk of magnesia was star-apples, papaya and rose apples

were the patriarchal calomel.

I wonder if it was from my mother, who

blushed and lowered her eyes during my father's eschatalogical morning
meetings (I'm also the son of a virgin or of a false step, because inter
course between the two wasn't possible) that I thus inherited the nonMascarenhan constipation corset?

To the mineral oil, to the mineral oil.

I have to ready myself for the return of the prodigal daughter.

Just as

each day is enough for the evil it contains, so the effort to digest a
banquet is enough, amen.
water mine.

Note:

Nothing about my buried fountain, my

The worst thing is that they are going to bury, yes, a whole

reservoir on Dona Marta Hill, at my back.

Provided that they don't let

the hill collapse (do they say "cave in"?) after it practically dissolved
on the outside during the flood.

9
Dirceu:

I'm buzzing, I don't do anything else.

Buzzing.

For three

years I've been walking in the opposite direction from my father's house
and I measure my progress in life in terms of the growing distance.

You

wouldn’t have the impudence to ask the resurrected Lazarus if he'd like
to spend a month in the tomb to get rid of his homesickness, would you?
But I've already told papa that I'm coming back, so don't worry.
Especially because Beto's letter that you sent me left me like a bee:
full of honey.

Buzzing.

10
Dirceu:

I'm taking advantage of Mejia's visit and am sending you with

this note the sketch of Rio's Big Blackout, to use companera Amalia's
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terminology.

Once read and assimilated, you will put the sketch to blaze

like Joan of Arc in that alcohol burner that has accompanied you and your
toothbrush

at least 3ince that day long ago when I extracted from you
5

a personal history that begins with the Column,

disappears in the land

of your first exile, erupts again in a second column, in a third, in many
others that tried to finish and that are there maimed with nothing to
sustain them, as if the country were an ancient Greece, only without any
past whatsoever.

I know that the crops that grow are born of the sweaty

volunteer labor of a million sickles and hoes.

The coup, the trick, the

exchange of effigies are, as you said at our last meeting, "like those
ready-made coconut palms that they stick along the edge of the beaches
in Rio in grass carpet bought by the yard at the City Nursery Park on
Pacheco Leao street and that aren't ever going to turn into a real
coconut grove."

{The street that reminds you of the nursery makes me

think of the Macacos Reservoir.)

The mere idea of the ball— the revolution

with music and dancing— has a shocking side that affects me too (I'm not
going to the ball, I'll stay at the controls) but it constitutes the only
opportunity I'll have to set up my column.

Accoucheur, I want to deliver

to you pedagogue or prince, begotten in the flood's sea of mud which so
humiliated my Boss, module ideologist, sworn enemy of Trogloditia, slums,
Central and Linha Auxiliar, Leopoldina and Rio de Ouro.

My Boss lives

sleepless, outraged, "since in the country's history the dirty work of
getting rid of the rotten fanatics has been up to us, of contemplating
turbid waters of hepatitis without stocks of chlorine and aluminum sul
fate, of rationing, v/ith shame and hate, the light and power among the
dead and orphans, of closing the Rio-Sao Paulo highway, of leaving
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Rio without grain, without milk, its mouth full of shit because the
Governor said to turn off the sewage lift-pumps:

as if the enemy had

scaled the border in the dead of the stormy night. And if
really were to scale it,

in the torrent of another flood?"

the enemy
So that the

enemy never manage to do it, and for the boss's peace of mind, we set up
the Module and thanks to the Module we'll jump the border.

We can in

theory let loose a sterile dry flood (or a drought of withheld water if
you prefer), more terrible than the other.
that which Vxtor calls my Nero's zither.

And inside the Module, pulses
It's the Disconnection of

Circuits by Districts, it's the rationing of 1967, the division of Rio
into parts, from the first, disconnecting Gamboa, Conceigao, Saude,
Cinelcindia, Passeio and Aeroporto Santos Dumont, to the last, paralyzing
Marechal Hermes, Vila Militar, Valqueire, Nova Iguagu, Coelho Neto, Acari.
Scientifically fingered this 35-string zither could just about dry up
your sink and shower, or merely make you light a candle at home.

Or,

as might happen on a ball night, it could cause the great fainting of
the general blackout.

For your peace of mind:

if the process gets

fouled up, if the treason makes two red horns sprout on my forehead, I
will adopt the first alternative.

In the middle of the night I'll

chloroform only one district, which w e ’ll choose beforehand, in order to
warn our companeros, that in this case they will or will not dance, by
understanding the message:

if the general blackout falls through, correct

the ship's course, the one and only way is indeed Port Dirceu.

11
Monday--Yesterday I received, for the first time, the visit, a morning
visit, of the Portuguese Ambassador, still redolent of shaving lotion
and wearing a beautiful grey herringbone double-breasted jacket.

With a
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resigned sigh and a disconsolate gesture he pointed to the parking area of
my tree-lined driveway, in front of the veranda, to his black Bentley where,
besides the chauffeur, Juvenal, who came with his master up to the door,
were stationed two guards, one of whom had a sub-machine gun at his knees:
"I move with my men-at-arms, as if I were threatened by Moors."

When he

had sat down and accepted the sherry, accustomed his eyes to the contrast
between the bright day from which he came and who, in the cool dusk of
the room, limited himself to a discreet glance at the resplendant
Manzanilla baccarat, looked, with evident pleasure, at the Indian china
on the walls and the bookstand on which rests, bound in Morroco leather,
the history of the navigations of Pedro de Mascarenhas, on the cover the
golden Lion and the Dodo, disputing a date palm.

Immediately, however,

as if he had given me news just broken out downtown, he declared that
only historical quietism, playing possum, will make the Portuguese the
natural inheritors of the earth.

"I even see the times when the impatient

nations will put themselves (don't think I don't read my science fiction)
to colonizing such remote worlds that this one will be left over for us
by natural rights."

I concede the joke up to a certain point, but with

a throb of intimate tension, Carvalhaes talked about space ships to make,

7
without return, the cosmic Taprobanas curve,

while around the deserted

earth, Portuguese will again weave a wreath of caravelles, of rosemary,
of vineyards.

I have the impression that he brought a prepared subject—

perhaps the royal bones— but he gave it up.

He asked a few amiable and

gallant questions about Juliana, and retired, leaving in his wake, if
not froth and pompanos, lavender and tobacco.
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Mejra:

You can transcribe El Tenebroso's message in Porteno.

The

deposed and imprisoned will at least hear, when day comes in through
the palace verandas and terraces, the melancholy voice of the power they
had the evening before sighing through the rooms:

Je suis 1 ’sspectre de

la rose que tu portais hier au bal.

13
Tuesday— Alas, if my daughter has returned, I have lost, on the other
hand, the hope of planting Almerinda in the kitchen again, half flower,
half black, a sooty rose among the white tiles:

dissolved in dark cup

boards, dissipated in suburban pantries, withered like a misunderstood
tulip in some proletarian garden of Meriti, that archpriestess of jilo
9
ragout,

Yoruba maenad to bleed, for our giblet stew, sacred chickens

raised in the backyard with springwater and corn from the orchard,
bacchante of roasted meat transfigured by rust sauce, alas.

Now in the

kitchen I have Joselina, stigmatized by the double defect of being too
old for herself and too new a face for me, but who, God be praised, with
her employers of the old Western Telegraph learned the charms of lamb
with mint sauce, yesterday's dish, the leaves having come from the garden
in the hands of Valdelise, Valdelisa who is also not, to backtrack,
Luisa, but by assonance brings back something of Luisa, as a remembered
rhyme sometimes restores the whole verse that we had lost.

And it wasn't

even the intention of this entry today to darken the splendid day, twin
of that one in which Elizabeth Barrett saw the retriever Flush go down
Wimpole Street.

I managed to recover, from the debris of the past, our

laundry woman Zulmira.

Not only will she wash the clothes again, restor

ing a little of that chaste perfume to the sheets, that is lost when the
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sunbleaching disappears, and to my shirts that whiteness of anointed
tunics, which as a boy made me withstand even the other kids' insults
calling me Starchy:

besides this, besides rinsing me in a past of clean

water and rough soap, Zulmira, who kept with her, at mother's request,
our German Shepherd Visconde, is now going to bring me a mutt descendent
of his, named Mugido,10 because when he sleeps, he dreams raving, shaking
his legs and mooing, according to Zulmira.
tell me about the spring.

She only didn't know how to

"It dried up," was what she said, deceiving

me, because a washerwoman ought to know about springs.

But they were

lost from sight, Zulmira expelled to a shack at the top of a hill, the
fountain tired of asking for help down here.

14
Amalia:

Filipe got an invitation for the reception from the idolater,

Kahnweiler.

Dirceu asks that you go with him.

It won't hurt to get to

know the house well, just in case, as Mejia says.

I personally prefer

a quiet street in Silvestre district to the jumble of Conde de Baependi
Street.

Filipe has been a real drag lately.

"Fuckers like you kill

God and he disintegrates into a fuckload of little shitty gods.

I

stumble into them in the middle of the street, in cafes, at Bob's.12
Kahnweiler has a god in a tank in his house."

15
Dirceu:

Brazilian scenery is composed of eucalyptus trees, Volkswagens

and hungry people.

As you are ironic only as a last resort I feel the

barb on hearing you say that we chose, by preference, the brilliant
solution.

When I reorganized Rio in Blackout Groups I didn't see any
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thing brilliant before my eyes.

I saw blocs of suburban people,13

an immense tiled wall— Nilopolis— Vila Rosali— Eden— Pavuna? Nova
Iguapu— Heliopolis— Mesquitaj Caxias— Lucas— Meriti— with the faces of
sad folks.

It so happens that I don't have a gun license.

to carrying them.

I'm condemned

By obedience or by decision my trade is fighting.

Among us, whoever gives up being a lion becomes a Christian.

Only the

decision of those condemned to arms can put happy faces on the tiles.
Ponto, punctum, punkt, as Vitor says.
support you give to the Blackout Plan.
enthusiasm too.

I feel the impact of the total
But I'd like to feel your

Full stop.

16
Jack darling:

I ’m all packed and ready to go to Brazil, just waiting

for a phone call from you.

Meanwhile our good friend Dwight Cousins

who is campaigning hard had the amusing idea of taking me along to Brazil,
Indiana.

I was introduced to the mayor, who was delighted with the idea

of entertaining the U.S. Ambassadress to Brazil, and who invited me,
Dwight and Marion, to spend a weekend at his farm.

By the way, do try

and get me clubs, headgear, bows and arrows, calabashes and whatever
else the Nhambiquara Indians have or wear.
brew some strong stuff out of manioc.

Or drink.

Apparently they

It might be fun to serve it.

Dwight is getting ready an exhibition as part of the campaign.

I

gather Teddy Roosevelt went exploring and hunting in Brazil in 1913
or thereabouts and got in touch with those Indians.

Dwight thinks it

would be grand to have their tools and weapons on show.

Lurking behind

it all is the idea that since Teddy's days Republicans have been the
guardians of nature, the ecologists.

Apparently, in Brazil as in Africa,

he only shot animals as specimens for African museums.

I haven't read
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Theodore Roosevelt's book on Brazil but I'm told he had an Indian guide
in his Brazilian wanderings, someone called Rondo or Rondonio or some
thing of that sort.^ Could he conceivably be alive and if so could you
arrange for him to come over on a visit, preferably in his savage garb?
And don't forget about the manioc beverage.^

17
Juliana:

Vitor, who's taking you this note, promises to demonstrate

to you my recent Theory of Unified Rhythm, which would be the fusion,
in just one measure, of the portion of love that fits in our sheets
with that which is heating and impregnating the six hundred and forty
million earths in the Galaxy.

Vxtor exaggerates when he says that I

invented a rude, Basque, and coarse symbolism:

I turn out the lights

because, according to him, on his wedding night the groom wants to stay
in the dark.

But he has his own reasons.

Accept the syncopes of the

light and power as the fainting of the groom whose heart stops beating
every time longing, like magic, puts the distant bride within arms* reachbrutally, in flesh and bones, in her own fragrance and that of mangoes.
About 10 go have coffee, or a beer, in any corner of Group 14, Penha—
BrAs

de Pina— Cordovil— Lucas.

Feel my heart stopping in the lights

and neon signs.

18
My son:

The beautiful daughter of our neighbor Rufino intrigues me.

He, in his own way, instead of telling me about the girl directly,
compared her, as if one did this with live people, to a certain Fidelia,
widow, secret passion of one Aires, counsellor, both figures in a
Brazilian novel.

1f\

With respect to Juliana, by my own observation, I
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know that she cultivates the diplomatic corps a good deal.

It seems

that she has the success she wants, within the limits she can accept and
choose, literally between Greeks and Trojans, or, let's say, between
the tedious Kahnweiler, the dramatic Kazimirov, or this Clay, who even
Father Collins, merciful by vocation, finds cold and conceited.

Anyway,

I observe her with passionate interest, this lovely sertaneja of our
diplomatic soirees.

Item:

Sertaneja is a blue butterfly, of full and

noble wingspan and almost alarming beauty, with which the Brazilians work
an inverse and perverse, miracle:

they kill and mount it to compose with

its wings pictures and trays of vile taste.

In the woods of Rio the

sertaneja flies soberly and lingeringly as if it were silently applaud
ing its own beauty.

19
Tuesday— Unquestionable connoisseur of theatre Carvalhaes makes use of
the stage to frequently talk, going back, in time, a trifling seven
*i n

centuries, about his true life passion, Ines.
too,

(Ines and Natercia

since, now that I think about it, our Carvalhaes

passion for erotic corpses.)

has a certain

He recognizes but doesn't deplore, rather

seeming to find it good, that Lusitanian theatre is so weak.

"Only

intoxicated peoples in History accept the unabashedness that is great
theatre.

And they pay a very high price for their weakness.

Terrifying

passions that we would do anything to exorcise, why keep them intact as
someone might lovingly cultivate a deadly virus in live flesh— in the
extremely favorable medium that is a play?

Catharsis is a witticism

forged by Aristotle to deactivate the venom secreted by Sophocles,
Great theatre doesn't purge, it poisons."

I let Carvalhaes talk because

I already know that when the subject is theatre, he looks for the shortcuts
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to arrive, supposedly surprised, at the eternal temple, growing pale in
the customary woods, watered with fountains, a typical Coimbran.

(The

other day, to go back there, he used his Alma Mater Conimbricensis
as a pretext to evoke university days.)
Fernao Lopes, Carolina, Velez de Guevara.

There they come, in a drove,
"Pitiful play, that of

Antonio Ferreira," said Carvalhaes with almost incomprehensible joy,
actually rubbing his hands, at times, when in a moment of some distraction.
Jealous over Ines, I think.

20

Amalia:

It's the native songbook, it's the Tray of the Baiana, The Iaia

.
/
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Qumdins, the Caramel Creams, the Vatapa Recipe, the Coconut Candy,
it's the killing of the hunger raised in the cupola of amorous con
summation, the old copula also known as screw, exempli gratia, I ’m going
to eat her, I gobbled her all up, it is, from Oiapoque to Chur,
lament of all the states, the ultimate hymn, Mama I Want Milk,

20
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the
i t ’s

the hunger that begins at the nipple of the maternal breast and continues
for the rest of our lives at all unwary nipples that go by at mouth level,
it's the Ugolino-Oedipal

22

mix-up, it's beef and female flesh, it's the

sardine and Dom Pero Fernandes.
turns into compassion.
wants to share it.

This is Roland's thing, with him passion

He can't see alien suffering because he soon

Our history is full of prophetic balls and this time

the people, who don't dirty their plates because they've nothing to put
on them, are going to be invited to break and not wash the dishes.
eat with our hands.

We'll

We'll fight in the dark.

21

Zulmira:

Bastiao isn't working as a dogcatcher anymore but our neighbor
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Praxedes is still there.

Today he didn't go to work because he caught

shingles or dog leprosy or something but he said that a dog came into the
pound like the one you're looking for, with not much but a little shep
herd blood, but you can see it in his muzzle and the color of his hair,
yellow with a few black shreds.
doesn't bite, just like you want.

Nobody's come to claim him yet.

He

I hope it's somebody that asked you

for it and not you that went bananas because any dog eats and these
big ones eat what amounts to punishment in a poor man's house.

22
Thursday— The old baroness is dying, in the middle of the bustle and
clamor of the crowds and machines, far away from her cordial, her bottle
of salts, covered with yellowed lace, that smell like patchouli and old
trunk bottoms, neck protected, dried up, by a last strand of emeralds,
and her arms, gaunt from gold slave bracelets— thus my street and my
world die, I thought, going up Sao Clemente Street
melancholy like Quevedo in Rome.
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among the ruins,

My consolation, the guarantee that the

Lord gave me the stability of things in cyclical affirmation, was at that
precise moment, the exit of a genuine Ignatian from St. Ignatius High
School, black alpaca cassock, thin, ascetic, exemplary.

I recognized

him, seconds later, as Father Collins, but not before time, arched like
gigantic pincers, removed me like a worm from my street and from this
century, transporting me to the Vatican and the sixteenth.

I was trans

formed into the diplomat Pedro de Mascarenhas, who in 1539 contracted
and shipped to Portugal the beloved son of Loyola, Francisco Xavier.
For seconds I was Pedro, and Collins Francisco, hearing in the morning,
before it was torn apart by drills, pile-drivers, airhammers, mothers
of psychosis, the accompaniment of metempsychosis:

clash of trumpets
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and voices of those angels of old in the tiroes when the very angelical
orders could only speak Portuguese.

I saw Father Collins go into the

Portuguese Embassy and felt tempted to follow him to have— with
Carvalhaes and crackers— a morning port, or who knows, with crab or a
brisk tart white wine.

But I decided, dusty as I was outside, adust

inside, to go home, where I pacified my spirit, in long draughts, with
a quart of Murom's darkened with Guinness stout.

23
Beto Dear:

Don't communicate any more of your syncopes by wire.

heart thumps just seeing your pulses.
electrocardiogram paper.
exam myself.

My

Seeing Rio cross-sectioned like

I almost left the Cafe Flor da Penna for an

In the middle of the street the drill suddenly stopped

and at the back of the cafe the lights blinked and went out, in them
selves and temptations advertised in chalk and Gomes-de-Sa-cod in the big
mirror went out with them, the floor fan in the corner slowed down until
the blade stopped, the water where the coffee cups were boiling lost
its bubbles, and I, Beto, yes, believe me, I could swear that like a
pendulum on an old clock my heart was going to stop for the rest of my
life dead center, neither on one side nor the other.

Then I kept still,

in the silence and exhaustion of the bliss when we're one prostrate body
on that sheet you sent slowly spinning among I don't know how many
millions of earths and mangoes.

24
My son:

The high authority that lured me, by means of an honorable

invitation, to the Deuxieme Bureau of Brasilia, had hardly shaken my
hand when he declared to me without saying wherefore that he can consider
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the extension of the works of Ipiranga carried cut, but that "it is
necessary not to waste the bones."

He must have seen the badly masked

perplexity with which I tried to reconcile the notion of waste,
squandering, with the concept of bones, of a pinch, even though kingly,
of dust, sealed, with nails, silver hinges and corner decorations in a
coffin of honest Portuguese pine.

But take care to wipe that hasty

smile from your lips that I see from here.

"The vision and mission of

Dom Pedro still aren't finished," he said, "as we still have to implant
the empire and Christianity."

If I didn't know some of the things I do,

and that I confided, in elated retribution to someone who demonstrated
to me uncommon confidence, I certainly wouldn't have followed, with such
clarity, the thread of his thought.

"There's only one serious battle

in this country, the bond between us and the water, between us and the
Trogloditia, nation of fanatics, children of waters that are lacking or
left over.

Against the anarchic waters of Brazil and the Quasimodos, the

mud fetishes that these waters generate, we formulated Plan 1877, unfolded
in several Modules ending in 7.

Our present pride is Module 1967, a

kind of perfect theoretical recreation of the flood that brought to their
knees, before making them fall face down in a torrent, whole buildings
in Rio.

Our cultural Capital, the New York of the South, got pale, blood

less, one single power plant dripping into a miserable light and power
line like serum in the veins.

We would never again tolerate this

humiliation, especially because, from the powdery or viscous womb of
droughts and floods Antonio Conselheiro is born and reborn.
who he is, don't you?"

24

You know

Fortunately I knew, because, without waiting

for an answer, the Psychologist and Strategist then filled his vast and
cavernous chest like a diver preparing his jump from the tip of the rock.
As he let the air out, he spoke with a disdain concentrated on the
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suspicion that there are fanatics in action in the reservoir zone of
Rio.

"We're at the brink of cauterizing the tumor, of reducing the

gang, if it exists, to the bones of its components.

Well, look, the

bones of your King, of our Emperor must make the front page of the
newspaper when it happens.

We'll no longer allow, in our history,

demented savages transformed through the news media, into military
geniuses and leaders."

Here he stopped, with a distant air, reveur.

"It's really true that the miracle worker wasn't just any old journalist.
He was a man of very specialized learning.

A desertor, one might say."
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Thursday— Through the open door I saw my daughter reading with such
concentration by the lamplight that I perceived less the material
elements involved— Juliana, book, desk— than a half-luminous gestalt
to keep, in golden suspension, a focus of ideas and a pure attention.
By the start with which she received the kiss which, entering silently,
I placed on her head, I thought, not without a touch of malice, that I
would surprise my serious daughter reading at least my Socage, or my
Bocaccio, or who knows the Fernando Pessoa of the obscene English
verses ("Look how she likes, with something in her heart, to feel her
hand work the protruded dart") but, the shock past, Juliana showed me
the ugly cover of an old government monograph about dams.

It wasn't

Fernando ("He was a kitten playing with lust") it was the other Pessoa,
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Uncle Pita, the president of the borrowed top hat.“

Then I got the

idea, that seemed brilliant to me, of using, like a magician, the top
hat that Epitacio didn't have, taking from it through elaborate circum
locutions, the sermon that I wanted to make to Jiiliana, of dressing with
more refinement.

I took heart.

I went astray.

I took the wrong ship,
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or, at least, before embarking on Epitdcio's I became a passenger on
the other, with a view to present to Juliana, among wandering ramparts
of ice, the elegant martyrdom of Benjamin Guggenheim:

on perceiving that,

after striking against an iceberg, great bear borne away from the Pole
to drive glacial claws into the ship's bowels (wretch that I am, I
haven't done a thing since Monday!) was really going to sink the Titanic,
with its ten restaurants, four churches and two thousand passengers,
wearily abandoned the deck where so many were praying and intoning hymns,
and went to his state-room, to get dressed.

Not even the Count d ’Orsay

attained Guggenheim's glory, the only man to put on tails in order to die.
So, very well, I perorated, a few years after Guggenheim presented himself
to God in his white tie, our Epitacio Pessoa disembarked in England with
a borrowed top hat.
no hat.

President-elect, guest of the Royal Navy, and he had

He had to get one in a hurry, in the instant of anxiety in which

the ship was already approaching the Dover docks, to display, in the
foreground, personalities in impeccable tenue, and in the background the
white cliffs profiled against the blue cyclorama of the horizon, while
the presidential locks of hair were whipped about by the wind and sea
air, as if Uncle Pita had traveled by raft between Paraiba and Cabedelo.
Fortunately the hat finally lent to Epitacio bore the label of no one less
than Monsieur Gelot, of Paris.

It was— I finished up, somewhat moved—

the hat of a young diplomat of the retinue, your deceased uncle, my brother
Gongalo Mascarenhas.

I paused, then.

I contained myself and looked at

Juliana, to reap the effect of my words.

She limited herself to looking

at me, with a sigh, and dove again into her dam book, now, however, the
previous charm and magic dismembered into their vulgar elements of desk,
book, very high-strung woman.
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Dirceu:

I sing the wrath of Beto.

If Christ had expelled the money

changers from the Temple with Panzerdivisionen instead of whipping them
with thongs he would perhaps have had less success as the Word in the
Middle Ages but his Reich wouldn't be crumbling into tired imploded dust
before the two thousand years to the first breath of the brilliant
science of the brothers Karl and Friedrich who proved fourhanded that
the moneychangers never had left the temples and power palaces enslaving
the tides and Babylons on the outside and breaking into the basement and
attic inside of the rest of mankind to convince them in sex and soul to
live all humble and happy in their austere and sordid Babel of slaves
who came to demand as all future historians without exception noted that
the last bishops ought to form a caste of gentlemen and warriors of the
stature and magnitude of Camilo and Helder.

I sing the wrath of Captain

Pompilio, our Numa.
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Dear Melanie:

I promised to send you immediately those souvenirs from

the Brazilian savage Indians but they live rather farther away from Rio
than I expected.

The Indian stuff you can buy or are given as a present

here in Rio looks shoddy.

It travels badly and nobody cares much.

Brazilians hate to go inland, know very little of their own country and
tend to ridicule the Indians.

True, in certain areas of the country

they can hardly avoid saying, with Sheridan, that the only good Indian
is a dead Indian.

27

But alas!

I wish the Embassy were right in the jungle,

by the Xingu River or the Tapajos.

I'm sure from any point of view that

the Indians are far more exciting than the so-called white Brazilians.
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Except maybe my next door neighbor, a retired Ambassador whom I met the
other day practically face to face in the jungle at the back of the
Embassy.

He was wearing what looked to me like real Maxwell boots and

a loud Harris tweed coat.

He was touring his backyard with his

gardener and on his initiative we exchanged greetings in English.

I

nearly said to him, "Dr. Livingstone, I presume" but I am not sure how
he takes a joke.
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Dirceu:

As I promised you, I went today to visit companera Juliana,

in a house where you think, when going in, you've entered, absentmindedly, a time warp and fallen flat into the last century.

Word of honor I

felt almost nauseous, really nauseous, like vomiting, surrounded by so
many sideboards and corner cupboards bending from the weight of cande
labra, chest, coffer, silver tureen, and of so many walls wi n family
portraits hung between plates, some disgusting bearded r e s
cachetics, some gloomy women, mentally deficient.

some old

It gave me the im

pression of money stolen a long time ago, deadlocked, half rotten.
There's a cabinet full of books with overelaborate bindings, and you
know what I found in the middle of all that shit?

Two books, dedicated

to some grandmother or aunt of Rufino's, from the Count de Gobineau,
that racist son-of-a-bitch who took Pedro II's lucre in Sao Cristovao.
The creep throws me into an insane rage, as if he'd just stolen my
girlgriend yesterday.

I felt like stuffing into my pockets some of

the old man's silver to turn a few bucks for our group, but I think I
behaved myself pretty well when I was introduced to him by Juliana.
I admire her more than ever when I see the suffocating hole she came out
of.

I even accepted an invitation to go with both of them to a play or
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concert, at the Municipal Theatre.

’9

Itiday— Valter is a young and brooding field hand who surprises me on
r. turning even from minimum expeditions like those he makes to the foot
ol Dona Marta Hill with his hands full of bromelia and maidenhair fern
an* a satchel of medlars and currants— fruit that my father used as a
rtux thrinse on rising— smelling of blossom and resin, present that Juliana
g a v ? me when she still refused me the gift of herself, of her presence,
and who's worth it for the extraordinary capacity he has to get up a
fie! d hand and change himself, still early in the morning, into a faun.
This doubtless explains why he has for a wife a copper-colored woman
faus se maxgre with small, high breasts, who answers to the measured and
hereIdic Valdelise, more appropriate for a young daughter of the house
of

\ rraca

trii mph.
my

Anes, first womb of the Mascarenhas, ogivuivaginal arch of
From Valdelise I have to arrive, by stages that go because of

fistraction, fatigued memory, carelessness, to Valdelouise, Valde-

lui sa, with, like a backdrop, the almost fulminating image in her melted
swi etness from a valley full of Luisas.

Yesterday she passed below my

be i.rocm window with a tub of clothes on her head, torso in a tight sweater
si reaked with blue, black, and red, the scene giving me the impression —
V ildelise between a rock so heavily lined with moss, with slime, with
‘ichens, looking more like it came out of the living room, a green hassock
put out to air, and the remaining stems of a forgotten arbor, so suffocated
in vines, parasites and nests that it has already gone over to the vege
table kingdom— than a Mondrian parading in ray garden.
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Beto:
...No.

I woke up at home, in my old room, in the middle of the night
They woke me up in the middle of the night.

Still wrong.

You

woke me up, because you had made the night, in the Cafe Flor da Penha.
With a strong rope you pulled me like a bucket from the bottom of the
cistern and I came up dripping sleep all over but laughing, happier than
I'd felr. for a long time.

What you told me, what you

kept repeating

was what you said to me the first time we made love together.

Not the

first time, that one was a little inept if you remember, on both sides.
The first time we madelove

for hours, eating each other, rolling on the

bed as if we were in a boat

in a rough sea and suddenly I had the

erroneous certainty that we'd been born just for that, to make love to
each other, and you already all hard, all crazed for me again you pierced
me completely again shaking your head no, no.

I buried myself more in

you, afraid, and you began pulling away from me, in the middle of love,
you came out bit by bit from inside me, making me more afraid, you raised
your arms as if you were doing exercises, still all hard but outside me.
Then you smiled, amused by the fear I felt and said in a cavernous voice:
"Love unsheathes us, like a sword," and little by little, smiling,
you entered me again, all the way.
sword.

When I came up from

On that day you forged me, made a

the bottom of the cistern I was so wide awake

in the dark that I saw everything, like an owl, I cried from rage for not
having asked you more.

Won't we ever arrive?

to make a home and child?
a pretext.

Won't we stop someplace,

But I soon saw that my questioning rage was

What I wanted was to see you again, have you in bed with me.

Your steel, me a sheath.
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Wednesday— Arms open in a broad gesture of dismay on showing, in the
left hand a flannel and in the right a linen cloth, Joselina could play
Andromache after seeing her son Astyanax thrown from the highest wall of
Troy:

here are his little clothes, his swaddling clothes, the little

blue jacket that Hector brought the other day.

Only the lost son of

poor Joselina is a silver inkwell that she cleaned less than a week ago
and probably doesn't know where she put it.
plays on us.

Oh, Lord, the tricks age

I think that, like Aires, I'm going to start daily adorning

with a carnation "the buttonhole, where the same eternal flower luxurious
ly grows."

The flower of the dandy is an abstraction, fresh and immortal

Even though planted in wool, linen or tussah silk it's the dew of Petropolis or Friburgo sprinkling the middle age of Aires, the almost old age
of Rufino, they are Fidelias, Floras, Julianas of slender roots sunk in
our hearts, open corollas in our virile breasts.

But here comes Joselina

again— who probably, some day, in some already dead hamlet, in some backwoods area today a city, in a village plaza, on a high riverbank, was,
even she, someone's flower— here comes Joselina to whimper about the
temporary disappearance of a French silver inkwell.
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Dirceu:

Don't think anymore, nothing better than this idea of Beto's,

fantastic, beautiful.
country.

To catch Brazil in full dance.

To waltz with the

Then they say that I'm the poet, poor poet reduced to words of

obscure Portuguese or of hermetic Basque.

When the lights go out, mid

night, we'll have the glass slipper in our pocket.
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Sunday— Feu de joie!

Running water I

I followed the fern trail, as I had

so many times, but it was the old weeping willow, inset in the embankment
like a fossil, that suddenly made my heart beat and started the heart
of the hidden water beating too, I'm ready to swear.

The willow stayed

there as a sentinel, fixed, filthy like the trees along the roadside
during the winter.
awaiting me.

Red with dust, disturbed with dust, it stayed there

I remembered, suddenly I remembered.

I fell to my knees

at the foot of the rock behind the willow and began to dig with my
hands.

I felt the presence of someone behind me and almost shouted

Luisa!

But I saw Juliana who kneeled at my side, I dug, we dug, to the

weeping of the hidden water, of the water sprouting from the earth,
hesitant as someone revived who accustoms his eyes full of darkness to
the light of day, groping water, trying to remember its right course,
spilling, forming puddles, a file of glass ants opening an indecisive
path on the ground.

Even in July, when it dried up, it turned to moss,

nourished ferns and the frogs that deepened their nuptial bed where the
January rains would roll down.

Hail, protector Salix Babylonica.

The

youth of today— who cultivate disasters, even the most modest, and
catastrophes, small though they might be— don't believe it, but some,
like me, manage to bathe twice in the same river, was what I was going
to say, all wet, to Juliana, but I caught myself in time.

We were having

a moment of perfect understanding, without words, she too scooping up
water in her hands to wet her face, her hair, and letting it trickle,
past

^ters, today's waters, laughing, laughing, like me, and shouting:

"The waters!
Note:

The waters!"

Look up, to clear up the meaning, at the time it originated,

the term Encilhamento.
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Dear Melanie:

Rufino, the retired diplomat who is my neighbor, gets

better as time goes by, like some wines.
his Christian name.

Come to think of it Rufino is

I remember his rattling away a long string of

names of which Rufino was the first and Mascarenhas the last.

And since

I made that not very original comparison between wine and people, let me
add that neighbor Rufino has a better bouquet than the Chianti of the
same name, he's lighter, fruity but made »r like vintage hock.
morning early we are due to go to the Botanical Gardens.
daughter Juliana is coming along.

Tomorrow

Rufino's

He knows well the head of the Botanical

Gardens and is going there to pick up baby palm-trees for his nice plot
of ground next door to us.

You can buy specimens at the Gardens but

Rufino is probably getting them free of charge.

If you are anybody in

this country, you are not supposed to pay for any object or service
coming from the Government.

Infradig.

Be that as it may Rufino loves

those palm trees which apparently used to adorn the old coffee haciendas
where he spent his childhood or went for his holidays or something.
line the whole front of the B. Gdns.

They

Projected on the asphalt outside,

their huge shadows stripe the street like a tiger.

By the way, I've

inherited from Ambassador Peterson, my predecessor, a tender, living
and quivering present:

an aviary teeming with hummingbirds, and as if

lighted by small bird-drinkers the shape and size of tallow candles
which contain their sugared water.
drink hydromel.

Like the homeric gods the colibris

My fiery prisoners attract hummingbird visitors from

the mountains who dart thru the foliage and play around the aviary.
This is bird-watching for kings, believe me.
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Dirceu:

I asked our Filipe, who besides being an altarboy was a tailor,

to observe, design and copy the uniforms of the chauffeurs of those
four ambassadors we'd like to attract with the same birdseed to the same
multi-snared bird trap.

Everything.

From the hatbill to the bootlaces.

If I fail, if we aren't reigning, right away, in the dark castle, we
can always, who knows, gather, for the consolation of our failure, a
bouquet, on leaving the ball, the four companeros heeled and dressed by
Filipe, to prod to our suburban stables fattened purebred cattle,
the Nuncio, the Jap, the Portuguese, the Frenchman.
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Beto:

I remember our last meeting and am now identifying, in the

remnants that come to me about what you intend to do, the pieces of
a letter torn up and thrown to the wind, dirty with sludge and blood,
wet with yeur agonized sweat between two nightmares, in the middie of
shootings and drownings, lost in my arms like a child, the dimmed eyes
of the dead looking at you like fish eyes at the bottom of the dam,
watching you, only once, one night, because when day was dawning, and
when each mango, hanging from the branch on its stem, received on its
rosy cheek a - \y of sun, you also recovered your color, your smile,
and began to say that you were dealing with a betrayed woman, very mal
treated, but hardheartedly honest, and that you, tired of dragging along
those who at your side died of love for her, you were going to get her
drunk, conquer her at any cost, "when she's really high I'll come into
her bedroom pretending to be her husband," an image I found not very
flattering, in relation to me, but which I begin to praise, willing to
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open the door for you, even though I lament not being the one in the
bedroom, lying in bed, ready to be plowed, sown, eaten.
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Amelia:

The task of the revolution is to abolish all moans not those

of love:

ponto, punto, punkt.

Our group work is to prepare the

collective orgasm, the cosmic orgy:

stop, un point.

However, on the

other hand, it's to annihilate the most barefaced of the petit-bourgeois
passions, jealousy, deep-seated instinct of property, like a bedbug in
the mattresses of the world:

punctum.

This done, I inform:

I am these

days at the service of Juliana at Dirceu's command and not by my own
decision.

That fact established, I admit:

my Basque blood, my poetic

mania, make me, more than common mortals, sensitive, medieval, archaic.
And I add:

my norm is two loves, not of bigamy but of excess of fidelity

to the earthly sphere, which is you, and the biosphere, Juliana.
we two.

Antithesis:

me and Juliana.

Synthesis:

we three.

Thesis:

For you

whom I support, in principle, and for our children, which we'll have,
I'll even slave on the docks.

For Juliana I'll enter jousts and

tournaments and, armed knight, I'll leave on a crusade to liberate the
holy sepulchre of Marx, in Highgate.

Accompanying this

note is the

material I bought for your ball gown.
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Dear Melanie:

At least in a strict, unmetaphorical way I think I shall

have my path crossed by that tiger.

It will be a Brazilian jaguar,

certainly not the largest of cats but a reasonably sized one all the
same.

I've entertained at the Embassy an experienced American hunter

who in turn hires for his shooting trips a professional native jaguar-
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hunter and I hope very soon to go out and meet them both in the wilds
of Mato Grosso.

I'm running away, incognito, for Harry would object.

What else shall I tell you?
or Danubian outpost.

I feel like a Roman of old in some African

I'm glad we have so many security officers

around sending reports home, like our efficient and unpleasant above
mentioned one.

They are tackling whatever jobs people and governments

still seem to expect from an Embassy.
vivid dream last night.

Oh yes, I had a delightful and

I emptied Brazil of people altogether and

filled her with hummingbirds.

There was an element of fright (Hitchcock?)

slight fright at the fantastic multitude of humming, zooming birds
piercing the air with their long bills and criss-crossing the blue skies
of Rio, freely going in and out the windows and doors of abandoned ,
houses and apartment buildings.

Ars amatoria:

Before convincing its

mate to surrender, the male hummingbird, tireless and eloquent, vibrating
without peace or perch in order to show off its plumes, achieves in a
half-hour some seventy thousand wing-beats.

I didn't count them.

I

bought a book.
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Friday— Mugido, mutt, nevertheless has the face of Visconde, like those
bastards of haciendas like the Santa Pia, who, though a little dark,
frequently show features and fancies of the landowner.
if Mugido isn't a son he's a descendent of something:
muzzle, the tense musculature, the quivering nostrils.

One sees that
he has the long
Ah, if Zulmira

could also find Luisa for me, with her milk-filled nut-brown breasts
sometimes leaving humid marks on her navy-blue uniform.

I didn't

nurse anymore, or didn't need to, but Luisa let me, let me, looking
around to see that no one was coming.
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Dirceu:

I doubt that you could put yourself in my last twenty-four

hours of my woman's life, get into my skin and assume my ovaries, with
out freaking out as I am and without considering that Mejia has his
reasons and charms, I doubt it and do little.

Vitor who's taking you

this note will give you the details of the talk we had had with Mejia,
but if Vitor goes overboard against my version, be aware that Miguel
Mejia is hung up about the ball, which he finds fantastically Brazilian,
muy Bunuelesco carajo, or better yet MacLuhanesque as the first and
genuine party of the global village, illustrious idiots from all the
continents watching, squatting and awestruck, a house in Rio like a hick
looking at a manger scene, on only one foot and smiling toothlessly.
What he doesn't know is if the ball travels well, if it doesn't rot on
board and if the most advisable out there isn't really the Irish-LatinAmerican shindig, the unique solution, as he says, the Cordoban-Bogotazo
Bolivian-Guatemalan, the martyr Chile con carne, the boom.
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If there is

some setback and we get a shock or we can't disconnect the switch at the
zero hour I'll stay with Miguel because in the last twenty-four hours
of life this creep has remained in that nightmare between a putrid woman
in the afternoon and a polar man at night, between that cow Ines at
Carvalhaes' lecture at the Royal Portuguese Reading Cabinet and that
rotten Goethe at Kahnweiler's house.

It's not between the garden statues

and the edge of the swimming pool, it's in the patio inside, a marble
Goethe in an acrylic coffin, completely naked, laid out between blocks
of ice, real ice, those bars the iceman sells and that Gunther Kahnweiler
buys every day, as if he were raising penguins at home.

Gunther in a

low voice, like a priest before the body of the Lord, saying it was thus
that s.o.b. secretary saw Goethe for the last time, dead, nude, cock and
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balls exposed, each marble ball menacing, among blocks of ice.
on the rocks, jesus!

Goethe

I kept thinking about Ines' wasted-away hands.

I kept looking at Goethe's frozen ass.

What a scene, companero.
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My son:

These are trifles you relate to me, plaints, I'd almost say a

girl's sighs.

It's not what you converse with your father than causes

him sorrow, or distrust, but your not conversing, or the little that you
converse with her.

A vineyard here, a cork grove over there, an oat-

field beyond doesn't make an impression on anyone, as she herself,
Fabricia, I'm sure, would say.

I know well that in facial features she

isn't very beautiful, but she's talented in the kitchen (her lamb a la
Fajoes, according to our Father Bartolomeu, in fact redeems the sins
of the world), intelligent and a poetess.

And speaking of Father

Bartolomeu, voilaS

As the confessor he is of

there's the solution.

Fabricia our good Bartolomeu can explain to her, if you tell him the
case and formulate the request, that the shy suitors, like you, like
the Carvalhaes in general, you can add, thus turning the timidity into
a tradition illustrious and ineluctable as a parchment, are allusive,
periphrastic.

When they speak of the communion of lands and vineyards

they are to think, in fact, of the alliance of bodies and souls, whose
gold they would risk dulling, if they pointed it out directly, that is,
without a mediating metaphor.

If Fabricia, "even in speaking, speaks

in rhymes," which you probably don't exaggerate, since your Uncle Marins
do Val argued in sonnets, answer her with verses too.

You will still

encounter, if you look for them diligently, in the poets' corner of the
Quinta
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library, the Poetic History, of Teofilo Braga, and the
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Dictionary of Rhymes, with, possibly, my markings revealed, from the
time when I wrote a stream of odes to your honorable mother.

This

done, ask for her hand, now firm and imperious like a true Carvalhaes,
no longer like a Carvalhaes of the confessionary.

Now to the important:

did the Bavarian bellman show up who was going to take the bray out of
our bell?

And the electrician?

We have to extend, before winter, the

electric lines from the road to the Quinta and the Chapel, and put music
installations, for your wedding, in the main room and in the choir
loft.

Oh, I forgot the gravel to put in the path connecting the lily

field to the fountains, along the cypress trail.
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Vitor:

It's useless for you to come along with this foolishness of

buying me a huge piece of gold lame.
a servant and not as a lady.

I'm going to the ball dressed as

Buy me an apron at the dimestore and

deliver this damned cloth to our Jane Fonda, who isn't to blame if you
turn into okra drool every time you look at her, Juliana.
easy because it's a friendly warning.

But take it

She is going to think you a dumb

little grunt who doesn't understand a bloody thing of society30 and
high class stuff and is going to send the lame' with her chauffeur to
dress the needy wings of Mangueira Estagao Primeira's parade.
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Dear Melanie:

You say I don't seem to have any friends in Rio except

Rufino and his daughter.

Well, just to show you I'm a perfect good-

neighbor policy ambassador, let me tell you I'm also on very good terms
with ray other neighbor, Sir Henry Dewar, the British Ambassador.
have a much bigger park and house than us.

One rates Sir Henry as

They
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stupid on first meeting him but on second thoughts and meetings it
dawns on you that like a miser he underplays his wit, as if he feared
one might want to borrow ideas or mental exertion from him.
Dewar is an absolute plum.

Lady Doris

She could be Sir Henry's daughter, has

lovely blond curls and a complexion one should reserve for peaches at
dawn and ponds at sunup.

Gossip has it that she is friande to Brazilian

males.
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Tuesday— I thought right away, on hearing the doorbell, that that illbred court deputy had come to bother me again when Joselina (she lives,
M

these days, asking Sao Longuinho

32

to find her candlestick, which she

doesn't know where she put and which she guarantees disappeared, which
made me observe to her, giving a ration of pearls to a suckling pig,
how much happier Diogenes had been, since she hadn't lost, prudent
virgin, her candlestick,

33

always nourished the serious hope of finding

her man) announced to me that the visitor was Carvalhaes, like a butler
who, on a morning we judge to be rainy, opens the bedroom curtains and
J/its
my

it i

sh'Y &S8g£Sii.-sitfe

-farSSS

SSSI

,

S ift;

mental day got a bit darkened, since for the first time Carvalhaes

shocked me.

I was forced to tell him, with courtesy, of course, but

severe courtesy, worse than rudeness for one who knows and tries to
practice the unwritten codes, which wouldn't be a bit worthwhile if
we remained by ourselves, we of the Portuguese tongue, one day taking
care of the planet, if we forget the language in which we understand
each other, if we no longer follow the golden thread with which we sew.
He had never noticed, which in a way irritated me, the Mascarenhas coatof-arms, that I also have as a tapestry, on the wall, which Uncle Eduardo
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h< i woven in Aubusson, when he was serving in St. Petersburg, and, on
st ring at the Dodo disputing the date palm with the Lion, he had the
beg .nning of a feeble smile:
flai ingo. I'll eat my hat I"
ing

"Well now, if this isn't Alice's pet
I almost gave in to the impulse of respond

hat one hopes that Old Bones turn to dust, not wisecracks.

If

Carvi lhaes had turned to ashes, in that instant, I, in my righteous
wrath would have limited myself to swelling up my chest and blowing
him—

oof!— out the doer and through the perpetual dissolution of things.
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Penelt. ?e;

I promised I'd write to you about our weekend by the sea, a

party of many races and no prejudices, a gathering of diplomats and
playfcx ys from Sweden to blackest Africa, but I find the event still
too c! ose and too naughty to be detailed.

The only person I would

rathe: not have seen there was exactly Raymor.de, the object of your
trans .tlantic gossip.
cuckolding me.

I certainly wasn't fazed at the prospect of Henry

He's far from incapable of an escapade.

incaj able of a failure of taste.

But he's

This poor second rate filmstar Raymonde

misp .aces French values hopelessly.

She thinks she thinks like Sartre

whei she merely looks like him and she thinks she tastes like a camember . whereas she just smells like one.

Well, never mind, the honour of

Fr nee was fully upheld by charming Wiblancourt and his aristocratic
w t, at the same time fine and coarse-grained.
z

Vacruely escorting Raymonde

id looking like an elegant and sober clack lining on a gaudy, silver

jloud he never paid her the slightest attention after setting his eyes
on Juliana, a lovely Brazilian neighbor of ours.
day and invited her to take tea at the Residence.

I met her the other
Thank God she's
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somebody interesting to introduce to the Queen, before the Ball.
D'Ablancourt was highly annoyed when late-arriving Ambassador Clay made
a beeline for Juliana as he landed all in white from a gleaming white
yacht.

"Zut alors, c 'est con ces americains, ils debarguent toujours

a une heure indue.■"

And he went on, deadly serious:

"Vous savez,

Madame, depuis la. Guerre de Cent Ans les femmes frangaises disent que
les anglais sont debarques chaque fois q u 1elles subissent cecte eternelle
corvee de menstruation.

J 'ecrirai au bureau de Women's Lib en France

pour proposer qu* elles parlent dorenavant du debarquement des americans."
And he rounded off his metaphor in English:

"When you inherit an Empire,

you not only enjoy its blessings but you have to put up with its curses
as well."
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Dirceu:

Damn, companero, my ass is a flapjack of mustard with pepper

sauce.

The bullet ripped my panties like a fire cock and left me that

razor gash on my bottom.

The worst is that we had to throw away at least

a couple thousand Florian bills.
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They were all singed with shot and

stuck together with the blood of dear little Amelia here, and shreds
of blue jean.

(They weren't shat upon as this shithead Filipe's been

teasingly spreading around but everyone believes it.)

Oh, Dirceu, I

know that you go nuts when we write notes like a Prestes address book
for Dona Justa
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to read in bed, but hell it's so hard to see you.

While I ’ve been here in bed curing my ass, I've been thinking.
employees were still locked in the bathroom.
our pockets.

Everything cool.

All the

The Bank's money lining

Then the damned alarm went off by itself

in that hysterical tumult just when we were leaving.

A street cop came
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and it was this cops and robbers scene that1s not going to let me get
any so very soon.

Couldn't we combine Beto's brilliant ideas of a

light failure with holdups?

The idea is fantastic.

Think about it.
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Monday— My entente cordiale with my daughter has finally arrived, so I
hope, at the epoch of peace and harvest, since one can only trust in the
stability of homes and peoples when the women sit down to create a ball
gown.

The first dress that shows up, luminously, in Genesis, is that

of Rebecca, sewn in secret by the dressmakers of Lilith, Adam's devil
lover, and appears, sudden silk page in the rude sheepskin book, when
the century-old Abraham, getting more and more priapic, sets up a
woman for Isaac, by knowing that not using it in the delicate furrows
of planting and watering of posterity, the divine humor distilled by
the spinning twin stars in the groin of a nubile youth is going to go
to his head and transform his ideas into sour curds.

I found, to

celebrate Juliana's gown, the portrait, done by Insley Pacheco, land
scape painter and photographer of the Imperial House, 102 Rua do Ouvidor,
of Aunt Laurentina and Uncle Ladislau dressed for the ball that the
Emperor had offered for the Chilean Navy, Ladislau in his Henry Poole
tails, of Burlington Gardens, Laurentina with her Parisian design inspired
by a Tissot canvas.

I found it, I don't know why, out of its frame, in

a drawer of the Dom Jose desk, but in a perfect state of, let's say,
communication with the observer, Ladislau as much— crosses, military
stars, the gold chain of champagne fouet to set off his vest— as Lauren
tina, Severina arms, Sanseverine eyes, coral and gold earrings and neck
lace, in spite of being so serene and haughty, vibrated, even today, with
the tension of the imminence of the ball.
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Roberto:

Don't get uptight because I didn't go barging through the door

as in the old peaceful days that found you waiting for me and I pulled
back the bedroom shutters, and fastened them on the metal hooks, our bed
so close that it was almost below what you called the dark of the mango
trees so far below that one day the leaf-sifted sun placed a large coin
of light on the nipple of my left breast "Queen Midas" you said and
when you kissed my breast the coin moved to the back of your head like
a tonsure and I said "Reverend Beto" don't get uptight because I came
in through the village passing among the battered cans of the abandoned
dairy and through the back yard of the laundry full of drying sheets
as always and only there did I open the gate of our backyard without
anyone seeing me I saw a malagueta pepper bush which I don’t know
how it sprouted near the laundry sink imagine and further on I opened
the kitchen door with that big half-rusted key you said was going to
break and after going in I slowly closed the door behind me and leaned
against it weaklegged heart beating in my breast like a bird just fallen
into the trap I feeling it just like a bird much more than heart very
strange my thinking of birds when my heart beat very hard but not as if
I were really a bird a wild dove in my breast and as I remained thus
intrigued and forgetful of my fear of someone having followed me I calmed
down and felt all my love turning to the dove to that dove of your
letter that was in your rifle sight and that you didn't kill in spite
of your hunger because you thought of me and of my pity for the dove and
so I remained there immobile I don't know how long almost strange even
to me more dove than Juliana I swear on a verdant vertiginous branch
in space fascinated at the same time by my love and by my death.
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vitor:

T couldn't agree more with Dirceu.

underline the no.

I reinforce, italicize and

They called me in even to discuss trivial robberies

occuring during one of our test blackouts.

The most tenuous connections

they might establish between a bank robbery or kidnapping and a dis
connection would profile me between a white wall and the gun barrels.
The answer is no.
my nervous system.

The whole wire hookup of Rio is running through
Don't short-circuit me before the ball.

won't forget affection because of this, cne.

But we

Tell your Amalia that

she is the second love of my life and if you manage the impossible one
day (to take Juliana from me) I already know who's going to help me fill
cradles and cradles of revolutionaries.
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Dear Melanie:

I visited over the weekend the whitewashed house and tomb

of a Brazilian romantic poet who died of course in his early twenties.
I wonder why this boy-poet— I suppose it was the glare, the frenzied sun—
made me think of the hero of my youth, whom I studied so passionately
while I was in Egypt, poor T. E. Lawrence, treated so despicably these
days.

A dishonored hero takes some of our own honor away.

I closed

my ears to the prattle of the Portuguese Ambassador, who can't see
a bone without talking about his dead Emperor, too big for his coffin,
or whose coffin is too big for his tomb, I forget which, and saw, in that
seaside churchyard built on sand, tiny but son-baked like a rectangle
of the great desert, T.

e

. as vividly as I saw him during the war:

In

York Minster, lying marmoreal on top of his monument, dressed as an
Arab.

Nowadays neither English nor Arab seems to care for him.

known mostly as a faix~y*

A debased hero debases oneself.

H e ’s

Well, talking
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of heroes, old Harry loves running everything.
with my hummingbirds as well.

He's decided to meddle

He's found me a fellow, Capixaba by name,

to look after the birds. I'll see if he's really good, otherwise shall
fire the s.o.b. I mean Capixaba not Harry, poor me.
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Tuesday— Seeing again, to reintroduce Juliana among our friends little
by little, my dear hacienda Honoratos, which I hadn't visited since I
retired, I was astonished, fron the road, by the dissolute tyranny of
the natural world:

pursued by the flaming coral trees the adolescent

acacias just stopped short of throwing themselves into the aged arms of
the experienced mimosas thanks to the vigilance of the white-haired
cottonwoods.

I thought of my garden and backyard, my botanic nutshell,

as a caretaker and friend of their homes and penates which, lost one
day, were conducted to a seraglio, condemned to live there, among the
care and demands of four hundred mouths, four hundred vaginas, eight
hundred breasts.

On the hacienda, they were the plants, the flowers in

the hedges, in the thickets, in the pastures, the cattle, the anis, the
tame blackbirds cleaning breadcrumbs from the table, the hawks, so many
plants and animals that demanded platonic reduction to a treatise of
grassiness and caninity, of equinity and felinity, and a final inter
pellation to the suspicious serenity of the Creator, incapable of con
trolling it or debauched accomplice of this nocturnal foisonnement of
forms that disseminate angst among men, from Antao to Rufino and other
Mascarenhas haunted for centuries by the shadowy form of the Dodo.
I drank too much, to dull the acuteness of my perceptions, harboring
myself at the edge of the swimming pool, neutralized water, confined
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to its borders, since man has tried from the beginning, facing the
restlessness that the waters transmit to him, to shape them in cisterns
and jugs— and drinking gin, that is, juniper berries drastically distilled
in London.

Only thus did I manage to close the doors of perception to

the green chattering of the green parrots, traversing them only to the
gentle drifting in space of the cotton flakes that leave the pods and
arrive heated to the hands of the harvester, light airship to carry in
its wool cradle a round black seed, which lands yielding on the earth
and thrives.

Feeling like a blue sky and drunk to belch cumulus and

nimbus of quinine and juniper I saw a day arrive at my interior twilight
the twilight, the pastures and the hills to expel, like Millet’s peasants
at the angeius hour, the light, the heat, the weariness of the day.

The

hacienda, fertile, was redolent, all its rawness transformed into smells:
honeysuckle and jasmin from the veranda, Indian love at the edge of the
pool, Galician lime and Guinea grass, lemon eucalyptus, silos crammed
with feed, sheepskin saddle covers and cinches unstuck from the sweaty
hides of the horses, corrals where an incense of milk, piss, and dung
stems.
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Dear Jack:

I had for cocktails last night Josephine Dale and Dr. Dale—

how does one neglect fine people like him— besides of course our bosom
friends, Marion and Dwight, Grace and Cornelius.

Before going out to

dinner we had our choice of scotch, vodka martinis and old-fashioned
cocktails.

Well, after mixing the cocktails I nearly hid the glasses

under the bar.

I realized only then that we had no maraschino cherries

at home, no olives, no lemon peel, oh hell.

I felt empty and discouraged
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at first not for feeling such a lousy sommeliere but because I suppose
our neglected bar made me miss you.

But then I guess I had almost an

experience or a vision or whatever you call it.

As I looked at those

expecting drinks thirsty for their fruity completion but orangeless,
oliveless, cherryless and on the other hand felt myself bourbony and
icy but cheerless and soulless, I started blending into the drinks
through our common lack of wholeness.
unhappy whiskey.

Honestly Jack, I felt like an

Did you know by the way that both Washington and

Jefferson distilled whiskey?

I read it the other day.

Out of rye.

Dr. Dale said half jokingly but quite meaning it I guess that he could
use an invitation from you to visit Brasilia and Rio and going to the
Amazon for some real hunting and fishing.
of

Our

head*

in

front

mirror made Cornelius laughingly recall what you yourself nick

named your Egyptian Period while you were still serving in Cairo and I
was already back home.

As Marion would point out while your absence in

Egypt lasted 1 spent quite a few holidays visiting Charlie and Maureen
in Memphis, Tennessee, and even once making them drive me up from
Mississippi to Cairo, Illinois, in Little Egypt.
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Dirceu:

Invariably companera Juliana worries me when news from Beto

gets scarce.
risk?

Up to what point does it not start to constitute a certain

We met at the Municipal Theatre last night, as strangers, and

Carvalhaes introduced us.

Play sponsored by the Embassy, by him, La

Reine Morte, and he, in the intermission talking with the companera was
affable but questioning, almost inquisatorial, oppressive.
at best distracted, attending some play in her own head.

The companera
Montherlant,
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as a good Frenchman, didn't get as far as setting foot in the abyss.
Not everyone has the courage of Guevara."

The name, the sound of the

name, followed by the sound of courage, made Juliana widen her eyes,
imprudently.

"Guevara?"

up, warmed up.

"Yes.

Carvalhaes didn't even smile, but his face lit

Velez de Guevara."

the clouds, to Carvalhaes:
kissing scene on stage?"
our hearts.

And her father, always in

Do you think it wrong?
"No, God help me.

Did you want the

It's enough that it be in

But one of these days he'll return to the stage.

stink of death and everything.

With the

Our era abominates subtlety."
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Thursday— At the table, while she waited for me for lunch, Juliana
set herself to contemplating the portrait, grave, dreamy, and when I
asked her, on unfolding my napkin, if her dress had been inspired by
Aunt Laurentina's , she said, shaking off her reverie, and smiling as
before her disappearance from our home and my life, that she was doing
as the young Ilha, her artist boyfriend, who so disappointed me with
Garden Without Juliana.

Ilha began by painting Juliana in the garden,

among flowers, flowered dress, surrounded by light and ardent leaves
like green flames, and of sun specks, on the ground, heavy and ripe like
fallen oranges.

Then he began abstracting, abstracting, up to only

keeping of Juliana her dress, of her dress the flowers, of the flowers
some blues and of the blues finally some miniscule bursts of sepias,
yellows, solferinos, and the restless chaos, neither garden nor Juliana,
is what he entitled Garden Without Juliana.

He abstracted so much,

Ilha, that one day Juliana abstracted him from her life, and vanished
from mine, with a young captain she barely introduced me to, and when
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the painter came seeking me out I knew as much as he did of Juliana's
whereabouts, far away, vanished as in that painting that had begun
dizzy with light like the boy Manet arriving, sailor, in Rio.

"Prophetic

painting," I told him, a bit by way of consolation, and Ilha, glum, made
then the first and last jest I ever heard from him, on murmuring, hollowly, Juliana Without Garden.

I asked Juliana, perplexed, what Ilha had

to do with her assiduous contemplation of the portrait.

"Ah, I don’t

see the faces of Laurentina and Ladislau, I hear the quadrilles, the
lancers, the waltzes of Strauss.

PART TWO

I see the ball."

BRIGHT NIGHT

1
Dirceu:

Poor us, who still had the entreaties resounding in our ears

of this devotee of naked Goethe who is Kahnweiler, that we picked like
an edelweiss in the sinuous bottleneck of Conde de Baependi Street to
take him to the suburb Honorio Gurgel, and that later, previously in
vited, we went to dine with Rufino.

Poor us.

This land indeed yields

everything, wise plants that form udders and wine skins in order not
to lose chlorophil and vigor in the lean times, and fools like Rufino,
who don't produce anything, not even shit, and who however accumulate a
frightening world of useless knowledge in the hollow of their skulls.
At least for him.

The Brazilian vocation for kidnapping, here are the

theme and terms in which it manifested itself after supper, opening a
liqueur cabinet scintillating with flasks, lined with blue velvet and
stuck fuller of cigars than Our Lady of Sorrows of pinpricks.

In spite

of my Basque blood, the same blood of those who defeated in Roncesvalles
a Roland at least as valiant and infuriated as ours, I felt that the
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above froze in my veins like a Pyrenean stream in winter.
tossed down a double shot of creme de menthe.
our Rolanda.

Amalia

Intrepid only Juliana,

It was in the times of the Paris Commune and the first

International, said Rufino like an enemy soldier singing our song, and
the idea was the dynamite transformed into livid fires the gas of
illumination for Rio to wrap itself up in wailing and widow blacks.

Like

the nocturnal thieves of the apostle Paul the republican bandits would
thus harvest at the ball their bouquet of regal flowers:

the Emperor,

heraldic caxnelia of white whiskers, Isabel, that young Redeemer, Count
Dado and his ministers, Count Gobina and the ambassadors, crowns,
shields, military stars, garters glowing lusterless in the dark.

The

evocation of Captain Pompilio's plan wound a jubilant jararaca around
my neck and only because of that Marc, fiery cane brandy that Rufino
served me, managed to slip away through affected interstices of my
throat, narrow- as the Thexropolae of Baependi.

2
Thursday— She must have been gluttonous when a girl, Aunt Laurentina,
whose letters I found, so Juliana could read them, in the cask of keep
sakes of Grandmother Colatina's, then in Europe, dated from the Court
which, mildly inebriated, had gone without knowing it into a blissful
coma to the sound of Strauss.

Prom Fiscal Island, gothic abortion

finally emerged from the sea after a thousand years amid corals and
crustaceans, Laurentina didn't see the most beautiful, the illumination,
the gold braid in salt water glimmer.

She did see, and wrote on paper,

doubtless licking her red lips, ’’that imperiousness of game roasted,
stewed, fried, inambus, tinamous, curassows, and partridges facing the
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imported pheasants, dressed in their own feathers as if, facing the
threat of forks and knives, they were going to take off from the platter:!
in serene flight and head for the sea through the salon window.

1 don't

even want to talk about the gelatins, coconut cupcakes and French pudding,
meringues and coconut creams— it will suffice to tell you that a certain
table I thought was a floral fancy of ornamentation to exhibit, on the
Irish linen cream tablecloth, a bed of golden lilies, a square of that
wheatfield bowing with ripeness that we saw last summer in France, or,
a fantasy that came to my head after a glass of Tokay, the blond hair
of sleepless mermaids rising slowly from the bottom of the sea to spy
on the party:

they were plates of candied egg threads, grandma, a

field, a patch of candied egg threads, a churchly treasure transformed
into eggs, into sugar, in skill and art, it was the masterpiece of the
Pascoal Confectionary."

3
My son:

I saw only skeptic faces around me when I said that the lover

returns to the love nest, even though he knows it's empty.

They imagined

perhaps that the scene in which we found ourselves awoke a lyric
frivolity in me, a formal sentimentality, in the middle of a serious
discussion.

I patiently had to furnish them the link and asked them if

the criminal returned, by chance, to remurder the dead.
the case, why did he return?

If that wasn't

In search of what, except for the intensity

of the crime, if not that nostalgia of a very high moment of life?
of the poets here, as sad as ours, gave me strength.

One

We visited in a

great procession of motorboats— on the wind-beaten decks one could talk
of everything, rather carelessly, since the words had hardly left our
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raouths before they were lost in the sky:

seagulls— to the Barra of Sao

Joao, and all the Brazilian!: of the group gathered round, moved; in the
minimum cemetery, perfectly white, the sea and sun transforming the
tombs into salt sculptures, the grave of Casimiro de Abreu, a gentle
singer of luckless loves, dead about a century.

In one corner, at

his easel, a young painter carried over to his idiom the mystery of the
marine cemetery of bones and waves.

(This intractable Clay heard me

speak and muttered something like Old Bones, poor man.)

"You see?"

I said to the friends interested in the subject, "we don't even forget
the great loves of others.

About our own loves, though unhappy, though,

preferably, closed by death, to these we all return, always."

The one

who later sat down beside me on a rock and, instead of discussing that
which, for one who questions, by habit, in his case even by profession,
love and death, is dogma or axiom, was Father Collins agreeing, without
needing to do it explicitly, in theological terms of virtue, with that
which I proposed in layman's terms of wisdom.
poor people of Rio."
as they say:

"I'm going to visit the

I permitted myself a facetious remark, a "joke"

"If it weren't for the poor, what would become of charity?"

But the priest merely thrust his head forward, as if he were impeded
from hearing the noise of the waves, which broke into foam, at our feet,
the mantle of a blue sea so thick that the painter could drip his brush
in it to make his sky.

And, with his curious hand, too small for so

much red hair, kept on drawing, in a black covered notebook, following
my directions, the position of the house.

4
Amalia:

What English, what Russian, what Chinese, what nothing:

sleeping,
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men will learn all languages to be able to remember one by one all
thoughts, and pronounce again one by one all words already told them.
Besides author of Juliana, Rufino has at least a second lily in the
dungheap of h.is being and existing, cup-of-milk where at the top of the
green cane he sticks his head into the blue in order not to see or smell
the manure where he was born:

he caresses, nudges, fondles and laps

up the sounds of his language.

He says "currant" and I keep waiting

for him to spit out the pit and of a certain nursemaid Luisa he had
he describes her pair of breasts like glutinous exquisite and dark
globes.

Ah, maternal Basque of my babbling, Ave Alava, here is the

Unamunic Bilbao, their Guernica!

5
Friday— Fine and worthy amende honorable Carvalhaes made, this morning,
to extinguish from our relationship his moment of mockery before the
noble symbol, besides winged, extinct, of the fearlessness of the
Mascarenhas and the Lusitanians.

To imagine that the Dodo is no more

than its anthropomorphic caricature sketched by one Dodgson, who, like
a good Englishman of his time, did nothing more than decolonize Portugal
to plunge into the colonies that the Mascarenhas had discovered and to
fill with gall the glass, generally full of wine, of Ega, usually full
of an amount of Antero and of the sparkling mettle of Oliveira Martins,
was the crime that called for reparation and some handsome oblation to
the Lusiad gods.

The reparation was Carvalhaes' telling me, in a note

he sent with the book, that his humiliation as bone bearer is complete.
Like a royal tailor, tape measure in hand, he got tired of telling Lusos
and Paulistas that Dom Pedro's casket wasn't going to fit in the crypt
at Ipiranga.

It didn't fit.

It's in a depository, threatened with going
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to the Portuguese Embassy chapel, and Carvalhaes affirms, unabashed, that
he's afraid of the dead, except for his esteemed deceased, In§s, and,
here appears the offering Natercia, the sweet bride of all men who
speak Portuguese, and, as the very rare book that Carvalhaes sent me
proves, of all those who speak nearly all languages.

On the frontispiece

in which the giver tells me that the book (antique, just two hundred
copies) will be better off in my hands than in any others and adds:

"I

put under your guard the most ethereal and delicate Taj Mahal ever built."
I sat down in the light of a floorlamp that only illuminated my armchair
corner and the avenged and ennobled tapestry, Dodo and dates, and opened
the book in which, page after page, the same sonnet is reborn, spouts,
like my spring, the same music, ceaselessly changed, as if the poets ox
the whole world had received, on the same day, a visit from the same
messenger, dictating to them the same desperation.

My gentle spirit that

crushed yours.

6
Dirceu:

Today I passed my screentest at the Embassy and almost passed

that of streetwalker in the garage when one Claudionor without warning
lifted the side of my skirt and stuck into my panties and pussy a joyfinger
so well schooled in titillology that if I'd been a virgin, that was over.
I stopped at the gate, carrying a few pieces of clothing in a bag from
the Casa da Banha,^ playing a poor little unemployed servant talking as
waiflike as I could with the gatekeeper.

A house as posh as that must

always be needing a serving maid, cleaning maid, laundress, isn't that
right, anything except cooking, because kitchen, I told him, for someone
living in a posh palace like this one, the meals are always oven and stove
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and I could only do everyday stuff.

He then said that gringo grub hardly

kills Brazilian hunger, that it's beans and rice, fried round steak,
okra stew, but a place, a real vacancy, no there wasn't any, only if
Claudionor, who's head of the guard decided there was.

He went to call

Claudionor and the kid here, with nerves of steel, .■>ngeniously decided
to get them off the track.

I crossed the street to ask the MP headquarters

sentinel for a light and I stood there for a second gabbing just so
Claudionor could see me, Claudionor all cool, little mustache, macho,
short-sleeved white starched jacket tight over biceps that were a nun's
dream.

He showed me the garden, he showed me the Cctrs (a black Rolls

Royce and one of those Rovers), the garage (I checked the whole place
out) he even showed me the kitchen and only didn't show me his cock
because I didn't let him but I gave him hope.

If you think it useful,

I have a job guaranteed there, but we'd have to move the next day, marked
on the calendar and at the right time because the kid here doesn't intend
to put out for Claudionor and go around in an apron and little white lace
cap to open the door for companera Juliana who only knows the social part
of the little palace and who just today while I was yakking with the
servants left her daddy's house by car.

7

Sunday— What colorless Portuguese these young people speak, fane, or
rather, delave, as they say of the clothes they import, with a shabby
air, from countries inexplicably ill at ease at having them new, cut from
cloth that never fades, unless deliberately made that way, worn out with
science and patience, as if a lapidary out of his mind did everything
to plant a flaw, like a cavity, in a triumphal diamond.

What do they know

of the subtle sin against the vernacular, added to the robust and ominous
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list of the damages by the Portuguese striving to keep the language
sharpened and flexible, the weapon of the conquest?
weapon varied, the blade was eternal:

The handle of the

Indo-Portuguese, Malay-Portuguese.

Afro-Portuguese, lingua franca, that everyone spoke, in which all sang
and prayed.
commanded:

Sao Francisco (a bit Mascarenhas) Xavier, though Basque,
"If foreigners from our Order come who don't know how to

speak Portuguese, it's necessary that they learn it."

And the steel

of the language, like a branding iron, Friar Manuel da Assunpao plunged
it into the depths of hell and excommunication to make it hiss, in coals,
on the rumps of the ignorant, the lost:

"The missionary who doesn't know

the language shouldn't be a missionary; and he is in mortal sin and
shouldn’t be given absolution until he learns it."

Later— At Juliana's

request we took with us to the Municipal Theatre, to see a Heine Morte
which, I confess, more ill-uses sweet In§s, through tedium, than the
executioners who cut off her head at the Court of Santa Clara misused
her (Carvalhaes, who sponsored the show, finds "the play awful") the young
couple Vitor and Amalia, somewhat more tolerable, and this unfathomable
Bernardo, with his astringent, concise, and crude exclamations of man
and far out and groovy, and other similar expressions.

The soiree in

general, I would say, provoked in us three, or four, to include here a
Juliana so self-absorbed that it took her a minute to recognize our
neighbor Clay, who came over to greet her, neither yawns nor visible
pleasure but, merely, and from this I exclude Juliana, who not even this,
a kind of snobbish interest in identifying personages, above all,
ambassadors.

By the way Van der Noot, of Holland, who came over to pay

his respects to me, and to Juliana, made me remember, on protecting his
gracious wife Mina from an ill-mannered gesticulator near us, the incident
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of which Count de Gobineau was the protagonist, on safeguarding, in
similar circumstances, another fragile representative of the Netherlands.
The unexpected, and only, demonstration of Bernardo's interest in the
conversation, led me to evoke the night on which Gobineau, Minister of
France, finding himself in Rio without his wife, invited the mignonne
lady Consul of Holland to attend, at the Theatre Provisorio, a show in
which the presence of the Emperor also figured, Phaedra, in the tragic
accents of La Ristori.

In his eagerness to escort and protect her well,

tightly wedged in the foyer, since Their Imperial Majesties had just left,
doubtless overzealous Gobineau had, in some way, bothered, jostled, let's
say bousculee, Viscountess de Saboia, and the Viscount, a doctor from
Ceara, I believe from the backlands, shoved Gobineau, chewed him out,
and in the struggle that followed got the better, it seems, of the ardent
student of the human race.

For some reason the story had the magic

effect of delighting Bernardo, of arousing his curiosity, pursuing the
particulars, I would say right down to the bruises.

Having ended the

brief communication established with those who accompanied me, and in the
impossibility of establishing it with the play, I concentrated on, a large
part of the time, contemplating the feminine figures that Eliseu Visconti
had put to drift across the ceiling as if he had loosed mermaids in a
suspended aquarium, to be seen through the transparent background, blushing
and frail siren flesh which retained, for us, part of the light that
exploded in the Salon of the Refused, the light that emigrated, almost all,
from the palette of the pirate painter, Manet, as sugar had emigrated in
the coffers of Duguay-Trouin.

8

My son:

I have the sensation, these days, of living in a columbarium,
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and to it I have habituated myself in such a way that I even forgot to
tell you about the upshot of the entretien I had in Brasilia with that
powerful gentleman, Psychologist and Strategist:

in the guise of

amenity, and having closed the subject of the Emperor's bones, when we
were having coffee and smoking a Bahia cigar, what subject, do you suppose,
arose?

Something came up that, as was later explained to me, is the

kidnapping of In§s, consubstantiated in a certain Module 1357.

"Don't

you think that, facing the grave nuclear threats that hang over Europe,
and therefore over the monuments of Europe, that the sweet In&s also ought
to seek refuge, shelter and idolatry among us?"

In§s!

Now that they

have gotten the remains of the first Pedro of this young history, the
Brazilians aiso want to purloin the remains of our first Pedro, the Cruel,
since no one would dare separate the lovers who lived almost two centuries
before we, the Portuguese, invented Brazil, as an old carnival ditty
from here says.

(No, not of the divine Jacob, worthy of all the Rachels,

and who it would be hard to resist, if we put in a request for Ines, to
mandolin music.)

I smiled at the suggestion, as if it were no more than

a joke, or, let us say, of a courtliness to ascend, a la salmon, the
arduous current of the centuries up to the stone feet of a recumbent statue,
and I invited the illustrious interlocutor to attend the lecture I ’m to
give.

"About In&s?"

where she lies."
sinister farewell:

"Practically.

About the Monastery of Alcobaza,

He sighed, lamented, rather, but went on to make a
"As they judged others to repose in Coventry Cathedral,

or in the church of Kaiser Wilhelm, facing Kurfurstendamm."

9
Tuesday— I copy from the viscount de Taunay:

"It was the Encilhamento,
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almost fortuitous word of the people, adapted from the language character
istic of the sport--place in which they put the finishing touches on the
racehorses before sending them to the racetrack and forcing them, panting
and in supreme efforts, to contest the victory prize."

Helas, as the

Viscount would say, I feel the belt like a cinch, it is my undershirt
straps, tie and cuffs, I keep brooding over and chewing on the bit,
panting in supreme effort,

The disease was the fall of the Empire.

In

curable .

10
My son:

I fear that your stay in Lisbon is much exceeding the long

weekend that you had in mind and that you announced to me.

As much as

we extend and rationalize, a weekend loses its characteristics when it
threatens to incorporate in its duration the space of a whole quarter.
I ask you, in other words, to spend at least a long weekend at the Quinta,
where you say you live, an occasion to see Fabricia again, who, otherwise,
could incline to the side of the Condes de Pedral.

They wouldn't be the

least upset at acquiring the mechanical harvester of their dreams if they
made, through a marriage agreement, the Anschluss of the glebes that fit
in the dowry of this young girl who loves you, ingrate.

See at the Quinta

if they dried, with good pebbles, polished by the village stream, the
cypress path.

I think of the Quinta more each day, as a true backwater

and safe port, since I fear that fate still reserves for me— in these
times in which we hear our own steps ever more faintly, hidden in the
ground among the leaves of the season— some war episode, a war of deception
and escape but nonetheless a war.

The other day, somewhat restless with

certain symptoms that Brazil would be at the brink of wanting to become
.

a Marthan nation,

2

sweaty, faces flushed from the drudgery of steel mill
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hearths and of revolutions, I went to seek out, without, for once,
mentioning bones and remains at all, my Strategist and Psychologist,
confiding to him my discoveries that affect, all at the same time, the
cities and the mountains.3

"Impossible," he tells me, phlegmatic, "they

are zones that between us don't hang together, they don't stick.
Trogloditia is impermeable and impregnable.
you see.

I'm a man of the people,

No, no I don't say it, as so many do, to immediately add that

my ancestors were aristocrats who went to ruin.
people.

I'm really of the

I only know the names of my grandmother and grandfather.

I tell you:

Trogloditia doesn't have an explanation.

to remain poor, crude, frightful."

But

Fanatidia wants

"But they have to want something,

4
don't they?"

"They do, they want Dom Sebastian."

11
Senhor Director-General of the National Department of Waters and Energy:
Originating in the War of Canudos, the Rio slums, still atavistically
in the service of the Counsellor,5 are the sod turrets and adobe walls
of Trogloditia, they are the fifth column, the bone cancer implanted in
our skeleton, they are the clay images of our sentimentality and in
competence, our Carthage, which is necessary to destroy.
example, Rocinha.

6

Destroy, for

One power failure was enough for the slumdwellers—

like mice and roaches which, the kitchen lights hardly out, agilely come
out from under the refrigerator and sink, from inside the china closet
and the baseboards to steal the cheese, the sugar, taste of the contents
of the uncovered pans on the stove— to stick up three bars and a barber
shop, not counting their own stalls and stands.

Failures which in waning

concentric circles starting at the trogloditic periphery would almost
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make us a Pharisia and a Philitidia if we don't demand an exhaustive
investigation of the NDWE and for which I request your presence in a
discussion where Captain Roberto and the whole Security Service will
be present.

12
Monday— I will speak to Clay about this Capixaba— it's the second time
I've caught him on this side of the wall-whose digging upsets the spaces
regained from my childhood, since, a specialist in hummingbirds, he covets
that which blesses my garden, the colibri that reminds me of my beloved
nursemaid.

"Gardener nothing, Sr. Rufino, he takes care of Sr. Clay's

honey-suckers over there but he's an out-and-out-busybody and pilferer,
he's always stealing flowers from here for the aviary because he doesn't
even know how to catch flies for the little birds."
when he almost tangled with him.

This from Valter

Ah, my fruit and my flower, palmetto,

asparagus shoots, caper buds, artichoke, Luisa's lily-of-the-valley.

13
My son:

"I saw her, after she'd barely taken off her resurrection robes,

, .
7
arriving at CGT still warm, so to speak, from the hands of Doctor Ara,
again among the workers."

This is a small part of what he said to me,

after the lecture, the young Argentinian with black curly hair and
gleaming eyes, who is making a film "about our InSs, Evita."

I gave

the address at the Royal Portuguese Reading Cabinet, a dreadful building,
in Manuel I style rendered in Portland cement, on Luis de Camoes Street.
In the audience there was someone who came from Brasilia expressly to
hear me and tell me afterwards:

"I'll put in an order to landfill
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a piece of sea with earth fro® Coimbra, from the Quinta dos Amores, and
I'll have a cathedral built for Ines for a shrine."

He withdrew on

feeling the impatience with which the Argentinian approached, but not
before telling me that very shortly Pedro would be put into his
pantheon, which means that important happenings are equally awaited in
a few days.

About Miguel Mejia, the Argentinian youth, moved, to hurtle

questions in that gravelly Spanish they speak in Buenos Aires, he wanted
to know above all when— that night, the next day, the weekend?— he could
see, in its entirety, the old film of which I outlined scenes, of the
lovely Alicia Palacios playing Ines.

I invited him to come to the

Embassy, for the film and a Port wine.

With Mejia I feel reassured,

since his Dead Queen is another, and he has no ambitions for the ashes
of ours.
P.S.

Scotch Thistle, Fabricia loosens verses from herself as if she

were loosening the fine hairs of silk down from the thistle stalk, a
Galician breeze sufficient, a German Luft.

Blow, Antero, blow before the

Pedrais, blow Fabricia toward our threshing floors.

I don't want to see

you down and out, without castle or cash.

14
Sr. Chief c

ihe Security Service:

It's clear that this individual, when

the Service finally manages to identify and catch him, should be judged
and punished, for sedition, for sabotage, for everything else in the book
however, as a poor devil, and nothing else.

We could, to make up for

the problems he gave us— that he's still giving us, God knows— fall into
the temptation of exaggerating his proportions.

More important than

punishing him, hearing his confession, or exterminating him, is to
characterize his poor-devilishness.

W e ’re on the track of a clever snake
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intelligent indeed, of an instinctive intelligence, turned to the toil
of demoralizing us, since everything indicates that he came, step by step,
behind us, from the Northeast drought area to the Paraiba Valley and
0
the city of Rio. He probably fell under the spell of Jagunpos and
fanatics and certainly he himself has promoted his own interesting
little nickname of Das Aguas.

O.K.

Now that we've sketched out this

psychological portrait of someone whose face we don't know, what we
have to do, above all, is not play into his hands, not let his name or
nickname get into the pamphlets strung on the shoeshine chairs or into
the toothless wailing of the blind in the Trogloditia markets who,
if they get. hold of a name like Das Xguas, are capable of recreating
Antdnio Silvino .and Jesuxno Brilhante.10

Remember the Counsellor,

11

deified by one of our own, " and of the work we still have today of not
letting him be seen by high school kids as a peasant leader fighting
tax payment besides being a magician and miracle worker.

What we have

to do is catch Das Aguas alive and ridicule him, wet blanket him, as
the creator of failures by chance, conspirator from the back country,
poor mud prawn distractedly crushed by the greasy gears of Module 1967.
As to women that might arise as eventual candidates for martyrdom
you can publicize that I'm negotiating for the bones of Ines de Castro
to come to Brazil to supply us with a pretty tragedy, tranquil, far
away in time and space, put to rest, as described in the attached Module
1357, with xerox copies for distribution.

15
My son:

The butler Euzebio brought me today in bed, on the breakfast

tray, a letter from neighbor (and daughter-in-law, I hope, shortly)
Fabrxcia, written in finely rhymed flowery redondillas.

I didn't
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reprimand him on noticing that he had forgotten to place any kind
of jelly whatsoever on the tray:

the sweetness of Fabricia's verses

served me, to tolerate, with the haughtiness of an empress, whom pirates
kidnap, on the seas that they only frequented after Portugal conquered
the waves for them, "Goa, Macau and Timor,” but— caution!— don’t dare
"to touch one single hair of the gentleman of the beautiful poplars,
Carvalhaes the Ambassador."

You can't imagine what manifestations of

solidarity I have received, above all after an unfortunate government
spokesman, making an effort to play down this strange war, suggested,
a bit forcedly, that a group had tried to steal my car and not kidnap
me, this because, naturally, they had tried to subdue Juvenal my chauffeur
first.

Well, as I whispered to a social columnist, requesting that he

keep the source secret— would someone belonging to a branch of car thieves
ever be interested in this rara avis , a Bentley?
here.

Ah, the Americans.

Black?

Nine o'clock in the morning.

But I leave you
I really thought

it strange that Ambassador Clay, who lives next door hadn't come to see
me— but I hope he isn't coming with the expectation of sharing my break
fast.
P.S.

The visit was more honorable than I had supposed.

Accompanying

the Ambassador was no one less than "counsellor" Harry Moriarty, known
by very few people.

I would spend a bronze eternity in the posture of

Rodin's Thinker and wouldn't know how to tell you why Harry came here if
it weren't for, on leaving, the almost negligent gesture with which he
deposited on the silver tray where Euzebio puts the invitations that
arrive for me, his visiting card, with, handwritten in ink, his telephone
numbers and office hours.

It was doubtless a visit to make contact, with

the suggestion of reciprocity.

I confide to you

merely, for the moment,

that Clay badly masked his boredom, the near disdain that the other
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inspired in him, Harry, who, on the other hand, or because of this,
treated him with much deference, but suspicious, much like a servant
who knows the weaknesses of the master and owner of the house.

16
Chief:

Captain Roberto is fully alert but can't impart a larger meaning

to the failures, according to what he claims.

He had tacked to his

office wall the immense Chart of Disconnections of Circuits, Module 67,
and showed us how in this catastrophic year, between 9 and 10 a.m. they
managed to turn off 27 of the 35 groups at the same time, a tremendous
blackout that as well as hitting series like those of Cinelandia and
Copacabana, they got proletarian and industrial districts, like group
20:

Engenho Novo, Jacare, Sampaio, Riachuelo, Rocha, Sao Traneisco

Xavier, Maria da Graga, Benfica, Sao Cristovao, Manguinhos, Bonsucesso,
Ramos, Cachambi, Del Castilho, Praia Pequena, Higienopolis.
scare was there from the point of view of Security?

None.

that the present turnoffs are not agreed on and planned.
through which we ourselves tested the Module theory.

And what
It's clear

Or only a bit,

The rest, the

unexplainable, are not pure art, explained the Captain.

But what could

they lead to?

To nothing.

of Module 67.

Who cares if some fanatic and nut, here and there, dis

connects a switch?

Only we can reproduce a blackout like that

In any case the Captain has already increased the

security of the Security Service, thac is to say, in case there is— which
he considers entirely absurd— a traitor among us, or, which is more
probably, among the personnel of Waters and Energy, perhaps polluted,
the waters, by the fanatic, the aforementioned Das Aguas.
feels in general , more than reassured.

The Captain

He even suggested that we are
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perhaps being made victims by the candle companies.

17
Dear Clay:

Since they bungled kidnapping Old Bones the other day,

the poor chap, I fear, got rather peevish and prone to pick any bone
he happens to see.

I came across him at the cloakroom when we were both

leaving the American Club after luncheon yesterday and we came down in
the same lift.

The two of us and your chap Homes, Harry rather, who's

been escorting Carvalhaes all over the place lately.
long story short, we got stuck in the damned lift.

Well, to make a
No power.

The

stoppage scarcely lasted three minutes but our Portuguese colleague
made no bones in interpreting it as a personal affront.

He snarled

something about "a revolution trying to oust the revolution" and added

.

.

such fairly biblical threats as "we shall smite them with his bones."

12

I tried to share with Harry my consternation but Harry looked right
ahead, straight as a ramrod and looking as cold a fish as that chap with
the manure fork in the American puritan painting by whatshisname.

Now,

I'm afraid the F.O. would be somewhat nettled if a change of revolution
occurred in this country and they weren't previously put in the know.
Not that from our angle it would change anything much I expect.
London is rather touchy these days in matters of precedence.

But

Power-

waning protocol tends to wax, that seems to be the way of all flesh,
what?

I tried to lure Bones and Holmes to a news gathering spot of

brandy but they rushed out of the building into old Rio Branco Avenue
as if they were going either to repair the light and power system or
maybe the revolution itself.

Lend me your lights, old boy.
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Chief:

In the company of Captain Roberto we, in a surprise visit, combed,

with water up to our knees, the jail, the church and the farm of the
area flooded by the new dam but there wasn’t a living soul in a single
corner.
boat.

A permanent sentinel is possible now only if he goes there by
In a short while there'll be fish in the houses because they

have already sent for tilapia to start stocking the lake.

The only

excitement of the visit was the saving of a monkey who didn't believe
the flood was real— the same thing that happened with the angriest
field workers, whom Father Colinos helped us convince and transfer when
their fields and backyards turned to water.

19

Jack:

I ’m trying to keep my spirits up— neither with grain nor with

grape spirits as you unkindly put it in your letter— but for the ump
teenth time in not a long while you

:a.k of tigers or use them for

comparisons and I know there's something in your mind whenever tigers
roar.
bright?

Remember the last time you mumbled the tiger, tiger burning
On finishing dinner at the Mena House Hotel and before melting

into the sands towards Memphis and Sakkara, just like that, in your linen
dinnerjacket, flower in buttonhole?

I've kept my side of the bargain

and as you wished have left you along in Rio:
refreshes any marriage," you said.

"a spell of untogetherness

Don't you think ours in no time will

be as wilted as that wretched flower when you finally turned up home in
the bright-burning tigerish Cairo midday sun?

And since you've mentioned

spirits, let me warn you I've discovered your cache of champagne magnums
behind your set of the Great Books of the Western World.

In case you
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don't signal me to come and join you, you will on your return find them
undrunk and where you left them, but flat and stale.

I'll be uncorking

them, one a week, until you tell me to come to Rio.

20
Tuesday— When, on disembarking on the first island of that archipelago
the Creator had already christened, on planning the Indian Ocean, Das
Mascarenhas, Pedro de Mascarenhas, helmet on head, his sword and his
matchlock, confronted the Dodo, he lost less time in the contemplation
of that compact epiphany of novelty, I am ready to swear, than his
descendent Juliana de Mascarenhas, 467 years later, in the contemplation
of the scene, funereal I admit, but commonplace, of men fishing out of
the Paraibuna River, passengers of a bus coming from Juia de Fora.

A

dangerous flurry of gypsies— woe to him who in the dusty village lanes
wouldn't open at least the peephole and stretch out his hand, as a
supplicant and not concessor, to hear the fortune that dark grey-eyed
women were proposing, or imposing, pounding on the doors buena dicha!
buena dicha t (the mala suerte would doubtless get off each horse and lie
down forever in the beds of the house, covered up to the chin) woe to
him who wouldn't keep a watch on the greed in his pupil on seeing Luisa's
breasts quivering in lace blouses or woe yet again to him who would
forget, on the other hand, to dilate it as a mark of gawky admiration
before the trappings, the scarlet shawls, the gold fringe, the red
flowers in the mules' bridle headstalls, the decolletage of the women,
the spurs of the boots, the dark saddles with metal nails, the holsters,
as if the very blood-red trees had mounted horses to invade, lay waste,
and burn to ashes that flimsy proposition of a Brazilian settlement
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and there ram in, like a flag, a population of gypsies and coral trees—
swept pell-mell, the miasmas and spectres of the drowned.
saying to myself:

And I was

Look here, Rufino, the coral trees of the field

and the gypsies, neither one nor the other knows how to read or write,
but see how, thanks to dressing well, flourishing they cross through
time.

Like the coral tree flowers their petals, the gypsies receive

from God, at the crossroads, cloth from the cedar arcs of King Solomon,
angel leather, the knife and the deck.
gentlemen, and to await

.

stay and get drunk, sci..l

To praise the gypsies, rustic

Lana, Dodo of my coat-of-arms, I let myself
melancholically, in the Mount Serrat bar,

drink Januaria cachaga, and, as a chaser, sugar cane juice.

21
Dirceu:

I have reduced to a minimum of two the places where I meet my

chief disconnectors, one in the Pirax water zone and dams and another
in the center of our devotions and main intentions.

About the locale

of the waters, I'm right there, steeped as Vxtor will tell you, or
almost, trousers rolled up, raising my floor to the degree that the
aforesaid goes up, like the Amazon settlers in flood season.

About the

locale of the land I am in the very womb of Dona Marta, whoever this
good lady was, whose entrails we frequent like Nicodemus and feeling
more at home than is possible since that's where a reservoir of Module
67 is being officially constructed.

Now grab the alcohol, Dirceu, fill

the burner, strike the match and then blow the ashes of this note
out the window.

22
Dear Sir Henry:

Ask Harry.
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Wednesday— Today I met Carvalhaes in a strange mood, to speak of this
upsetting Trogloditia which embarrasses me to ask him where it is,
or what it means.
he declared:

Looking around, like someone afraid to be heard,

"They have, those Trogloditians, motives,-which escape

us, to continue composing their Sebastiaeneid.

Don Sebastian tried

to make his own body disappear, in the desert, the clever fox.

In life

he used the skeleton that fit him, with more elegance and grace than we,
but later, in Alcazer-Quibir, he vanished into thin air, into flame,
into nothing.

Blessed are the princes that leave no bones."

Somber,

Carvalhaes withdrew, looking around again, but the phrase stuck in my
mind and I saw Dorn Sebastian on a tray, desosse7, in marinade.
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Dirceu:

I saved, at the new dam, a carefree little monkey, who had let

himself stay in his tree too long.

When he wanted to get away there was

already so much water around the trunk that the animal was having a
regular nervous breakdown.

He trembled and screamed when he accepted a

ride on my shoulder, shivering with cold and fear, wailing shrilly like
a child.

I bet that until yesterday he was, like a character in a

fable, very haughty at the crown of the tree, teasing the armadillo who'd
lost his lair and tunnel and the anteater who'd lost his white ants
and anthill.

But listen here.

Groups 7 (Gloria— Catete— Largo do

Machado— Flamengo— Laranjeiras— Cosme Velho) and 8 (Botafogo— Jardim
Botanico— Lagoa— Gavea) will be turned off tonight and any time, starting
today, in case I've lost this round and my credibility, to use a modern
expression.

Everyone try, like the mice and roaches of my Boss, to go
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back under the refrigerator and stove or inside the baseboard holes,
if the lights go out in 7 or 8.

Otherwise and the waters keeping calm

like now, at exactly midnight on the night of the ball all the circuits
will be disconnected, from the first to the thirty-fifth.

25
Tuesday— The blame will have been mine, since our three-way conversation
soured after a dinner of moules (a marvel of mytilucultura) a la
marinjure and of a baked robalo that led me to a rather rapid consumption
of Alsatian wine:

the truth, however, is that Carvalhaes as well as

Father Collins were boring.

They talked about bainroarie, an expression

which always brings to mind the warm and emollient image of a cook
washing herself in a tub.

The country, that is, this one, mine, "ought

to be kept in a discreet bain-marie, without direct contact with the
flames."

I nodded my head half-heartedly to the weird things of the

visit they held just made, in Bahia, to a museum, or something like it,
constructed around a void since the most the guide showed them were the
shelves, or altar, whose characteristic was an absence.
god of the Pauline epistle wasn't lacking there.

The unknown

As much as I was given

to understand, dissipated demons were missing, since from there they
took away the decapitated heads of the bandit called by Father Collins
, 13
Lampeon,
his very excellent wife and I don't know how many lagniappe
outlaws.

Someone made a mistake, I didn’t check out why, or how, in

burying these lamentable souvenirs.

They were both almost as aghast as

Juliana, when I speak of dandies, at my observation that only the out
laws' leather apparel guaranteed the jagungos and jagungas a place in
History:

they burst into it in leather jackets, chaps, leather skirts
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and sandals, starred, leather hats.

The human material was rustic and

insignificant, but the binding was extremely quaint.

I didn't ask the

two spectres to what purpose, after a bit, the toponym Trogloditia
arose in the conversation.

I was going to inquire, but I perceived that

they were still thinking about the heads and the bain-marie, which made
me, in my turn, stay in my Remy Martin.
Note:

I can't sleep, alcoholized as I am, I suppose, and from turning

over in my mind the preposterous memory of something I forgot when I
was writing my "entry":

why should I keep to myself, as both asked me

to, that Father Collins, besides being a priest, is an electrical
engineer?

Good heavens!

I'll have an anacin with a Remy Martin and

lots of club soda.

26
Beto:

On returning with papa from some friends' hacienda we stopped in

Paraibuna and there an extraordinary boulder which seemed less emerged
from the ground than angrily hurled down on men and earth presided,
dominating the river, at a dragging for corpses.

I know my dear that

it was absurd and hysterical to imagine that you could have anything to
do with that accident but we were indeed in the area of your waters and
I couldn't step back from the bank where other people watched with
terror the dead person's body raised from the river sludge and asked
God that the catch not be their husband, son, wife.

The body came up

dripping water and reminding me of the happy dream where I came up from
the bottom of the cistern dripping water and dripping memories of the
day when you lover and armorer tempered me like a sword, this poor and
trembling sword I've turned into.

I pretended on the riverbank with its

cluster of dead that images so contradictory and absurd didn't affect me
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but among a band of gypsies that wanted to read my palm one laughed
raising in the air a copper coin thin as a sequin and said, "Just look,
a coin so used that heads and tails are touching back-to-back."

My

father too who was speaking pompously and whom I barely heard suddenly
riveted me unintentionally with this arrow:

"Life is perhaps no more

than this, each one of us leaning over the river of time to hope that
it will return something to us."

Night came on, the other bodies had

to wait until the next day and I drove the car, my hands aching from
such tension on the wheel, my head aching from the repetition of the
plea that I was making to have news of you waiting for me at home.
don't know whom I prayed to, the Paraibuna boulder, I think.

I

There was

no letter at all.
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Chief:

That machine arrived here to check out lies that some call Lie

Detector and others Lee, like jeans.

It has to do with a contraption

with a little motor, a little machine with graph paper and some straps
and bracelets.

I couldn't understand much because Luisao wasn't here

and my English is from the Cultura,^ English English.
gringo talks American English, a whole lot different.

The detector
Even so he wanted

to give a demonstration but the guys got a little cagey and overcautious
and we thought it better to let it go until tomorrow when Luisao would
be there, for an oral explanation, of conversation, because no one
knows yet wb -ve t ie detector hurts.

28
Dirceu:

Don c worry because I'm going to pay more attention.

The
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Portuguese bothers me because he guessed, how I don't know, that I'm
vulnerable to death omens and I think this excites him.

Yesterday was

worse yet, because of the lights, the plants, the illuminated swimming
pool:

the statue, yesterday, was also greenish and looked like a dead

person.

I drank the whole night whatever came my way but only feeling

the drink in my stomach, my head strong, full of Eeto and of fear that
the lights would suddenly go out leaving a message of disaster.

With

diligence, anxiety and desire to get drunk I got to the cognac, which
I ended up mixing with liqueur, because someone, at my side, offered
me bonbons, in that unctuous, sweet voice.

"With liqueur.

the best chocolates in the world, Dona Juliana.
haes sat down beside me.

Belgian."

They're
And Carval-

I must confess that if I had been in the mood

to find humor in something, he would have made me laugh.

Kahnweiler was

a couple of feet away from us, talking to someone and looking at me
coyly.

Though speaking to me, in a low voice, Carvalhaes nodded,

affable, eyes fixed on Kahnweiler:

"Boors, the Germanics.

On the subject

of death they only understand the most banal, which is naturally to kill.
We, the Portuguese, are the ones who know what comes after death."

I

always react to the paralysis and bewilderment that afflict me when
Carvalhaes starts his talk of death, or at least I try to react, as I
did at Kahnweiler's party, and I kept on rotating the pot-bellied snifter
in the palm of my hand, calm and elegant.

"Well, Ambassador, we have

just seen Goethe, in his aquarium, and I think he understood death, didn't
he?

Wasn't Faust a scholar on the subject?"

ship he established with that wretched devil?

"Because of the relation
Of course not, Dona Juliana,

Faust was no more than a businessman, patriarch of the executives.
took something out of the Other World to invest it in this one.

You

He
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notice that he died rich, the rogue."

I laughed, calmly, playing

the role of one who appreciates a witty saying, but who knew more was
coining.

And I felt my cognac deceiving with my cold hand because as

hard as I tried I couldn't

warm it on the glass.

to me, Dirceu, I ’m steady,

naturalas a tree listening to birds among

its branches.

When a man plays up

I accept the praise for the greater glory of you know who.

But I think the Portuguese

doesn't even think of these things, or not

any more, or only put away

a sickly obscenity, I don't know, 1 only know

that I feel, conversing with him, as if he were slowly palpating my
breasts, methodically.

Like a doctor searching for a cancer lump.

At some moment of the talk I escaped, my head clear, thinking of Beto,
of light and darkness and I noticed that suddenly he asked, repeated,
insisted on a question:
buried?"

"How was he buried?

Do you know how he was

I felt a shiver, I drank a swallow of cold brandy.

"I'm

speaking of the King, naturally, who took his crown from this and placed
it on the head of the other world."

I stupidly said that no, I didn't

know, inhaled deeply, faking, as one stifles a yawn.
isn't that what you imagine?

Like a nuptial bed.

against feet, soles against soles.

"At In§s' side,

Never, never.

Feet

At the first trumpet blast of the

Final Judgment Pedro will already be up with his eyes plunged into
In§s', mouths meeting, his breast against hers."
over Carvalhaes misses sometimes.
He fumbles, changes the subject.

When he feels me all

He begins again, with amazing patience.
When he locates the tumor he sticks

the stiletto in and keeps twisting it in the wound, keeps twisting.
But that's all it is.

And I promise that I'll pay attention.
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Chief:

I understand your irritation in what was leaked and that

Ill
.

.

.

transpires the ophidian

15

of the 27th instr. originating in this De-

1 artment, having, however, to point out that as w e ’ve gone to war,
I avoid overstatement, but we even have casualties which is atypical of
th

state one can call cease, I mean peace, the report can't yet be

cor. ;luded.

I myself interrupted the conclusion of the dictation of the

afo: smentioned to dictate this memo to a corporal typist who types very
well with both hands but who, left-handed, wounded his left hand in
yesti relay's shooting, I won't even try to describe, Chief, the emotion
of tla horrible discovery made in our midst so serpently, suddenly,
and tie distress and profusion we've lived here since yesterday's
fucko' t, I mean blackout, or no, no I don't, begging your pardon, I'll
say ji st that.

As corollary to the above established facts it behooves

us to say, in due terms, that the Security Service was not "surprised
by th( criminal general light and power failure occurring yesterday."
Much 1 o the contrary, it was the Security Service that planned the
gener; 1 failure, I'm saying it wrong, predicted, and predicting permitted
the c; leuiated ri sk of the trial sabotage that occurred when they didn't
want

t to when otherwise it would happen mathematically, beyond the

shades of a doubt, we still don't know when, temporarily, and with what
spec: al, I mean spatial, objective.

I don't know if I'm explaining

myse.f, but the way of not having a failure was exactly to let the failure
hapjan, which explains the cor
dou

>t

a 1ary

that doesn't leave a shadow of a

about what you were told orally on the phone yesterday in the dark,

th; t you resist but can accept as a turism, I mean truism, that .it's
nc t a question of deifying anyone as one of our own did with Antdnio
C jnselheiro because this time the Counsellor aptly said is one of our
>wn, Captain Roberto, Chief, that very one, of our esteem, serpent in
our bosom.

I await instructions.
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Dirceu:

Where were you?

Doing what?

Where was Bernardo?

It's nice to know once in a while, damn it.

And Mejia?

When the real thing's

coming I don't know but yesterday I sampled death.

I was looking, in

my new servant's uniform, in the closet mirror of the Embassy where I
was going— am I still?— to take care of the wraps and furs of the ritzy
dames on the night of the ball, and it was there that my face vanished.
I disappeared from where I was and from me myself.

I died.

They gave

me vinegar to smell, ammonia, I don't know what else and they unfastened
my bra and gave me a slightly suspicious breast massage.

Carmelita who's

an old hand at this job of checking wraps here, and Claudionor with the
ammonia jars in hand were there and I thanked Lenin that nothing worse
happened than a little breast petting but then I remembered the worst
of all, I saw my face fading out again, Beto fading out too, far away,
in some faraway water, dying, he probably died, damn it, do we only make
people die and lose, lose, die and lose in the whole world isn't it
too much?

In the Yuro ravine, in SSo Paulo, in Santiago, in Pirax, in

SSo Clemente, in any other fucking place?

Even the Lady of the house

came to see me when the lights came back on and said that the Police
had surrounded Dona Marta Hill.

Are they on to everything?

That in a

while they'll fuck us over too?

That Beto's dark cloverleaf r o l l s ^

won't be chewed on in the dark by them anymore but again by those who've
only eaten wind and darkness?

31
Thursday— I made it clear as day that a regime which restricts liberty
can't foster gentlemen.

Where have you ever seen a gentleman, or even
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a cavalheiro, crude variation but sound and worthy of the original
product, tolerating that they tell him what to do, when he's the one
that knows, when it behooves him, by natural right, to invent and impose
behavior rules and never receive them formulated and ready?

A gentleman

who takes orders is an imposter, a servant in his master's clothes.
As Waley well understood when he prefaced the Analects, Confucius hopes
that in the last analysis the government provides its own mulch, to
fertilize itself, to generate, like a lotus, the cavalheiro.

Well,

clearly, I wasn't going to, in the interview, vulgarly incite the
government to fertilize itself, but it can be deduced, by anyone who
reads my words with perspicacity, as reproduced in direct discourse,
although, insipidly by the young girl from the magazine:

of the complete

upbringing of cavalheiros, with refined herbs and greenhouse grasses
and truffles, in the pastures of liberty, hierarchied liberty, of course,
terraced like a zigurat, then here and there begin to sprout, rare,
unpredictable, the poets and the saints, since the heroes— and in this
Brecht, in spite of being, in fact a slightly simple and boring
dramatist, was right— are dispensable, constituting indeed, ultimately,
a product almost exclusively from Latin America, like guano.

In the

end, my absence, illustrious due to the honorable journey that I'll
make to Mauritius island, will give Juliana time to measure the injustice
she did me, when I, thanks to the good graces of Sir Henry Dewar and
to the invitation from the Education Minister of Mauritius , Don Shastri,
will miss the ball but will be "the first genuine Mascarenhas, in
centuries, to visit again the first of the Mascarenhas," according to
the above Shastri.
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Dear Jack:

I*m sure it was an omen.

Of something good to come.

On

the spot it brought to my mind that bit of poetry which talks of a
blithe spirit and goes on to say "bird thou never wert."
speechless.

I saw a hummingbird in Brazil, Indiana, Jack!

I was entranced,
I was at

that farm I told you about when it just came like an arrow shot from
nowhere, stopped quivering in midair, just vibrating on its wings, and
was gone.

By the way, the charming Mayor, my host, called my attention

to the fact that Brazil city

is the seat of Clay County.

33

My son:

With great humiliation, last night, I came to believe that the

Adamic savage that we carry caged within ourselves, like the cherry
its pit, was in my case larger and more crude than I had supposed.

I

imagined him domesticated, incorporated in me like a pineapple its
core (I'll explain myself:

from a pineapple translucent as an opal

Rufino extracted, with surgical finesse, the central column, harder and
more resistent than the pulp, without doubt, but edible, succulent, and
concluded, metaphysician, that it is thus that that which remains of
primitive soul keeps changing and sweetening into refined material, into
pure body, civilized, patrician) and I run into an avocado pit, hard,
spherical, intractable.

I was upstairs, alone, on the terrace, contemplat

ing the stars, yes, but equally the dozens of garden luminaries, to turn
golden in space, merely perched on trunks, the top and crown of the
imperial palms, and seeing Rio around me glowing with statues, palaces
and even hills, obscene with misery during the day, like this one which
bounds our backs, Portuguese, American and English territory— but at night
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remind one of grave towers lighted, floor by floor, when it suddenly
got dark.

Cigar lit, I thought, and perhaps it too, the cigar, of

Khayyam, you will now understand why, when, suddenly, as if a heavy blanket
of filthy darkness had smothered forever all life pulses, Rio plunged
into that dense, thick, asphaltic blackness.

Left over as the last lair

on the extinct earth, fire eyelet to gnaw the black blanket, the blunt
glow of my cigar.

Now, what did your father do then, Ambassador of

Portugal, gentleman of the Poplars?

Well, he ran down the stairs, marched

through rooms in which servants with flashlights were already bumping
into each other, maids trying to light the lantern mantles and the
candelabra arms, he avoided them all and went to wander in the garden,
like a Filodemo looking for his kennel, he went to disguise himself among
the trees, his simian interior growling at him in his breast, terrified.
Savage, involute, I almost wondered, looking at my right hand and the smoke
it expelled, what the cigar, instead of the club, was doing there.

I only

returned to civilization after, in cascades, the lights came back, violent,
turning out, in revenge, the dome of stars and the candles of the house.
The first thing I did, the ape tamed, was to register the occurrence of
a premonition:

so much light to drive out, all at once, the stars of the

sky and my fears, reminded me of Khayyam, his first tetrastich, the sun
rising like a stone which, hurled to the still dark skies, puts the stars
to flight.

Without paying any attention to the servants who put out

candles and extinguished oil lamps, justifiedly looking at me askance,
I locked myself in the study and turned on around me the desk lamp,
the floor lamp, and especially the opaline lamp, translucent as a pine
apple, which, on turning gold inside, makes glow, among the books and
records, ears of corn and crows in an insane Arlesian cornfield.
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P.S.

Later.

By what they have just told me over the phone we won the

war.

We can now bury the bones of Senhor Dom Pedro of Portugal and

Brazil.

34
Amalia:

The lights of your group eight were still out when I came out

of my foreboding— I only thought of this later— thirteen, Bangu— Padre
Miguel— Camara'— Realengo, and I arrived with Dirceu at Juliana’s, she
part of the mourning of the lanterns and houses, and I wrested from
Dirceu permission to take her as close as we could to Pirai— take her,
no, to help her go, to go along, because she was going anyway, with no
one, or accompanied merely by a blind and serene widow's imprudence who
doesn't believe in herself because she didn't see her husband's body.
Juliana at my side in the car seemed made of stone without deigning to
say or see anything while outside the road with the affronting flowered
coral trees stretched out, having nothing to do with us, at the service
of the government, posts producing red flowers to celebrate the murder.
Now at the curve of the Rio-Sao Paulo highway we saw the patrols, the
road closed, the vehicles crosswise, the pallid young patrolman "He
weighs down the ropes from so many bullets, of so much bullet weight, he
stayed that way like lead tied in the tower, his face grazing the water."
"No, no you can’t go through, no one goes through, everything's closed
between here and the Barra."

The enormous isolation cordon locking the

rivers, the dam, and in the center of the dam that apparition of Beto
tied that was infiltrating through the bars, through the stopped buses,
the gas station, the basket, leather and mortadella shop.

We returned

with our rage saitiated, consolidated, the affliction in large part stayed
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there.

Juliana hid her face in her hands and sobbed, then she just kept

crying, while running along outside the dusty road, the bleeding of
participant coral trees.

35
Chief:

Now that we've all cooled down a bit what I can tell you is I

only really know that I don't know who the pigheaded one was.

What I can

guarantee, this I can, is that there was nothing casual in our finally
catching Captain Roberto in the church that already had water almost up
to its waist so to speak.

The only thing, in the precipitation of the

events and disconnections, that someone could with a clean conscience
find that had been chance and coincidence was what was unwittingly
discovered by the historian, sociologist and it also seems archeologist
that Father Colinos brought to do a study among the people who ended up
leaving— not everyone, there it was that we messed up, or could have paid
more attention— the flooded zone and that you said on the phone you know
who it is.

The fact is that one would swear by his mother's soul—

mine or whoever was swearing because we really believed in what we
believed we knew— that the whole band of fanatics formed by those who
didn't want to leave their houses and fields in the dam zone had left
and we didn't keep a single lookout in that bottom of the dam that was the
abandoned village.

But it's that as we now know it never was that and

that Captain Iscariot arranged with Manuel Enxo to leave a bunch of
boards in the Menino Jesus Lumberyard after the inundation and evacuation.
Well with these boards they started raising the church and jail floors
where not only Enxo, Januario and a lot of other guys from the old
village were hiding but our people, may lightning strike me if I'm not
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telling the truth, all of them serving the Captain in the disconnections.
They hid in the dry house in the middle of the waters, went out by canoe
and very cleverly during the day as well as at night on land took our
and the concessionary's vehicles, Chief.
pals.

Our car, our own people, bosom

Chief, you see that it wasn't easy to pick up the clue.

Then it

was that this sociologist or whatever he is, who's all bewildered and
looks more like an Englishman of anecdotes than American showed up early
in the morning in the canteen, pipe in his mouth.

He wasn't going to

resume the examination of the church because today "there are people
inside."

The rest you know.

The troops surrounded, the man we didn't

know yet who it was shot straight at us, killing Corporal Clodoaldo,
the troops struck back, and when we went to see who the dead one was it
was that astonishment and fear, that God-awful surprise, and also the
understanding of how it is that the fanatics made war so well.
made us mad to see the desertor, the Joaquim Silverio.

17
*

Then it

Now outside the

water there's only, not counting a part of the jail roof and almost nothing
of the police station gable, the stub of the church tower.
pillory of an old city.

Like a

So we tied the cadaver by the chest on that

pillory, with water up to his belly, and left him there, for everyone to
see the horns of the apostate and renegade.

36
Dear Melanie:

Unfortunately I'll have to be brief and to the point in

answering your letter.

A priest who is working for the Peace Corps under

the aegis of the Embassy is keeping me on my toes.
visiting the damnedest dams and seeing more
there is in the world.

I've been successively

misery than I like to think

My presence seems to be necessary.

We used to
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agree, after my Egyptian Period, that Dr. Dale was a crashing bore.
happen to be still of the same opinion.

I

As to your mystical experience

of turning into a martyred martini, I'd suggest that for Xmas you follow
the Star of the Magi which will certainly guide you to Bourbon City,
Kentucky.

Well, darling, I must fly and go to a place called Pirai, or

Barra do Pirax.

The weather looks nasty.

I want to get there before

the storm, apparently to be shown how and why we shall no longer suffer
the floods in Rio, like in 1966 and 1967.

The usually blue skies of Rio

are threatening today, melanized.

37
Dirceu:

This is the thing.

I*m under suspicion, o.k.

Accused even by

Amelia of being a sick admirer of compahera Juliana and that sort of
thing.

Poet and Basque, I admit.

damn it.

But this last from Filipe is too much,

H e ’s the risk, who with any caipirinha or cashew apple batida,

turns into a pimply jerking-off altarboy again.

The other day he was

really a pain in the ass, drunkenly repeating that one day the Virgin
became bicephalous sprouting Lourdes' head in a cave and Our Lady of
the Plus Value in the skull of the greybeard.
think a strong longing messes things up.

To me it's nonsense to

What's wrong with that?

I

don't know if revolutionaries from a country of refined people think
it's cool not to feel anyone's death or anything else.

A little woman

wanders, stuttering nostalgia, rambling around in a cloud I think it's
all right.

Even more so because she's not giving up the ball.

between us, it's from this that Filipe's spiteful talk comes.
that his mother's son only dances a polka in the dark.
pure panic.

Just
He said

Panic Dirceu,
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Captain:

Orders are given to be carried out.

To the letter.

Remove

immediately the corpse of this Beto or whatever his name is from where
it is.

The cadaver is to be taken to the Capital Cemetery, buried with

out ceremony in the indigent corner, without a cross on top, without
tears, without candles, without anything.
today, now, carry and bury him.

Remove the bandit from there

Just a while ago we had the work and

expense of drowning Canudos under Cocorobo.

What idiotic idea is this

now to improvise a monument with a desertor and a tower and invent some
pilgrimage of simpletons and subversives in this shitty little Canudos?
Follow orders.

Bury the traitor.

39
Dirceu;

I went there with Vitor.

Her dingbat old man embarked for

Mauritius Island or Mascarenhas, according to Filipe to look for a turkey
that escaped from the family

coat-of-arms, which leads Bernardo to suspect

that the Island is really Mauricio Mascaralhos’, or, according to Mejia,
Mascarajos.

18

. .
Filipe didn't get to be with her yesterday because he

slipped quickly out the back way in order not to run into that loath
some Carvalhaes who goes there every now and then, on the pretext of
finding out news of Rufino, and leaves cards and Belgian bonbons and
everything else, all that crap.

But I don't think it was only that.

Filipe probably wasted a lot of time listening to the sanctimonious
Joselina tell him that Juliana has been very emotional and withdrawn.
"How is if that such an outgoing girl now lives buried in her room looking
at the same magazine in her lap open to the same page?"

Vxtor and I

didn't chat much with the old gossip, but Filipe told us how he got
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glazed and enamelled when Joselina told him that Juliana looked all day
long at the magazine so weepy and so oblivious of herself that she looked
exactly, just exactly like Our Lady of Compassion with her proud Son
on her knees.

Not us, we kept walking, hearing Juliana only a bit until

she opened the bedroom door and we stopping at the doorway afraid of
speaking needlessly with a schizo, loony and catatonic.
the maid had said, head bowed, magazine in her lap.

Juliana was as

Fortunately she

raised her eyes, making an effort as if she had lead eyelids but she
raised them, and then smiled, beckoned to us with her hand and Joselina
left.

Only on lowering her eyes again did she show us the picture that

came out abroad of Beto in the water up to the waist chin buried in his
chest but by ropes in the middle of all those canoes full of people
floating around some roofs and the stub of the tower.

Vxtor closed the

magazine and told her about the trip that you, that we all, want her to
take to give time for the horrors to fade and lessen, and she looked at
us with sad eyes that I don't like to remember but dry, dry.
go.

I'll travel wherever you want.

"The ball that Beto set up."
unsuccessful attempt to smile.

The next day."

"Next?

"Yes, I'll
After what?"

Oh, Dirceu, the companera made a charming,
"With the groom it can happen, but the

bride never fails to appear at the wedding."
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Dear Melanie:

Your last letter had a decidedly acid tang, with the tale

of your internal and interior travels, but the last but one was short
and ornithologically interesting.

You were certainly lucky to sight a

hummingbird as far North as Brazil, Indiana.

But did you really see one

or was it perhaps some kind of sudden and big bluebottle?
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Tuesday— At tne edge of the pond the coral tree bleeding to death in red
flowers reincarnated Petronius with his open veins in the marble bathtub,
stoic and frivolous.

I plucked the image, legitimate coral flower, at

the edge of the water, right on the road, and here I've arrived at my
notebook, hurrying to record it and afraid to lose it, as it allows
practice in literary goldsmithy.

Before jotting it down I wanted to give

Juliana, who was reading something, my first version, the snapshot of
my botanical Petronius committing suicide near Valenga, State of Rio.
Juliana crushed whatever she was reading against her breast and tears
sprang to her eys, which much upset and intrigued me, as no one cries
anymore, and Juliana would never mourn the celebrated victim of Nero,
Caio, or as others would wish, Titus, Petronius, arbiter of elegance.
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Mejia:

For having received a mortal goring in 1935 a possible uncle of

yours inspired verses of blood, or sand, and of iodine, while we don't
know at all what time Beto died, exactly.

The other, your uncle, sword

in hand, on that rare day on which the calf was more cunning than the
bloodthirsty priest, presided at an ancient blood rite.

Beto was the bull,

the sacrificial lamb, Isaac of these not-so-rare moments in which the
Lord is late with his cloud.

I have no verses for him, I only have this

rage, this taste of salt in my mouth, and the certainty that it will
take a long time to be born among us, if one is born, another bull so
dense with love and life but, though we don't know the time, dead,
muerto para siempre como todos los muertos de

tierra.
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Pene] ipe dear:

I simply must talk to someone about it.

Or write it down.

Somet. mes I feel on the verge of wailing like a Trojan Woman.

Should I

perhap ; have done exactly that in Jeroboam's Room when Juliana said I
was to tell Her Majesty she should follow us both into the garden?
Oh, it
Ball.

iounded so preposterous that I found it harmless, part of the
, lot of things do happen in Rio these days but the idea of a

Royal Ki Inap is too wild as I insist in thinking.

True that I was

thinking of treasuring for my old days as a choice memory precisely that
absurd moment of the Queen's whim.

Her Majesty had stolen out of the

crowded ] alls into Jeroboam's Room alone with me and was reclining on
that soft where she could have been killed or something.
the big ]allrooms being introduced to local VIPs.

She had toured

The dance orchestra

from the royal yacht Britannia, in uniform, had stopped playing while
Her Maje sty listened to carnival music from the balcony and watched the
antics ii the front garden of a samba-school.

(Oh, God, by the way,

Jeroboan's Room is a nice cabinet with original Sheraton furniture
where H< nry keeps on party-occasions a champagne jeroboam in a silver
bucket

therein you could bathe a child.)

Primit:ve?

Well, then something primal.

Maybe altered and embellished by hindsight who cares.

Majest/ lightly asleep, tiara shining softly on her brow:
at school one fancied a Queen took her rest?
me ii to the garden."

Her

isn't that how

"You and the Queen follow

O h , there had been a lot of champagne.

She did

take something out of her purse, the girl, a weapon of some kind probably,
a rial one, or just something she thought might intimidate me.
co ild she, so quiet and lovely in her white gown?

That was all.

But how
Sir

H;nry came in, took Her Majesty to say goodnight to some Minister, who
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was leaving.

"Well, too bad," Juliana said, "but then where does one

keep a Queen?"

And finally, in the same non sequitur:

royal projects should wear a crown don't you?"

"But you do agree

Champagne, champagne,

that's the only thing I could think of ir Jeroboam's Room.
help me.

Apparently Juliana has kidnapped Ambassador Clay.

Oh, Penny,
Should I tell

my tale to this nasty Harry something or other who seems to be all over
the place?

But tell him what?

What happened?
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My son:

"Your ball was a tumult of waltzes to announce the agony I feel

in the bones."

"Your bones or the Emperor's, my dear Old Bones?" answered

Sir Henry Dewar, kindly but eyes snapping, vexed.

And he pronounced him

self against any discussions or studies that involved the ball.

"What

will become of us, if we no longer respect even the parties we give,
presided over by the royal diadem?"

I spoke to him of uprisings and revolts,

terrorist murders, tragic heads skewered on spears and he answered me,
shrugging his shoulders, that he was putting at my disposition the fiveplanes and two frigates chat escort Her Majesty on her visit to Brazil.
Sir Henry can't deny that, diadem or no diadem, his colleague Clay dis
appeared from his ball, whose absence I will never feel but whose kidnapping
gives me chills, considering who he is, for the name and favor of the
post he occupies, somewhat like the viceroys Lisbon used to send here.
Am I losing my senses?

To the point of finding in the garage after the

ball, two chauffeurs of mine instead of only one, the usual, Juvenal?
There was, that is to say, one Juvenal who came to talk to me, trying
to stand at attention but swaying, and, what's more, stinking of alcohol
like a wineskin that's lost its cork, and there was another, decorous,
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well polished and positioned, but evasive, saluting me from afar, hand
at his hat visor.

Why think I'm going crazy and not that they try to

kidnap me a second time?
or a lord?

Or why suspect that I got drunk, as a carter,

Insolent, rude as a duke, Sir Henry.

boy, you should stick to your port."

"Too much booze, old

When we said that the drivers,

indeed, had been gotten drunk, he proposed that I, Counsellor Moriartv
and Collins go read Dorothy Sayers in bed, in a nightshirt and nightcap,
after checking, under the said bed, for the void, the hollow, the non
thief.

Go to the Foreign Affairs Office, my son, reinforce the letter

I wrote requesting return.

I'm afraid of ending up in a morgue of dressed-

up ambassadors, some dead, others moribund, looking at each other, covered
with crosses, eagles, rubans rouges, O.B.E.s. and C.B.E.s.

19

It's the

nightmare that has afflicted me since the royal yacht Britannia docked in
Rio, with its twenty-two musicians, which on the way doubtless sacrificed
some holy albatross.

PART THREE

THE MORNING AFTER

1
Dirceu:

Everything was cool, even with Beto dead, perforated with bullets,

but still in command, bound to the command tower, semi-dream of Beto and
his last order still cool, Jap, Nuncio, Frenchman and Galician.

But

chauffeurs get drunk a lot faster than rotten bourgeoisie and the chauffeur
of the rotten Portuguese faster yet because when the Portuguese appeared
already back from the damned garage neither cloak nor cover had come off.
If Carmelita hadn't been after my left breast like a new-born babe at
feeding time, she would have heard Carvalhaes, "0 Euzebio, come substitute
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Juvenal.

Alert the gate guard here and over there," m d warn any other

s.o.b.s but who didn't hear anything and kept mute, ?igid and glassy
when I warned Vitor by the internal phone, the cow kneading my breast as
if it were dotigh and she the fanatic pastry cook.

It was then that the

dumb kid here discovered who it was that kneaded my breasts on the night
of the power failure.

Rottenness spreads, Dirceu.

Carmelita lives in

Vicente but enjoys not only stroking a woman's boobs:
coat skin as an honest woman stroking cock skin.

she enjoys stroking

In the beginning I

even felt sorry for the animals that die to warm these ritzy idiots.
When giving the token to the classy old dame she took the skin as if it
were still a live little animal.

I thought about, after the revolution,

a people's museum of fancy wraps with Dona Carmelita showing the people
what the fine ladies wore to balls in tropical Rio in capitalist times in
order to sweat a lot in their armpits and crotches.

Jaguar and tiger even

I know but Carmelita knows stuff like marten that I thought was only
good for calling others weasel face and she showed me all bulging marten
snout, chincilla asshole and "Look at this fox, my girl, soft as the rose
bush of a pretty girl like you" and she almost choked just saying rosebush
and looking for my fox fur.

At the end of all that shit I was already

thinking of Carmelita not as the director but as a piece in my people's
museum, skinned, hung on a hanger with a label of carmelita pubesofila
sapatonis skunk family and I went on locking her in the wardrobe bathroom,
changing out of my uniform into a dress for the getaway.

But just as I

was leaving and consoling Carmelita "Hold on there I'm going to fix this
stubborn latch" I knocked over a row of boas, stoles, capes, furs and
trimmings that spread all over on top of me, against me, ar

I had to

wrestle them off wrist and paw that seemed all alive again, claws and
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teeth to gash and eat me, tail wrapping around my leg and carmelitas muzzle
grubbing everything.

I even had a delirium that those little lapdogs

were all going to start barking, roaring or whatever they do in their
crummy little throats just to call the cops, the police, the mother
fuckers because even an animal adheres, it rots and dies, Dirceu, and
adheres.

I got out of there wanting to give poisoned meat to dogs, to

skin alligators and pierce thrush eyes.

Fortunately the butcher shop Talho

do Rio de Janeiro close by was open at night, red lights, and I stopped
relieved and delighted, face at the grating satiating my eyes on the
carcasses stuck in hooks and in the little bloodstained ax on top of the
block among fragments of bone.

2
Jack My Boy:

I suspect you're happy in a boy-scoutish way and kind of

living your favorite story.

Brazil being all bananas and lianas the first

tabby cat you glimpsed thru the brush, behold, it was the tiger you had
been waiting for.

Don't feed it raw meat, Jack, it loves milk.

hell, what's the use.

Oh,

Dr. Dale never forgot that when you left behind

your Egyptian Period and shook off your system those bagfuls of sand and
broken bits of cats and sphinxes you used to warn friend and foe, Beware
of the Picturesque.

Proud of yourself and your heritage.

It was a thrill

down one's spine to see you reducing wooly-thinking, mealy-mouthed pink
liberals to a pulp of silence and shock.

"No, of course civilization is

not the privilege of any country but it certainly settles within one
country as host at a time.
mean to keep it.

It is staying with us here and now, and we

Whatever seems good to us abroad is a reflection of

ourselves and not an outside light."

Jack, my boy, here's to you!

I
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am having a drink.

Punishing myself.

by quoting you clumsily.

I make you sound bigoted and prissy

"Some of the evil, but all the good in the

world is amongst us, is ourselves.
mankind by improving ourselves.
down the valleys of the world.

In a deep sense we can only help

Whatever we do at the peak will wash
Rivers don't climb mountains."

I'm

hitting the bottle, O.K., but you're hitting the picturesque again.
Hummingbirds to you.

3

Dirceu:

We wanted four ambassadors, six, however many there were, but

never, all together, at the same time, the paleface and the English
ambassador that we got from the moment the exemplary companera came in all
in white with her astonished kidnapped victim and faced her dumbfounded
father.

(Dirceu:

Resolve today the problem of the companeros we're going

to ransom or we'll go crazy in this imperial museum of a house even as
Julian

as we'll try to be.)

When Juliana came in she must have realized

in a flash, felt in the outer reaches of her soul, at that moment,
against this living room door I'm staring at now, that she was changing
into, right then, decisively, another person for her father, another for
Clay, and the cool thing is that she didn't open her mouth, didn't explain
anything, didn't say a damn thing, placid and all together, a solid and
incandescent light, veiled only by her ballgown.

And don't forget that

you could almost see it, almost crush it in your palms, like a fly, the
remorse and recriminations that flew about the room, a swarm of them
circling Juliana, singeing their wings, but not being able to alight on
her, shitty little moths surrounding the lighted blub, burning.

It wasn't

because of any qualms that she, the way someone brings from the bush a
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paca and puts it on the kitchen table, delivered the game to us, the
paleface, in tails and a gardenia in his lapel, and turned her back on
all that, without confronting her father or any other b.s. and returned
to the ball, she a Queen, believe me, and no one more.

Exit of Queen,

general havoc, the paleface sinking into an armchair, Rufa wrapped up
in a Scotch plaid bathrobe, farting, talking in English, farting in
English, taking from the china cupboard a bottle and two glasses, which
he put on the table, to substitute them immediately with another bottle
and pair of glasses, like a priest stuck in the middle of mass, speaking
English to Bernardo who was playing the role of jailer, locking doors
and windows, and with gardener Valter, who was cutting telephone lines,
vine pruner in the middle of all that hullaballoo, and even with Mejia,
who makes a point of not understanding a single thing of English.

In the

armchair, the paleface, afraid of us, insisted on only replying to
Rufino in Portuguese, while he tossed off the whiskies the other was
serving to toast the Queen, the usurper, the phony one, and not ours,
glowing, who had left by the outside door like an allegory of I don't
know what.

4
Dear Penelope:

I'm absolutely in the doldrums.

destroy my letters.

I suppose you'd better

Henry is haunted by the idea that anything one says

nowadays somehow gets broadcast by the BBC or that anything you write
down will find its way to The Observer if not God forbid to The News of
the World.

He says he's written enough reports to the F.O. about The

Party, all of them saying or implying that barring what one knew was
concocted after the event by the lousy native papers and American
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correspondents everything had coverged into a perfect Ball.

Well, the

news is that that girl Juliana is dead, savagely murdered apparently
by the Police or the Government, you can never ascertain in this country.
Oh, Penny, I have an awful feeling one is treading on some tender thing
which is trying to be born here, crushing and maiming it for life:
there's this quivering dark ground we hardly care to look at ancl where
we walk with our heavy shoes on.
is dead.

The Queen is gone.

Please destroy this letter.

The girl

I can keep my mouth shut now.

5

Dirceu:

To finish the black book of the ball:

watch out for the gringo

priest, who came up with the Galician, coming from the garage, and who
seemed like one of those Disney fairies who whenever they cap their
wands stars fall out:

the guy he was speaking to, domestic or imported,

even in tails, had all the marks of a cop.

Just seeing the priest come

in, even before getting Amalia's warning I was already ready to hang up
my smock and ask for my cap, really bugged at abandoning the gala operation
aching to stick the v/hole pedigreed medal-covered cattle herd in the corral
Did you know that Buddha died after dining on pork?

My two ambassadors

were in the bag, I swear, and my consolation is that just with the calories
I served to DeVries and d'Ablancourt 1 don't think they'll last more than
a year.

They were served on purpose:

I put cholesterol and lipids in

those hard hearts with all the inverse potential affection of a mother
putting butter on her child's bread.

On the way out I refilled DeVries'

glass, who could hardly stand up he was so drunk.

The only one I've ever

seen as gray as he was my uncle Filo' tvo days before he died of liver
cancer and four days after he'd asked my aunt to fix a Troy suckling pig
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stuffed with doves with cracklings in farofa and that I'd like to serve
to that priest, but with a funnel, down the gullet, just like one fatten
ing a foie gras goose.

I discovered besides, poet that I am, and Basque,

that I would like to fight for the revolution as a waiter.

Poetry

formerly lived in the surroundings of shepherds, it misses them even today
and still hasn't discovered that waiters are right there, except that
we've gone from raw nature to cooked nature.

Get it?

6
Jack:

I haven't merely followed the advice you gave me, of thinking with

equanimity, as you put it, about our common problems.

To give you a full

chance I drove myself to our country place and settled there alone for
the weekend.

I opened the safe in the library, picked out the key to

the liquor cabinet and threw it into what you call I don't know why
the Italian pond.

Into the pond, anyway.

I even lit the real fireplace

with the real logs you had left in the shed and which were kindled with
yellowed newspapers we left behind at the time of our last stay.

(Curious

ly enough they were reporting a Brazilian revolution, the latest one, I
expect.)

I could see on the mantelpiece, among the copper kettles and

pewter tankards we picked up in England, two ofyour pipes.

Well, coming

down to the thinking, I must humbly let you know that I only saw your part
of the problem.

It had no other.

You've influenced me to an extent that

I hope gave you pride before but that probably just annoys you now.

What

you have to contend with is fighting an old self you'd like to cast off
but that's very much alive in me.

You may have found your tiger but

don't jump to the conclusion you've found your May.

I wish you'd stick

to the right tiger instead of fooling around with toy ones.

Under the

circumstances I feel utterly unable to grant you a divorce.

How could

I say yes to dissolving our marriage when you behave as if you were a
different person?
go.

Get back to your senses and I'll willingly let you

But it must be you I'm divorcing and not a dago^ I don't recognize

and whom I'd never have married in the first place.

7

Dirceu:

For the love of your mother, confirm by this messenger the news

of our companeros' embarkation.

It's been half an hour but my chin is

still shaking since we saw through the door transom a guy who was knocking,
harmless looking, floor-waxer or encyclopedia salesman, collar and tie,
portfolio under his arm.

In one room Valter watching Clay, pistol in

fist, in the neighboring room v£tor keeping an eye on Rufino, who's now
calm, still exhausted from his epic diarrhaeneid, carrying from one side
to the other, like a feathered doll, his stuffed doted-on pet.
Joselina to the door, to say that the master wasn't at home.

We sent
But the

fool messed things up, he stuck an envelope in her hand, shouting, irri~
tated, and all of a sudden a gust of wind was heard, the simoon, I even
thought, better that than that damn bird coming out flying.

It was

Rufino invading the room in front of Vxtor caught by surprise, big idiot
invading the room, threatening with his finger and yelling "Outl Out!"
and "Her Majesty" and I don't know what all.

He grabbed the envelope

from the maid's hand, ripped it to pieces, and threw it in the other's
face, who got completely livid.

Now it's the Police.

It's the Police,

The guy was a court deputy, on a visit of extreme unction.
threatened with eviction, Dirceu!

We're being
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8
Chief:

A guy showed up here in RelagSo Street and here duly imprisoned

awaiting instructions is a paint dauber who must be from the mafia of
the deceased mistress of the deceased Roberto, known as Beto, known
as Pompilio, known as Das Aguas in spite of swearing that he hadn't seen
her for many years.

A skinny guy, nervous and completely nuts saying the

whole time "the model, can't lose the model" and hitting a wooden box he
called his kit.

He was going to make a death mask of her.

He had a

letter from someone in the Education Ministry, just look how far we've
gone up, to get into the Police.

"We must keep the model."

As he began

to get difficult, I kneed him just as a warning right there in the patio
and that wooden suitcase broke smearing up the floor with plaster slime.
The fellow, who's named Ilha, seems more nutty than subversive and keeps
wailing about the model thing and saying that he only wants to put
Juliana in the garden again.

S
Dirceu:

See if by chance my oneiric exhaustion of waiting here for them

to let the companeros go merits some of your consideration, crushed as
I am between a Rufino who only addresses me as "boy" as if I were a preMahatma Indian kid to cool him with a palm leaf fan, and he forbids me, in
English, to direct any words to him— "^on't speak if you're not spoken to,
boy!"— and a Bernardo who since yesterday hasn’t addressed me as anything
and only speaks to me about business matters:

I didn't let him set fire

to, with a match, in the middle of the room, a portrait of Gobineau.

About

the apple of our eyes, he either drives me up the wall describing the
bathing and fucking of hummingbirds in captivity, or he fills himself to
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the gills with cachaga playing backgammon with Rufiuo, and then he bothers
and disturbs me with his confusion of species, exclaiming, at random,
like one praying aloud or putting a curse
Mascareni, Lophornis Magnifica Juliana.

on someone, Colibri Serrirostris
Since the Colibri Serrirostris

is of a breed which, having lost its mate, doesn't let itself be captured
by those still alive, I recognized, within the kidnapping, the kidnapping
of Natercia, or of Natercia's book, and even in Mirandese

2

or Sicilian I

know by heart, par coeur, her tender requiem, p i d ’a Pius, q'ancurtou'ls
tous anhos, and X will always have to protect her from the livid hands of
bailiff or sharp hammer blows of public auction:

Armuzza mia gintili chi

tlnni' isti.

10
Chief:

The troops surrounded the house, broke down the doors, shooting,

and going through room after room, everything empty as we'd thought.
But when it really seemed that no one was left in a single corner, we
only had to open the door of the maid's room to find her there, as if
she hadn't heard a single shot nor splitting wood, sitting in a wicker
chair near the bed, embroidering a cloth on an embroidery hoop, an oil
lamp burning on the marble slab of the dresser, in front of a St. Joseph
with a Baby Jesus.

She was pretty glassy-eyed, J think from not eating,

as we saw later, but she accompanied the troops in the vehicle as if she
had been awaiting that very thing.

She accepted a sandwich from the

canteen and a glass of milk, because she hadn't eaten since the others
left.

She hadn't eaten and hadn't stopped embroidering.

We're sending

her testimony as it came out, still hot from the typewriter.
calmer we'll talk to her agair.

When she's

Her name is Joselina Galantim Pereira,
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55 years old, native of the state of Rio.

She has been a kind of house

keeper in the house for three years: ...It was all at the ball, on the
night of the ball, and the master when he arrived with an upset stomach
still asked for his tails and white vest, listening to a waltz that came
from the ball over the trees, but later changed his mind and asked for
fennel tea with the drops he puts in, to relieve his body, after saying
good-evening to me and Valter and Valdelise, in his normal voice, speaking
his customary language, but this was before the big bird.

Oh, that's

right, Vditer the gardener and his wife were there because on the night
of the neighbor's ball., both Dona Juliana and the master had gone out,
that is, Dona Juliana had gone to the ball but the master was on a trip,
and so Dona Juliana said that I didn't have to worry because the house
was being taken care of by Valter and valda, as we call her.

I could

stay in my room until she came back from the ball, working on the cloth
I had been embroidering, for a long time, for the church, here on
/ .
3
Voluntaries.

Sr. Rufino when he arrived spoke to me in his normal way,

but that was before opening the cardboard box and he didn't open the other
baggage he brought.

I almost thought it was a live animal, crated, the

big stuffed bird he let out of the box, so to speak.

I didn't understand

much but it looked like a turkey or more like a toucan Valter said, a
despotic bird of such bad omens that I cross myself when remembering that
the dove of the Holy Spirit I was embroidering began to come out like
the intruder.

It's not me who carries the cross, it carries me where

it wants and Sr. Rufino's cross is the prison of the last of his energy
which ends up tying his innards in knots, which he'd almost had, and a
knot in his brain, that I hope to God didn't happen to him.

Oh, but, yes,

I was forgetting, when Valter came to call me in my room his forehead was
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sweaty and his eyes were bugging out and it wasn’t afterwards that I
thought so, no, keep listening, right then I found it very surprising and
very strange only because the master came back early heaven forbid to
his own house.

During the trip he hadn't done anything, I'm talking about

the master, he'd go to the men’s room but it wasn't for long stretches.
When I came back from opening up the master’s bed Valdelise was sitting
in the corner of the room with her rosary in her hand and Valter beside her
had his eyes closed, slowly moving his mouth, praying hard, mouthing avemarias.

Then I woke up and saw that man next to my bed and thought all

my past was happening again and the thief of the whole Saint Mary Magdalene,
in a bad resurrection, wanting for no good reason to make me know him
in the middle of the night and in front of my little brothers and sisters,
Sweet Jesus, but it was only Sr. Vitor saying not to make any noise and
come to the living room and I had to go like that, so embarrassed, in
nightgown and paper curlers.

In the living room there was only one little

light on on the sideboard and at first I saw, besides Valter and Valda,
Dona Juliana's Spanish friend, no I don't know his name, and that Sr.
Bernardo who's always looking at the silver in the nouse and who I swear
slipped in his pocket the inkstand and candlesticks.

Only later did I

recognize in a corner, seated in an armchair, the neighbor ambassador,
not the one giving the ball, who'd come here to the house, I mean there
to the house, and Sr. Rufino, in his bathrobe, standing, and then I
thought I'd gone loony because that Bernardo and Valter were holding
pistols in their hands.

Sr. Rufino filled his lungs, looked around him,

just like h e ’s going co make a speech at dinner, but instead of talking
he bent over and crossed his arms over his belly as if they'd stuck a knife
in his guts.

He left blustering, flinging off his bathrobe, afflicted
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like someone who's forgotten an important deal and has to get ready to
leave in a hurry, with Vxtor and Bernardo almost clinging to the bath
robe tails, and yelling without raising his voice, that's to say inside
hoarse, furious, commanding Sr. Rufino to stay in his place.

Sr. Rufino

went into the guest bathroom right nearby and Bernardo kept turning the
doorknob and asking if there was a telephone in the little room, but there
he stopped because everyone heard him feeling ill, that blast, that is,
we have to call a spade a spade, don't we, that diahhrea.

Anyone, even

a Sr. Bernardo, had to believe in the master's good faith completely
guaranteed in an intestinal sincerity that God help me, should only be
heard from the attic and cellar.

Then the master returned to the room

and got as far as facing Vitor and raising his hand, behaving now as one
who was really going to speak, but pity the poor man, necessity hit him
again and no one got in his way this time and my master labored like one
loosing in one sudden blow a whole pack of hounds raised on leashes.
Only then did he return to the room to stay, tying his robe belt and al
ready talking, just like someone who had been talking before in a room,
left for a moment without stopping his talk and came back in still
giving the same speech.

But then, sir, is what I don't understand happened

to Sr. Rufino's soft spot because he was speaking to Valter, facing the
gardener of his own house, but gringo was all that came out of his mouth,
language that he speaks to foreign visitors.

To Valter, no less, like

someone giving orders, only saying incomprehensible things, and Valter
openmouthed, so befuddled that the gun slipped out of his hand onto the
carpet, luckily it didn't go off and break out in shots at our shins.
So Bernardo, that one of the candlesticks I mentioned, I think I
mentioned, told Sr. Rufino that he had to keep quiet, that the neighbor
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ambassador was imprisoned there, in his house, and that Sr. Rufino was
also a prisoner in his own house and that no one could hear a peep about
any of this.

Sr. Rufino bellowed gringo at him I don't know what but in

an abusing tone that drives one crazy, and that bum Bernardo picked up
the pistol by the barrel and looked as if he were going to bring the butt
down on Sr. Rufino's head, but then the foreign ambassador spoke our
language to Sr. Rufino telling him to speak Portuguese too, and Sr.
Rufino spoke but more like someone imitating gringo, a very frightening
and confusing thing, since I could swear by the cross that he was fixing
up our language that the other had just said without being his own speech.
So Sr. Rufino went to the china closet to get two glasses and a bottle
of drink and I told him to leave it that I'd get it and then he spoke
foreign to me too.

Then I got a funny feeling, I don't know why I got

nervous, feeling like crying, until I got a little muddled, you will
excuse me sir, distracted by the curling papers that came out in a bunch
in my hand, and when I started to sniffle and hiccup from choking on the
collar of my nightgown Sr. Vitor told me I could go to my room but he
locked the door from the outside and only opened it the next day for me
to make coffee for everyone.

11
My son:

Our culture, thank God, is yet to be invented.

We'll invent it

when we're by ourselves.

12
Dirceu:

To companera Juliana I declared:

is not to look back:

the trick when leaving hell

remember comrade Orpheus.

Conclusion:

She didn't
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even hear me, thinking of comrade Beto who, crucified like a bell in its
belltower, will keep on calling Juliana to love and the paralytics to
the ball in his bronze voice.

Argument:

I think there's no problem

in indulging our Orphea, who has papers to leave the Kingdom of the
Dead without any hitches and arrive in Montevideo and which only imposes
on me, your chevalier servant, in order to save my life, one conation:
stopping the car for a second in Padre Miguel where she wants to breathe
in the turpentine of the backyard dark with mango trees or a shack where
she used to meet— a piece of candy if you guess who
in on the circuit Juliana goes a little berserk:

/then

Natercio comes

“while I die in the land

you leave."

13
Sr. Secretary of Security:

I ask our Chief and Friend not to fail to

come to see us at this Police Station because we're all biting our
nails from worry.

As you know, we have a lot of work, we even have to go

chasing after thieves and I'm not complaining about this a bit.
to work with a clear conscience— it's hell.

But, not

The first girl, Florinda,

known as Amalia, has already talked a lot, as you've already been notified,
and keeps on clarifying loads of things.

The other day they wanted to

either stop her interrogation, or just converse a bit, because she was
starting to get delirious, speaking nonsense and obscenities, that the
balls of the poet were going to explode all over the world, and that the
dead hand I d o n 't know what, but I went in there with severity and every
thing went back to normal.

Her madness soon disappeared.

She went as

far as giving us the straight dope about the Pirax dam, as I've told you.
No problem.

But the other, as soon as they discovered she was the mistress
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of Roberto, alias Beto, alias Pompilio, alias Das Aguas, then things got
bad.

And it's no longer the problem we discussed the day before yester

day either, when our Chief and Friend said for us to keep going along,
following orders day by day, steering a middle course.

Now, Sr. Secretary,

it's the reverse and the orders that come from up above are confusing us.
I just follow orders.

At first, I couldn't even work like a professional

and when they asked me what the girl had said I replied nothing, of
course.

Treated with good manners no one says anything.

I don't even

ask anything if it's only to ask, have a chat, like a queer, because I
don't have any time to lose.

But now, my god.

Putting the girl so to

speak under a pile-driver and letting the crusher go takes all the challenge
out of it.

You know how it is.

These things could get us in trouble.

Please hurry, see who it is that's giving orders in this case and if it's
really real we have to think soon about a summary identification, that's
to say a steel coffin and welded cover, with some rivets to hammer in.

14
My son:

Recent victories, polished with this love that, the new trophy

and old silver tray inspire in us, leads to those who owe most to Father
Collins, who declare in the releases in Portuguese as well as the informa
tion in English, that he is "missing," when, really, Christian fish lying
in the water to spawn in the future, he is missing but forever, among the
houses and submerged plazas of a dam in the middle of Trogloditia.

They

abandon his body and his memory so they won't muddy triumphs which,
without him, wouldn't have occurred, this is the aftertaste, the bitter
corn of this hurried bourbon, which didn't cross the long noche oscura
of the purification of charcoal.

Essence of Victory, petrified to
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penetrate milenniuros, the Nike doubtless arrived here,

but arrived with

no arms, no head, the powerful wings propelled a monstrous trunk through
the centuries, less apt to plow waves in the prow of a galley than to
guard in homage the murdered and maimed, the gate of some concentration
camp open for public visits.
P.S.:

The above letter, rhetorical and necrological, that I wrote you

yesterday, shows how even the most prudent of us envelop ourselves,
with grotesque seriousness, in labyrinths of our own making, closed with
in themselves.

Mea culpa.

In compensation, and contrition, I wrote a

new letter to Lisbon, dry and protocolic, requesting immediate transferral.

I ’ll deliver the bones (those of Sr. Dom Pedro, of course) to

the successor they arrange for me and present my farewells to this
country which, I fear, isn't going to inherit and share with us the world
of those who are serene, of those who become humble, concave, to receive
eternity like a rock one hollows out to keep rain water.

My commitment,

after all, is to the tiny Quinta which we have on the large farm that is
our small land.

I accept the consolation of the reflection that Father

Collins wasn't, much to the contrary, the first Jesuit martyred on Brazilian
land.

May the water bear him lightly.

P.S.II:

I was finishing this letter and post-letter when the butler

opened, in front of me, a package that was in our mailbox.
a bone.

It could be a human forearm.

It contained

It won't be, I hope to God.

They

intend, clearly, to terrorize me, which they managed to do a long time
ago.

I'm telephoning Lisbon today, anticipating the letter of which I

spoke a few lines back.

Jesus, Mary and Joseph.
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Sr. Secretary of Security:

It's a good thing the messenger hasn't left

here and I'm already wearing out the patience of the Chief and Friend with
another memo but my balls are about to explode at the slightest jolt,
I'm not kidding I'm even careful when going by furniture corners.

You

remember that I spoke of the arrest of Rozendo Malatesta, known as
Capixaba, whose profession was taking care of hummingbirds.

We were

going to put him to suck the honey from a 38 pistil to see what the guy
knew when the order came to let him go making it look like we'd arrested
„ 5
Xango.

The fellow walked past us with his nose in the air like a real

hummingbird.

He even hummed.

Inquiries like this get complicated, Chief.

16
My dear Clay:

Could you possibly let me know by return messenger (I'm

told one shouldn’t use the phone these days, the whole bloody system seems
to be bugged) what is really the matter with this Godforsaken country.
Of course I haven't the least intention— or gumption if you want to know—
of asking the F.O. to start playing this Latin-American game of asylum
to political refugees or whatyoumaycallthem.

Anyway these Latin countries

haven't the foggiest notion of how to play their politics cricket.

6

The

hard fact though is that I've had here for a whole day (he's in bedroomslippers and dressing gown at the moment, having breakfast in my library
and reading the air-edition of the Observer I haven't seen yet) our friend
and neighbor Rufino and I can't make head or tail of his stories.

A nasty

gash that shows above his right ear and a purple swell on his neck make
me pretty sure he's been roughly handled.

I had to tell the F.O. the truth

and this is that Rufino never asked for any sanctuary at all.

He walked
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right in yesterday as if he had been out for a stroll in the park.

He

was even followed by Copper (you know, our sour and stuffy borzoi) as if
by his dog.

Confound it, Clay, Rufino immediately started treating me

as if I were the press-attache or some junior member of the staff.

I

don't care to hazard any judgment or medical opinion but Rufino has turned
into me, i.e., into the British Ambassador.

He's already dictated to

me a bread-and-butter letter to the Governor-gener-al of Mauritius (Rufino
visited the Island recently and was given a stuffed dodo as a gift) and
says he's drafting one to the Queen, denouncing the Brazilian Government
for breach of his extraterritorial rights.

I hate to disturb you after

what you've been through, old boy, but for God's sake advise me.

I

wouldn't think it proper to callously turn him— I could almost say myself—
back to the authorities but the situation is becoming much too odd.

I

never fancied I would sort of be having one day to humour and pamper my
very doppelganger.

Rufino is not only reading my Observer right in front

of me now and hogging my unopened T.L.S. on his knees but— I might as well
tell you the whole truth— even the dressing-gown he's wearing is my own
from Jaeger's, Clay.

17
Sr. Secretary of Security:

This identification case seems like a piece

of sorcery.

It's what I was most afraid of.

You remember.

And look,

Sr. Secretary, permit me to tell you, it's time for voice raising, time
for table-pounding, for jailing these lawyers and tearing up articles for
journalists to eat.

Don't dig her up, no.

At the moment we're still

powerless to swear which of the two ambassadors identified the body but
while we're checking it out keep saying that it was both.
exhumation can't be had.

And this

The other girl, known as Amalia, named Florinda
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Guimaraes, was identified just right by the father and mother without
any difficulty.

When it was over, we closed the coffin and delivered it,

with a receipt.

Her statement is ready, it just needs to be typed up.

But with the Mascarenhas girl, it's been nothing but trouble.

When the

counter-order came, the order arrived to cut off the girl's head, something
no one around the station here has any practice in and no one even wanted
to try the saw they went to get at the Ideal Carpentry Shop, today
Carapina's, who works for us, in fixing and repairs, and who is completely
trustworthy.

Even so, one or another went on trying and these things

leave marks.

And we were late, in taking the father to the Medical-Legal

Institute.

Just to prepare him and talk to him we had to send for the

expert Luisao in Sao Cristovao, who studied at the Culture, because I'm
the only one here who gets by in English but it wasn't enough.

And I

hit him, yes, Sr. Secretary, I /gave some whacks to that Mascarenhas like
someone went and told you, to see if he would come out of this rejecting
our language.

Christ! my blood starts boiling in my veins.

But the

thing is that we didn't know that at the Institute the other Ambassador
was already there, the American, looking for Mascarenhas, who he thinks
is crazy, but crazy for his women, if you want my opinion.
our worst fears were realized.

It was then

But I'm on my way out to see Mascarenhas,

who's interned in the Pinel, and I'm taking Luisao with me to talk to
him about the identification.

If the Chief and Friend will permit a

suggestion from me, someone of your caliber ought to go talk to the
American,

taking with you that interpreter from Itamarati.

18

My son:

Last night I received— undreaming, insomniac, eyes wide open—
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the visit of a sad rotten date, passeriforme, Rufinic features, hollow
voice:

"I have merged, Carvalhaes, with the Dodo of my blazons."

The

breakfast table that the butler Euzebio puts every morning on my bed,
with a frugal but favorite meal— an egg, apple, strong coffee, and,
beside the china plate of toast, the silver tray of letters, yours,
friends'— is empty now, except for the paper on which I'm writing you
and for my head, I'm leaning back against the pillows, since once more
there arrived for me, with the mail, offerings with a wrong address,
destined, doubtless, to funereal Aztec gods.

Will you personally notify

the Sr. Minister that I am calling back to me my dispersed vital spirits
to return to Lisbon Friday, with or without permission, since we discovered
but didn't civilize the cannibals who don't know, as the Italians say,
Galateo, and never opened the Cortigiano, in whose pages, alas, Castiglione
warned centuries ago that a gentleman shouldn't get involved in games
or jousts with rustics, unless one is absolutely certain of winning.
Successive mailmen have been arrested, Euz4bio ditto, the cook also ditto,
while in the wee hours resound in the halls of SSo Clemente the steps of
Old Bones, alabaster bishop who rises night after night from the ashlar
sarcophagus to trudge in granite shoes the flagstones of the monastery
carrying his own head on a stone tray.

But hush and good-bye.

Before the

new butler, a police investigator, comes in with the mail, and without
his perceiving it, I have to put my head back in place, and it takes some
time and effort as it's freestone and contains gargoyles of Luzbel and
Asrael and the bronze breasts of the Holy Queen Isabel.

19
Sr. Secretary of Security:

Here goes, by messenger of the greatest con
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fidence, the paper we found among the documents of Armando Azcarate's
(alias Vxtor) car, the guy who was picked up with the mistress of Roberto,
known as Pompilio, alias Beto, alias Das Aguas.

This is it:

"Beti ni

bizi nadin lurrean triste betiko-eran anche zeruban gozatu chit beriala
bizitza ontan maigabeturik nere biyotza parti zinaden doaiz beterik.
Ay, begietan arki zirazun amoriyua ez arren aztu zalaco bada su-garrezkua
croipen on bat bizitarako zenduben utzi bai, igo eta odei ganetan zerade
bizi.

Erremedio gabetanikan zauskat galduba onaze askok naduka berriz

sariatuba eta ikusten ote nazu ni merezituba.

Urteak moztu zizkitzuben

ta egin Jauna-ti erregu zu ikustera eraman nazan banan chit azkar nere
begien aurre aurretik nola erman zinuben zu."

After deciphering this

rigamarole, tell me, Chief, what it's all about and if there is any clue
to follow.

20
Dear Penelope:

I seem to be stoning and stunning you with letters you

obviously cannot follow or understand.
my letters, with me.

I can’t either.

Do put up with

Today I brushed with a shudder against something

unreal, a ghost from the dead.

I saw in the papers the picture of a

terrorist, a friend of Juliana's, they say, and I recognized a girl who
worked here for a few days.
a cloakroom attendant.

Apparently she managed to get engaged as

I suppose her group posted her with us for the Ball.

Young, pretty, round black eyes full of God knows what dreams, ready to
die for them, dead now and buried with her dreams whatever they were.
(Do we dream you and I ever of anything respectable?)
discuss such matters.

At least with me.

seen this face in my life.

Henry refuses to

He refuses to see.

Anyway the Ball is over."

"I've never

I said to him he
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can't be bothered with anything, he just keeps washing his hands of
everything.

"Right you are.

Sir Pontius Dewar," and off he went, merely

pretending to be annoyed, anxious to turn me off.

I feel as if some

7
bloody Elizabethan play,

raging, full of passion and suddenly made real

had sucked me into itself while X tried frantically to get back to my
seat.

21
Maria Jose:

With head and heart, we want to give direction to life, but

life is a stream without a channel.

In the face of what I owe you, in

letters, I am allowed the right to write them abundantly and affectionately,
but since the Ambassador returned, grim, life, got me much closer to
Antero, drawing me away from, finally, the young AmSncio de Pedral, has
left me without the minute I hoped for, to tell you of the despair of
his return.

Lordly and gallant as he was, almost rough, haughty, he

carae back to us folded in half, dejected, willow on the riverbank, to
look, in the current, at its own sadness.
in style.

He was formerly heavy, taurine

Frightened now, tremulous, a squirrel, he keeps looking at

doors and windows, as if evil-doers and demons were going to jump through
them.

He only opens his eyes and smiles at us, as if he were the shadow

of the man he formerly was, on hearing the record playing the music he
brought from Brazil, sweet, Maria, like honey, like the almond paste
you make.

They are called choros,

mandolin sob.

the melodies, hurting us, make the

"I want the strings that lower my casket into the depths

of the earth, this my desire, my last, that you'll hear from me, to be
those of this capering lute, of this mandolin.
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Sr. Commissioner:

I need all the details about his message that you sent

yesterday to this Department and whose deciphering continues to challenge
the specialists.
be heard?

Is Armando Azcarate, alias vftor, now in condition to

We went through all the official translators in Rio and the

suspicion is that it's in the Basque language, which no one knows, only
a few Basques, which could render the case in our hands extremely grave
from the viewpoint of world terror.

23

Dear Penelope:

Have I made it up or is it a fact that the Greeks always

staged after their tragedies a comic play?

I sort of lived in the flesh

about a week ago that classical dream of spinsters:

I woke up in the

middle of the night to find a man on the other pillow of my double-bed,
a strange man, of course, not Henry.

It was our poor next-door neighbor,

Rufino, who developed the mania, or should I amiably say, yielded to the
longing of being Sir Henry himself.

And so, while he was half in hiding

with us for a few days, being handled by Henry like a hot potato, Rufino
came that night to my bedroom, found me fast asleep and lay down by me
quietly.

I stirred in a fog of sleep when his side of the bed creaked

and was already cuddling up to neighbour Rufino when he turned the bedside
lamp on and said something like "Louise."

I swear to you I nearly fainted.

Or swooned, I suppose that spinster would say.
how deep down honest and serious I am.

I had never realized

True, Rufino is quite a few years

older than Henry but no matter, I tested my demureness very satisfactorily.
Even, mind you, when he quaintly asked, "What shall we do tonight?"

In a

fit of either nit-wittishness of plain Englishness I replied, "Let's have
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a cup of tea."

I got up and instead of ringing for a st cvant I went

barefooted to the kitchen, made tea and brought back to the bedroom a
tray with tea for two.

I couldn't begin to tell you how sweet it was

dr inkin''' tea and having a soothing conversation with our old, distracted
neighbour, the two of us sitting up in bed in the middle of the night.
Rufino’s story, as you well knew, is in fact horribly sad.

But then is

anything funny when you know all there is to be known about it?

24
Sr, Commissioner:

Unfortunately I wasn't present when the identification

of the body took place.
the report.

I did attend the examination of the corpse for

Her face was perfect, indeed very pretty.

peaceful, with her hair spread out.

And it seemed

For identification it's the face

naturally that counts, so that everything was in order when a gentleman
arrived, in dark clothes, who I understand was the father.

While I was

withdrawing, because I prefer not to watch these scenes, I saw another
gentleman, also in black, arrive, with a group.
girl, at least one other ham

9

As we had, besides the

here in the Institute, the arrival of the

other gentleman didn't seem strange to me.

I went into my office.

I

talked, after your request for information, to the attendant in charge
of registering the identification.

He stayed there the whole time, with

instructions to uncover only the girl's face and only in front of her
father.

The attendant says that there was in fact some confusion.

one of the gentlemen spoke Portuguese, badly.
they used English.

Only

To talk to each other,

The men from the police station came in upset.

didn't want even her face uncovered, which was nonsense.

They

One of the

ambassadors recognized her, of this there's no doubt, and the attendant
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said that he's able to swear in court that the other couldn't have
failed to see her face too.

Anyway, and about your second question,

do not permit, under any circumstaices, the exhumation of the body, since
we need at all costs to keep the report the way it is.

The only thing

left, Sr. Secretary, is the mystery of this piece of paper which I'm
enclosing and which was found under the body, when it was taken to be
buried.

I confess I have no idea who could have put it there, or when.

I can't understand a blooming thing of w h a t 's written on it.

25
Dear Jack:

I thought it was a shame, darling, about the birds.

I knew

how you loved them and all that and imagined how hard it would be for
you to leave them behind.
in perfect order.

Still l

Well, never mind.

Everything arrived

Your co jar, jaguar or whatever your skin is of looks

absolutely lovely as a fireplace rug.

When they leap in the hearth the

flames light up with gold the pewter tankards on the mantelpiece and the
brown spots on the beast you killed.
work.

The quiet and peace

j

Darling, I feel you're going to

enjoy here and the countryfied way of life

you love so will soot e and heal us both.
Brazilian Period, bu

It will be the end of your

with a vengeance this time:

wi h what you went

thru so bravely I feel sure you'll produce a terrific bestseller.
myself have had a

I

tassive mail from kindly people interested in you,

whilst you have stacks and stacks of letters awaiting you.

26
Sr. Seereta.y of Security:

Result of the examination is that the paper

found under the girl's body, at the Medical-Legal Institute, is a copy,
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in other handwriting, of the paper found in the glove compartment of
the car of Armando Azcdrate, known as vltor, and that you say is written
in Basque.

The document was probably amply circulated among them and

refers, perhaps to the aborted artificial flood.

27
Dear Clay:

Enough unto the day, I know, old chap, I know my old Matthew.

The evil thereof is the F.O.'s insatiable curiosity.

And darn it, to

tell you the whole truth my report, as far as Ambassador Mascarenhas is
concerned, looks somewhat like a fishing net, being mostly large holes.
They want to know how the old boy turned into a British Ambassador which
is more than I can tell.
place didn't you.

Now you actually saw the ovidian trick taking

I happened to hear an unseemly version that connects

the phenomenon with some severe disorder of the bowels expressed in a
storm of crepitus ventris or just farts if I may say so within the
political storm leading as it were to Rufino's metamorphosis.
disgraceful tommy-rot I'd very much like to dispel.

This

From any point of

view, scientific or otherwise, only fools could possibly mistake stools
for evolutionary tools.

{This came out with a limerickish lilt, I

fear, but is the stark truth.)

Coming back to the crucial point, an

eyewitness statement would clarify all and pacify the F.O.

It would

be capital if I could look at a carbon of your report to the State
Department.

28
Maria Jose:

You have no idea how horrible his face was, purple, convulsed

with coughing and dyspnea.

Thus the Ambassador died here yesterday, at
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the instant when Filodemo, beloved dog,- his mastiff,was coming into
the room, on the carpet, at the feet of his sick owner, to gnaw on his
bone.

Interrupting, in a fit of frolic, his mild death throes, to the

sound of the mandolin, the Ambassador rolled on the carpet embracing
the dog, bit the paw of the faithful watchdog.

But enough, confronting

such a scene my own voice breaks, terrified I restrain the impious agile
rhyme, since only the verse of a Hugo, of a Guerra Junqueiro, would
scale, rugged and intense, the icy heights of this death:

the dog

perplexed, serene colossus, looking at his possessed master who had
bitten and robbed him, on expiring, of his bone.

29
Sr. Secretary of Security:

What complicates the information in the case

of the deceased Armando Azcarate, alias Vitor, is that he died.
seen by one of our guys from the top of the leafiest mango tree,

He was
when he

brought the girl, who you know walked right into the trap, and when we
went after him he stupidly accelerated, scraped the fender on the wall
and rammed right into the corner post, making it totter, broke his pelvis
and I think his legs too.

We interrogated him that way, white, cold,

his forehead sweating like a glass of cold water.

But get this, Chief

that even between fainting and not fainting the rascal talked experienced,
so skillful that only seeing it you'd believe it, saying that he was just
small stuff, that he'd just picked her up, because he was so pitifully
stuck on her and that we weren't going to make the silly mistake of
arresting the fall guy who had nothing to do with the whole business.
We even thought we could give him a break by letting him faint proper
and get him to the hospital.

But when we went back to talk to him we
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then knew a lot. about him and even knew things about him that he didn't
know.

If he was really stuck on Juliana then he was pretty run-of-the-

mill and a son-of-a-bitch because that Florinda, alias Amalia only spoke
of him as her husband.

And we shoved the piece of paper in his face

warning him that if he didn't talk right then he was going to talk to
Amalia and Juliana in the cemetery, the three of them with their mouths
full of dirt.
mean?

What thing was it?

Sent to whom?

What did it

But then, Chief, he didn't keep talking eloquent

like the other time, no sir.
recorder.

What language was it?

Compare and see.

You can listen to the two tapes on the
The guy got like someone who wants to die

on purpose, withdrawing into himself and talking so inarticulate that
you can't even hear it on the tape, just that breathiness.

But in a

mocking way, that is, without paying attention to me and gazing at the
ceiling and talking all calm about one man only but two widowers, in
two extinguished towers, seven lines for each love, just like a drunk
who says whatever comes into his head and in the beginning I spoke
serious to him, young man, respect me, and him nothing, the same snotti
ness, young man I'm not a boy and then he as you can hear on the tape
started that wild chatter saying only araman zinuben su, araman zinuben
zu, araman ziftuben zu.

To make a long story short you know how we had

to find out what was written on the paper and as he'd been operated on
the doctor then said that he'd had a fainting spell just then when he
said one more araman and nothing else nor was he asked.

30
Dear Sir Henry:

Rufino's metamorphosis was as fine an event as the

launching of a ship.

There was Rufino, as he had always been unconscion
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ably uncomfortable in his being, high and dry on planks and platforms.
All of a sudden among crackling noises— zoom and poom you go— Rufino
discovered himself afloat, under Her Majesty's colors.
that.

Tell your F.O.

You can add that Rufino dug out a bottle of Royal Salute to toast

the Queen and then produced another, of Jack Daniels, to raise his glass
to my President's health.

For ulterior information, ask Harry.
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Sr. President:
doubtful.

This is to clear up points of my report that you found

First I repeat, in spite of some circumstances that seem to

say the contrary, that we ought not to attribute any guilt to anyone in
the crew, nor to the stewardess Marilda.

I really didn't insist much

on this point and certainly the earnest ones acted better, who hurried
to give you more detailed and more pessimistic information.

What we

ought to remind them of, and, with all due respect, you too, is that one
can't count on a very sane reaction from a girl suddenly seeing herself
in front of a senseless Ambassador who has a dead hand in his lap.
The stewardess Marilda, very intelligent and who, besides speaking French
and English, gets by in German, is from Bahia and understands much of
ex-votos in making votive offerings.

So much so that she thought someone

had wanted to play a bad practical joke on the Ambassador, by sending
him a wax hand.

But when she picked up the ex-voto and saw that it was

a human hand, already half-rotten, she started screaming.

She threw

the hand into the air and left shrieking, hysterical and distraught.
I don't think it fair that Marilda be fired because the passengers thought
the plane was crashing or was the victim of hijackers.
a m a n 's , with red hair.

The hand was
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Jack darling:

You say you didn't quite understand what you call my

reticence about the hummingbirds.
embarrassed.

Well, sweetheart, I was somewhat

First of all where should I put them?

the front garden.

Certainly not in

I'm sure people would gape at them and it would be

tiresome to have strangers stopping to inquire whether they were real
or fake.

Indoors of course it would be out of the question, the aviary

itself being so huge.

I've put it for the time being by the beech near

the pool.

33

Maria Jose':

In light clothing, in a summery cream-colored denim cassock,

Father Bartolomeu, who heard from the Ambassador his desire to be lowered
into the grave to the so'ind of the mandolin, kept cool.

Angry, after

a plebian fit of temper in which he offended Father Bartolomeu's own
mother, and threatened to contract another resident cleric for the Quinta
immediately, Antero found out the truth.

The Bishop had imagined the

mandolin canticle written in Latin, and had given, in spite of his age,
a leap, on seeing that each verse had a name in Portuguese or vulgar
or crude Brazilian:
Vasco fan.10

Impetuous, Andrew New Shoes, Bonicrates Crutches,

Bartolomeu replied, improvising, that St, Andrew the

Apostle, on finding the Lord barefoot, on the road to Emmaus, took the
sandals from his feet and fit them on Jesus' feet, who said to him:
Henceforth you will step no more on the ground, you will always have your
feet shod in song.
Shoes.

The song was composed by the people:

Andrew New

The Bishop, blowing on it, cleaned his amethyst ring, which he

then polished with his batiste handkerchief, and, closing his Celestine in
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in annoyance, set about to look for the legend (he didn't find it) in Jacob
de Voragina.

And, more in the style of a pharmaceutical prescription

than holy hermeneutics, inveighed:
softly, very softly."

"To listen to inside the house, and

The fates plot, the owls hoot.

sleeps, he gapes at the dead man from a
the veterinarian's.
he suffers.

Filodemo growls,

ioset, takes rabies shots at

He refuses water, he won't drink it, even though

He only laps, distractedly, a saucer of champagne.
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Dear Clay:

The Embassy’s G.P. is definitely of the opinion that what

ever other medical help Rufino needs, he certainly needs a spot of
psychiatry.

But on top of that the poor chap is homeless, childless

and homeless, a kind of foppish Lear.

I tried to take him back to his

house but as far as 1 can see through the muddle, Rufino has been evicted,
his property has been impounded or confiscated or something.

That strikes

me as hardly the thing to do at all.

One should perhaps; write some

sort of note to the United Nations.

It's true they confiscate even

people, nice people like yourself in this improbable country.^
retaliation all the time isn't playing the game at all.
touch a man's castle anyway.

But

And one shouldn't

12
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Maria Jose:

Ah, the clarion tones of the bandolas, the sharp barbs of

the mandolins!
me.

In this house of white linen, tangles and strands card

The casket was ready to leave, down the path of fountains and

cypresses, sobbing of the water among the rows of woes.

School children

from the school, peasants, vineyard workers of Ribatejo, masons, carpenters,
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their wives, their daughters, in parallel ranks, cypresses with black
mantillas.

How His Reverence preaches, minim music, pianissima.

Why, then,

the windows openmouthed to vomit in gushing cascades and amphoras of trills
under the scourge of weeping did I, faltering, cling to the coffin handle
like the sailor in a gale to the capstan?

Corral gate latch opened, to

the leaps, to the recoils, to the coituses, little mares and stallions!
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Drl. Mel:

No own plans.

Ask Harry.

Forgetting past extrem. quickly.
bottle:

Coming plans ask yrslf.

Unable see future.

Book imposs.

Feel uncork, champ,

not a bubble left.

37

Sr. Padre Bartolomeu:

No longer is your telephonic babbling enough, that

aggravates my gout and rheumatism, while multiplying around me are sinister
images of the inebriated and rustic ball into which was transformed the
funeral of the only sheep which you served as shepherd.

I already know that

there were wounded, and several— but one dead, is there also one dead,
besides the one in the casket?

Several migraines in a latent state were

placed, during the past night., in the principal niches of my cranial vault,
Sr. Father Bartolomeu, and only with immense mental energy do I restrain
them, to wait, to let them crack my summit open, until you inform me if
there exists a dead person, as I am assured by an indefatigable Sra. Olsen,
Nordic, who refuses to leave the Episcopal Palace, to provoke us with a
hunger strike, to the death.

Come personally.

your new parish, in African lands.

And ready to leave for
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Sr« Director:

Could you kindly send someone to handle a case here in the

cemetery that I don't know how to settle.

I didn't think the case had

a precedent but even so I talked to old Amaral, that fellow who was our
administrator until Getulio's suicide, as he always remembers.

He

doesn't even rightly know the name of the street he lives on, two blocks
from here, but can recite the whole letter-will
stories of the cemetery fifty years ago.

and tells a thousand

Just stories of strange people,

like a woman, named Eslone, who had bought a plot here and on the first
day of every month came to see Amaral, with her dog on a leash, and she
would give him a tip, half for a beer and the other half to take care
of the little garlic garden at the back of her plot, or where she was going
to be buried.

Please excuse this chatter, but it’s only to show that before

writing you I tried to settle the problem by myself.

As a matter of fact,

I was reminded of Sra. Eslone, because this gentleman not only leads a
dog on a rope but also left two small clay pots here, with trees he
intends to plant at each side of his tomb, a papaya tree and a tamarind
tree.

He wants to start sleeping here, with his dog, every night.

He's

not exactly a bum, that is, he wants to buy a grave buc he'd like to sleep
in it, as if it were really his dwelling place, besides being his last
dwelling place.

I told him, as if he were also joking, that live people

don't sleep in the cemetery.

Then he said, in jumbled Portuguese, but

in all seriousness, that if he's going to buy a spot where he's going to
stay for the rest of time, he might as well begin sleeping there starting
now.

I know it's irregular and that the man is probably mentally unsound,

but I don't know what to reply.

What do I do if he brings the money?
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Sr. Bishop:

First of all, with the purpose of tranquilizing Your

Excellency:

Sra. Dona Birgitta Olsen was here, who is from the S.P.C.A.

and who (reason for which she must have sowed confusion in your mind)
speaks Portuguese like one of them.

The dead to whom she alludes, a Dane,

yes, brought down by shots, what else could be done, was Filodemo, dog
of her breed, huge, sweet in his temperament as hard candy, but who
became even more demented than the good Dona Fabrxcia.

You should be

aware, in a few words, that the electricians, in charge of getting the
Quinta ready for music, sacred and profane, for the wedding, made an utter
tangle of wires and speakers, and notes of that accursed melody, which
began as tame sounds, embedded in the viscera of the record like demons
in the folds and creases of the black belly of him who engenders them,
burst out in dense rolls through the house windows, through the chapel
doors and even through the impetuous tops of the firs and poplars.
were sharp daggers of music, sir, yellow gimlets.
trumpets, in the Dies Irae, will be milder.

They

I hope the Judgment

And what does Your Excellency

think the field hands and the girls, the workers of the Quinta, wearing
mourning armbands, the little ones, did?
Knelt down?

Cross themselves, perhaps?

They clasped hands, yes indeed, first oscillating like reeds

in some gentle breeze, then they experimented a few steps, a few whirls,
and, before anyone could shout hold on, they started dancing, dancing
among the cypresses and in full view of the coffin, entwined arms round
waists, tap dance, belly-bumping, arms akimbo, possessed, bedevilled,
in the spiral of a San Guido dance.

Mad, in an uproar, much louder than

that of dogs, Filodemo, in the house, blocked our way to the source of
the music,

bounds there were, yes, since from the pious exhortations,
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like saints among infidels, we had to advance, with cudgel of crosses
and the whip of rosaries, to the attack on the affronting rabble of those
who were dancing.

That's the story.

It is only fitting that I tell Your

Excellency that I am ready to go preach the Gospel to the heathens of
Africa.

But who, I humbly ask Your Excellency, who will attend to girding

the souls of cur own people, whose faith has been diluted to the point
where it snaps and is dispelled by the sound of the mandolin of an ex
colony?
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Chief:

You must be wondering about me.

You know I'm a man on the level

and of fev* words both spoken and written on paper and now I ’m always
getting memo3 on top of memos.

But I swear to God that there are mere

meddlers stuck in all the crannies of this Precinct House than memos
with my signature on your esteemed desk.

First it was that guy at the

head of everything who seems to be the same one that gives, I mean gave,
orders to Roberto, known as Beto, alias Das Aguas, alias Captain Pompilio.
He even wanted the heads of men and women.

He sent some zinc-lined wicker

hampers to put the cut-off head into like a pumpkin.

Now of course the

man who has the place that was his before the Beto scandal starts ordering
installed here for the interrogations something called a lie detector that
doesn't make anyone tell any truth to anyone but which gives my boys
dislocated jaws from so much roaring with laughter, that it does do.
I don't know if you've already seen it but it looks like a doctor's gadget,
with one of those pneumographs you fasten to the guy's chest or to the
woman's breasts and a strap that you tie to the wrists like a leather
bracelet to splint slashed wrists.

Then...so far so good, but before
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you start you have to turn on a little motor that writes on graph paper
with a thingamagig like a pen point.

Then you're ready to ask questions

to compare later what he said and recorded with the deception of the pulse
and heart palpitations and with the nonsense of being this way or that way.
Look here, Chief, the detector would make one bust laughing from the top
of his bean to the crack in his nuts and stay that way for the rest of
his life in a hammock with a chick and a beer if we didn't have the hard
job of getting serious and right information from s.o.b.s like this Dirceu
that you sent us.

That detector doesn't hurt anyone a tiny bit, doesn't

pinch anything, doesn't even tickue the customer and is only good before
you turn it on.

The guy turns white as a circus clown who's just floured

his forehead when we start to tie him and we see that he's thinking shit
it's not the chair but an electric stool, he's really fucked.

Later he

almost laughs too when we ask him things and the quill goes scratching
away on the paper in scribbling that is the confession changed into sighs
and do n 't-touch-me's .

Only truth serum is more ridiculous than this

detector junk, a farce, only free that we inject in the guy for him to
talk nonsense and he only runs the risk of getting addicted and asking
for a repeat, the bastard.

Do something, Chief, because the boys when

they're ordered to use the detector grab the tubes and straps and pens
with the fingertips of a faggy hairdresser wiggling his hands to play
a tambourine in madame's curls.

We can't even keep up our respect in the

District.

41
Sr. British Consul-General:

An old man has showed up in the English

Cemetery, here in Gamboa, affected in the head, as everything suggests,
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who calls himself Ambassador and says he's an Englishman.
that we're dealing with a refined and educated person.

It is evident

In spite of some

bad treatment, he is dressed with all possible elegance, and uses a felt
hat, old but brushed.

The name he gives as his own and that he himself

spelled, though with some indecision, for the Cemetery Administrator to
write down, is MacArraign or Maskaraigns.

We ask Your Excellency to inform

us if you by chance know who we are dealing with, if the Consulate wishes
more information, or if you intend to see the person, to repatriate him.
Otherwise, we are going to arrange for the admission of Sr. MacArraign
to the Hospital Dom Pedro II, in the Engenho de Dentro, for the Mentally
Disturbed.

42
Dear Dwight:

This kind man Harry has sent ashore to me from the shipwreck

suffered by Jack in Rio an assorted group of cases and crates.
them I'm sure will help towards ycur exhibition.

Some of

I know it's a bit late

in the day for the exhibition to boost the election but keeping our promise
will certainly help.

I wonder what you'll think of one of the items.

It

would probably shatter to bitters our ecological image in case we were
crazy enough to use it.

14

It gives me the creeps.

Remember when I told

you how enchanted Jack was on finding that our previous man in Rio had
collected a whole batch of the rarest hummingbirds in a huge aviary?
imagine stuffing them in order to bring them home!

Now

The correct thing to

do I suppose would be for Jack to have left then there for his successor
in Brazil.

But he was so upset by so many grotesque events that I imagine

he had to vent his fury on something.

The taxidermist's work was perfect.

I guess our Museum of Natural History will be glad to have the birds.

I
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hope Jack won't object.

It would be dreadful if he were to spend the whole

day bird-watching these tiny mummies suspended on their perches and
looking out with beady eyes on nothing at all.

43
Chief:

No mumbo-jumbo has shown up here as they told you nor fetishes

of any kind in any clay bowls with farofe in palm oil and black chicken
or any other color feather, with a picture, bust or image or likeness of
any person living or dead.

We see lighted candles but where doesn't

umbanda waste wax and wick in this land?

And look at my Chief and Friend

for whom a candle at night is good for saints and men.

Not fifteen days

ago I got a big slash late at night in the tire of the police car hitting
and making glass grits of a bottle of cachaga:

the rain had put out the

candle beside it, in the dish with the coconut candy of Cosmas and Damian.
And this wasn't in any suburban alley, either, it was on the world's main
corner, at Copacabana Avenue and Santa Clara Street.

Here in Pirax the

only thing was that one I told you about and that was a few clay figures
so badly shaped and baked that at first you couldn't even see what it
was^6 but taking a good look it was a church, even though there was no cross
at the top, because it has a belltower only instead of a bell it has
a man's head like he was the bellringer and nothing more, no rope no
nothing.

I only reported that these silly things had showed up, that

when you first look at them you can't tell what they are and because not
just one appeared near a candle here and there along the water's edge, no.
A bunch of them appeared, a half dozen.

To be on the safe side I ordered

them all brought in and they were all smashed here at the station.
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Dear Dr. Dale:

I'm really eroded with worry (by worry, perhaps) and

wish you could promise me to be on duty the day after tomorrow when .lack
arrives back home.

After shipping me those ghastly embalmed birds (I

honestly have to down a stiff drink, as one gulps medicine, every time
their cage is uncovered for cleaning, not of droppings of course but of
dust) what do you think he proposes to do now?

He's bringing home with

him the guy who used to look after the birds in Rio, a certain Capaxuba or
some such name attributed to natives from the hummingbird country of
Espirito Santo which sounds as if it were Mexico but there you are.
birds entrusted to a live bird-nurse.

Dead

Jack says it's an idea of Harry's

to bring this man along and he can refuse Harry nothing.

The second clause

of the sentence is true enough, the first is just bullshit.
do you think this man can mean to poor Jack?

Dr. Dale what

Do you : agi’.e -hey've

butchered those hummingbirds together in a tantrum or a frenzy or some
thing?

45
Sr. Commissioner:

Find out, in case we have the good luck of finding new

clay figures, where they're made.

At any rate begin now an investigation

of brickyards and bakeries in the area.
situation, any time or occasion:

And don't forget, in any similar

break them afterwards, you jackass.

46
Dling:

Dt. come get me not nec. & td. ups. things lot.

wds. TIRED.

Irk not shorten,

You dead rite abt. hbds. H. shdve sentem direct zool. mus.

Inworry trip shall travel mammy Cpxba's co. mother H. protects aveng.
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furies. Dt. r.s.v.p. Yrs. v.s.o.b.

17
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Sr. Presidente:

Although extremely laconic, the request for information

from you to this ground crew reveals appreciation for the speed with
which we sent the aforementioned artistic material.

I take advantage,

therefore, of this opportunity to develop and fill out that memorandum,
in order to allow you, at the next Board of Directors meeting, to clear up
certain calumnies and gossip.

I only know the stewardess Marilda from

work and it was without any express authorization of mine that the said
Marilda brought to the airport the Juca Jurema who they mentioned to you,
from the city of Caxias, for that cleaning operation of the company’s
planes.

I ought to, however, stress that no one alien to the company,

absolutely no one, Sr. President, perceived, felt or paid any attention
whatsoever to the visit that Sr. Jurema paid us.

No one suspected, con

sequently, not even a bit, the discreet and silent prayers with which Sr.
Jurema, collaborator of Joaozinho da Gomeia,
our planes.

is said to have purified

I do not believe in the efficacy of such practices, Sr.

President, but— and I have confirmed that all my colleagues think as I do—
I don't see what harm it can do, above all when, having just ended the
terrible incident that became known among us as The Dead Hand, the two
incidents of the unaccompanied diplomatic baggage occurred in rapid
succession.

Mention both, Sr. President, at the Board meeting, describ

ing the psychological effect they had on our personnel, those on the ground
as well as those aboard.

The aviary populated with stuffed hummingbirds,

as if, in full flight, they had been paralyzed, enchanted by some witch
doctor who had walled in the big cage with packing planks, was phantas
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magoric and frightening, coming as it did right after the Dead Hand.
What is one to say, then, of all our nerves on being confronted, a few
days later, with the crate which, during hours of anxiety, we could only
suppose contained a cadaver?

Yes, Sr. President, a body still immersed

in the bathtub in which he'd been drowned, soon suggesting the hypo
thesis that it was— in search of, who knows, that whose said member had
travelled alone on flight 207 of that Friday the thirteenth exactly
thirteen days before the arrival of the supposed cadaver.
the very bills of lading said that we were dealing with

s.

Of course
statue in an

acrylic tank, but the mix-up was justified, at first, as was everyone's
affliction, and the fainting of the long-suffering stewardess Marilda.
Finally, the most important fact of all to underscore at the Board meet
ing, is that, the spiritual purification of the planes having been
completed, tranquillity and composure began to reign among our staff.
Because of this, as has been brought to your attention, we delivered
to several addresses abroad— without those trifling bureaucratic excesses
that so irritate the foreigners who visit us and well-travelled and
enlightened Brazilians like you— those packages of folk art.

The tiles

are simple and quaint and must serve to create a carioca atmosphere in
some exposition room, since they are etched, in groups, with the names
of several districts and suburbs of Rio.

About the ceramic work, it re

minds one of the native works of Caruaru and Tracunhaem.
sculpted, only it's monotonous.

It's very well

It represents, with small variations,

the same little dam engulfing the houses of a village, with an apparition
in the church tower.

They are, without doubt, basic pieces of some ex

position sponsored by the Ministry of Education or Itamarati, lacking
merely some piece of paper, which must be on the way.
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Dear Clay:

As both myself and Doris are due to see you tomorrow and as

the subject won't fail to come up please help me to show her how utterly
insane is her plan for our mad friend.

I told you briefly on the phone

how Arbuthnot, our Consul-General, received warning that some aged,
apparently deranged, subject of Her Majesty's was supposed to be frequent
ly roaming the old burial ground of Englishmen in R i o .

Arbuthnot sent

a chap from the staff to make inquiries and found out that of course
the old boy was none other than Rufino.

I felt pretty rotten to know

he's still as mad. as a hatter besides being as poor as a pauper and that
he's been in and out of a loony bin on the outskirts of Rio.

All I can

do is to pity the poor bloke and send him cigarettes and some booze in
the hope that we are dealing with a broad-minded madhouse that allows
its inmates such pick-me-ups.

But as it happens Doris was present

when Arbuthnot said that Rufino was so convincing in his role of an
English sahib gone butter-soft in the tropics that the people from
the Cemiterio dos Ingleses expected Her Majesty's Consulate to send him
back home.

Well, my dear Clay, that's precisely what Doris thinks we

should do!

To send a retired, crazy Brazilian Ambassador home to England.

I said for God's sake we may be losing ground to the Germans, to the
Japs and even to the French in producing any confounded computers or
even screwdrivers and bolts under the sun but by Jove we certainly have
enough home-grown nuts to be able to carry on without imports.
didn't receive Hamlet himself in England.

19

We

He never came ashore, Clay,

he went right back in the same boat to Denmark where he belonged.

Please,

old boy, try and make Doris see I'd die before writing about it to the
F.O.
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Sr. Secretary of Security:

As you are a bosom friend and I'm on the

ten-yard line of retirement and on top of everything I've drained down
a little cachapa here at Toca do Tatu's,^0 I'm going to let my woes roll
in response to your esteemed memo of the 20th.

When I came into the

force fresh from the North with fuzz on my antlers and a soft cornsilk
down on my groin the law here was tough.

At that time we arrested a

guy named Febrdnio, a molester of boys and made him take it in the ass
one by one.

If a police reporter condemned us as torturers we ripped

up the newspaper article and made him swallow that whole alphabet letter
by letter even if the guy was only a busybody like a certain Itarare.^
Now, Chief, we're no more than a bottle-rocket stem, than a chicken-coop
perch.

It's a rotten mess, a putdown.

A reporter goes all out, saying

that we castrate, rape, strangle, and all kinds of other shit, and we're
the ones who have to swallow the articles, who shake in our boots and
still let the bastards go.

Our salvation is that we have fewer Febr&nios

nowadays and those others who are coming up are nothing but if one from
the good old days showed up again with one of those Tarzan cocks between
his legs w e ’d probably wash his ass, offer and express thankful gratitude
to him, and still beg his pardon for any inconvenience.

These authorities

that keep asking you to let subversives go because of that "outcry from
the press" you know that what they really like is the taste of the toads
that they eat.

They lock their chops.

There's no doctor can cure a

fag that grooves on his angel beating him, no sir.

None of this has

anything to do with you, who is manioc meal from another sack and from
an old mill, my golden pal, bosom friend.

I only want to warn you that

to let a bunch of these bums go all at once for no good reason and before
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we've deciphered that Basque shit I think is enough to kill a lion.
The thing to do is to take the precaution of only letting a few un
important ones go if it's true that you're going to give a press con
ference on TV.

There's that gardener Valter, such a small shit in the

movement that he never got past Valter, he didn't even have a code name.
Oh, but I was forgetting, be careful with the procession because the
saint's only made of clay.

vilter didn't even have an alias as I was

saying but he had and has a really sweet mama of a wife, a fine-bred
filly, slender hocks and a muscled rump, appaloosa.

She is a little

mussed up because the Commissioner got interested in her glassy-eyed
and went to town.

I'm not speaking ill of him, you understand me and

you know I've always said the Commissioner's a good man so much so that
he's paying out of his own pocket two teeth pivots that she lost just
because she's hardheaded above and below when he got obsessed with making
the first attack on her endowments, and for no reason she wanted to keep
her clothes on.

A fair-and-square man who mounts in his screwing with

his spurs on but afterwards rubs the filly down.

Except that while all

this was going on and while Valdelise was losing her teeth Valter still
in our dentist chair was bellowing for his woman and by the Commissioner's
order we didn't even mention her name to loosen up his tongue.

Valter's

still in that first communion of innocence thinking that his wife walked
the straight and narrow the whole time with her uniform on over there in
Sao Judas Tadeu.

If he gets out she has to too and if she opens her

mouth there's going to be some bad pollution.
on taking care of the garden in Ilha Grande.

22

No, Chief, let Valter keep
But there's another

detainee that no one can find a defect in, a sanctimonious guy, the boys
even say kind of faggy at least in speculation, one Mario Vilarinho,
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alias Marcondes, alias Filipe.

This one, a tailor by trade, looks like

he was born to give the interview of a repentant Magdalene on TV.

At

the time of treatment he called the electrode Vadirreto and Satan and now
he's in his cell in his own little world chewing prayers like gum and one
of the boys yells Satan he falls backward hard as an ironing board.
We warn him that if he tells a lie w e ’ll permanently install an anal
Satan in his rear end which is better than sticking adhesive tape over
his mouth.

It's not going to alter anything.

from that Braz Taborda, code name Dirceu.
thing about anything at all.

Less alteration yet comes

That guy doesn't know a fucking

He's the one you recommended we get tough

with because his name had showed up in two depositions.

Remember?

Well

I guarantee that it can only have been out of spite to get the inquiry
off the track.

He came in here through the Polish corridor and one day

we forgot him on the parrot's perch,

23

like a barbecued chicken at the

door of a restaurant that no one buys and stays all night on the skewer.
Even then he was a fellow who made a real effort in the interrogation,
that is terrified, afflicted, like someone who wants to make our work
easier, and tame as a yoked oxen.

What he said when we put that detector

gadget on was the same thing he said all bitten up by electrodes and
even shitting a little blood.

No education.

A simpleton.

I think

by letting Filipe and Dirceu go for the press conference things will start
shaping up.

Petropolis

1974-1976

Translation Grand Forks, North Dakota
Jan-Feb. 1977
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FOOTNOTES TO THE TEXT

Part I
1.

Julie Dantas (1876-1962)— Portuguese poet and playwright who wrote
the play The Cardinals' Collation (1902).

2.

Johndivine— a pun on the poet's name (Joao de Deus--John of God);
he lived from 1830-1896.

1

.

Districts of the city of Rio de Janeiro.

.

The animal game— "jogo do bicho," an illegal but widely played
game of chance in Brazil.

5

Column— reference to the Prestes Column, led by Luiz Carlos Prestes,
leader of the Brazilian Communist Party. He led columns of rebels
that marched through 14,000 miles of Brazilian backlands;
the
first march was in 1924-1926; another was started in 1930.

6.

Four districts of Rio— "low-income" areas.

7.

Taprobanas— the former name of the island of Sri Lanka, a reference
made in Camoes' The Lusiads, epic poem about Portuguese maritime
explorations in the 16th century.

8.

Porteno— the dialect of Spanish spoken by residents of Buenos
Aires, Argentina.

9.

Jilo— a small green vegetable of the same family as eggplant.

10

"Mugido" means "moo."

11

Silvestre— a forested section of small twisting quiet streets,
on the way to Corcovado.

1.' .

Bob's— one of the first American-style fast food places in Rio,
established around the late fifties.

I 3.

In Rio de Janeiro, "suburban" generally refers to low-income people
living outside the cities.

4.

(OTr.) An inexcusable mistake of Ambassadress Clay about Theodore
Roosevelt's eminent companion, Candido Mariano da Silva Rondon
(1865-1958).

15.

(OTr.) The Nhambiquara, according to Roquette-Pinto, made their
alcoholic drinks not only by mashing manioc but also corn, similar
to present-day Americans, who also use this cereal for their
whiskey, bourbon.

16.

A character from Aires Memorial, by Machado de Assis, Brazilian
writer, 1839-1908.
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17.

Ines de Castro— (d. 1355) mistress of Pedro I of Portugal (Pedro
the Cruel) before his accession, famous for her tragic death by
order of Dom Pedro's father, Afonso IV. In 1357 her corpse was
magnificently entombed by Pedro I in 1
Abbey Church of Alcobaza.
She was murdered in the convent of Santa Clara, in Coimbra.

18.

Nate'rcia— the name that Camoes, 16th century Portuguese poet,
used in poems to refer to his love, Caterina de Ataide.

19.

All these are candies and food typical of Bahia, in the northeast
of Brazil.

20.

The northernmost and southernmost cities, respectively, in Brazil.

21.

"MamSe Eu Quero Mamar"— an old carnival song.

22.

Count Ugolino della Gherardesca of Pisa was imprisoned with two
sons and two grandchildren and left to starve.
Dante has immor
talized his name and sufferings, representing him as voraciously
devouring the head of Archbishop Ruggieri (who imprisoned him)
in hell, where they are frozen up together in a lake.

23.

Sao Clemente St.— the street of the American Ambassador's Residence
in Rio, a street with some large old houses with large gardens,
in Botafogo district.

24.

Antonio Conselheiro (Antonio the Cousellor) and the War of
Canudos— a wandering mystic-religious-political fanatic leader
in the Northeast who settled down finally in Canudos, in Bahia,
and whose followers set up a huge shantytown there. It became
disorderly and the Bahian government tried to intervene but was
repulsed, several times.
Finally, in October of 1897 government
forces brought the situation under control, but the incident
remains a famous one, well documented by an army officer, Euclides
de Cunha, in his book Os Sertoes (i^bellion in the Backlands) ,
published in 1902.

25.

Epitacio Pessoa— President of Brazil from 1922-1926.

26.

Reference to the Colombian revolutionary priest Camilo Torres
(1929-1966) and Dom Helder Camara, Archbishop of Recife, Brazil.

27.

(OTr.) General Philip H. Sheridan (1831-1888) in a statement he
made at Ft. Cobb, when he was fighting against the Indians.

28.

Bogotazo ("Bogota blow-up"), April 1948— The socio-political
picture in Colombia was characterized by government oppression
of human rights, salaries, freedom. When Jorge Eliecer Gaitan,
a popular leader who constantly denounced the government for its
attitudes, was murdered, the incident served as a catalyst for
general violence against the government by the lower classes. Then,
"divided by their leaders, as they had always been, into two
opposing political camps, the poor workers of Colombia were led
blindly into a savage war against one another."
(Walter J.
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Broderick, Camilo Torres: A Biography of the Priest-Guerrillero,
Garden City, N.Y. : Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1975.)
Similar events
have occurred in other Latin American cities, such as Cordoba, in
Argentina.
29.

Quinta means "country house."

30.

The same word (a loan word) is used in Portuguese, spelled
"sogaite."

31.

One of the big samba schools (organizations) from the Rio
Mangueira "First-Station” district that always participates in
the "Big Ten" annual carnival parade. Each samba school is com
posed of a number of "wings."

32.

Sao Longuinho— "Saint Faraway"— joking, the saint of lost objects.

33.

Rufino makes a pun here on "candlestick" and "chastity"—
"castigal" and "castiga."

34.

Notes of 100 cruzeiros, so called because Floriano Peixoto's
(President of Brazil 1891-1893) picture appears on one side of
the note.
In 1969, 100 Cr. was worth about $30 b.S.

35.

Dona Justa— nickname for the cops; soon after the 1964 military
coup in Brazil, the police found Prestes' address book among his
belongings, which surely contained the names of many leftists.
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FOOTNOTES

Part II
1.

Casa de Banha— a supermarket chain in Rio.

2.

Marthan nation— a reference to Martha, the doer, not the be-er
(Mary), the “unrecollected activist"; see Luke 10:38-42.

3.

The Cities and the Mountains— a book by the Portuguese writer Ega
de Quelroz (1845-1900); published in 1901. Also a reference to
Rio, 1 think— the “city" is divided from the slum areas, which
are perched on the mountainsides.

4.

Dam Sebastian— (1554-1578)— Portuguese Ring from 1557 who came to
symbolize, after his death, the expression of the nationalistic
desire of the Portuguese to be free of Spanish dominion.

5.

War of Canudos, The Counsellor— see footnote # 24, Part I.
Roc in ha--a Rio s'l.um- just beyond Ppaneiria and Lehldn districts.
^
.
CGT-^ConfederacicSn; General de los, Trabajadores (General Con
federation of Workers), Argentina.. Ey-ita Peron often .went among
the workers in -Argentina, and is regarded by many of them as ,at,y:
J •"saint-."
- .;
P
».h'f
.

1.

8.

9.
10,

Jagungos— members of a fanatical revolutionary group in the War
'&if Cariudos.
•
.;
"Das Ag.uas’’ means "of the waters."
.
. -S
'
,'•«;
Antonio S'ilvino arid. Jesaino Brilhdnte;--former Brazilian bandits
(cangageifo) famous for their daring: exploits, and well known in
folklore of Brazil's Northeast as modern-day Robin Hoods, robbing
from the rich to give to the poor.

11.

"one of our own"--reference to Euclid.es da Cunha, army officer
who wrote Rebellion in the Backlands, 1902.
/

22,

(OTr.) The reader may try to see the wit, if it exists, in the
respective passages [about bones], assembling the scattered bones.

13,

Father Collins pronounces this name incorrectly, saying [on]
for the Portuguese [ao ]j Lampeao wa-s a famous bandit in Northeast
Brazil who got peasant support in return for protection and
supplies. He was often accompanied by his companion Maria Bonita.
LampeSo was given a commission in the federal army in 1926 as well
as arras and money, to march against the Prestes Column, though he
ended up not going on this expedition.

14.

Cultura Inglesa— a British English language school.
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15.

Impossible to translate this word play— ‘'ofidio" in Portuguese
("snake 1ike*') , a typographical error on the part of the policeman
writing this: he meant to type "oficio"— "memo."

16.

Impossible to translate--the plural for "clover" in Portuguese
is also the word for "darkness." The literal translation for
the original would be "bread of darkness."

17.

Joaquim Silvdrio dos Reis— a Brazilian who betrayed Tiradentes'
independence conspiracy in Ouro Preto in Minas Gerais State in
1789.

18.

A pun difficult to translate--"ca.ralho" ("cock") ; "carajo" in
Spanish. Also an interjection.

19.

Rubans rouges (red ribbons)— The Legion d'Honneur gives one a red
ribbon flower for one's buttonhole. O.B.E.— Order of the British
Empire; C.B.E.— Commander of the British Empire.

FOOTNOTES
Part III
(OTr.) According to Webster's Third International Dictionary,
the term, originating from the name Diego, designates "a person
of Italian or Spanish birth or descandency," and is generally used
as an insult.
"Dago-tad w is an inferior red wine that Italians
make and drink, still according to Webster.
Mirandese— a Portuguese dialect spoken in Miranda do Douro,
Portugal.
Voluntaries da Patria— -a street near the embassy residence., in
Botafogo district.
Mike“-“Greek name for the "Victory Of Samothrace," a Hellenist, .c
statue kept in the Lou.vrc, representing victory moving onward on
the prow of a ship.
Xang6--an Umbanda deity, an orixa, or guardian spirit.
•

(OTr.)

*

''I Sj r

" i*

'

:" '7 ;

.

"The fall of the Roman Empire reinforced

.'t.
(OTr.) A difficult Word, "bloody," from the: translator’s view
point.
It has the obvious meaning used above and that of an old
curse, being a blasphemous contraction of' "by our Lady." Swear
words and blasphemies don’t exist anymore.-, -in any language, but
Lady Doris defines much of its ambivalence relating the Elizabethan
to tne Brazilian situation by considering, those plays bloody,
above all when, dead mirrors, they suddenly-'return, malevolent,
to shin-e again and threaten people's tranquillity. I think that's
What it is.
Chores— a kind of Brazilian popular music, a rhythm, usually with
mandolin and flute accompaniment, very popular several decades
ago.
"Ham"— •- 'lice slang (used mainly by the Death Squad) to mean

"cadav^
Vascaino— a fan of the Vasco de Gama Soccer Team in Rio, a sports
club supported by Portuguese people and their descendants,
(OTr.)

An obscure concept, but the translation in literal.
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12.

(OTr.) Sir Henry refers here to the saying "An Englishman's home
is h.is castle," a saying that doesn’t necessarily apply to houses
and persons of other nationalities.

13.

Letter-will— Getulio Vargas' (President of Brazil intermittently
between 1930 to 1954) farewell note to his followers, mainly
workers, left after his suicide on August 25, 1954.

14.

(OTr.) In the English phrase, Melanie wrote by mistake "shatter
to bitters" instead of "to bits," but it would be impossible,
in Portuguese, to shatter an image to angostura bitters, made of
angostura bark (cusparia tribolata) , bitter, febrifuge, rival of
quinine and much used in drinks like pink gin.

15.

Cachaga, candles, clay bowls— all ingredients of macumba spells.
Commonly seen in any street, niche, alley, or alcove almost any
place in Brazil. Cosmas and Damian are saints that head one of
the seven major divisions of Umbanda.

16.

Making small clay figurines of heroes and everyday activities
of the people is a popular folk art form in Brazil, particularly
in the Northeast.

17.

(OTr.) Terrible, from a translation viewpoint, Ambassador Clay's
stuttering. From the complete stammer of the last part, one
understands that he doesn't expect an answer, since he employs
the usual formula repondez s'il vous plait, preceded by the verb
"don't." The following mixture, in which he closes the note
to Melanie, seems a bit complex, besides being rude. V.s.o.p.,
very special old pale, appears on labels of cognac aged about a
quarter of a century. S.o.b. is an acronym in English for schof-a-bitch.

18.

Joaozinho da Gomeia— one of the major cult leaders of Brazilian
Candomble in Rio de Janeiro in the late sixties.

19.

(OTr.) A loose translation, merely approximate [in Portuguese].
"Nut," besides meaning the nut of a screw, and, also, a nut to eat,
also means "crazy" in slang. It's the meaning of crazy hardware
that Sir Henry employs the term.
In the other possible meaning,
crazy nut, the pun was purposely applied to another famous Brazilian.
A Para nut in English is called a Brazil nut. When President
Janio Quadros resigned, his picture came out in English-language
newspapers with the caption "Brazil Nut." Contrary to what
happened to Rufino, he hasn't yet been interned.

20.

Toca do Tatu's— means "Burrow of the Armadillo;" "Tatu" is also
the nickname of a famous brand of cachaca. The "' s"1 (unnecessary,
as the genitive is already present in the "of the") is an effort
at Americanization, which, to many Brazilians, is synonymous with
modernization and sophistication, used by many commercial establish
ments.
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21-

Itarare-— a very popular journalist and humorist of the thirties,
in Rio. He was frequently in trouble with the authorities.

22.

Ilha Grande— an island prison near Rio.

23.

Parrot's perch— a form of torture used by the police, mainly
against political prisoners, in which the person is suspended
upside down on a stick by his knees, arms passing underneath the
stick, and hands tied in front of the knees.
In this position
the prisoner can be prodded, given electric shocks, etc.
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Appendix I

G L O S S A R Y

cachaga— distilled sugar cane liquor, the most common alcoholicdrink in Brazil.
batida— cachaga mixed with fruit juices, sugar, and ice.
caipirinha— cachaga with crushed limes, sugar, and ice.
cavalheiro— gentleman
Pom— Mr., or Sir - used for persons of high rank or esteem
Dona— miss, mrs. ms.
farofa— dish made of fried manioc meal, sometimes garnished with eggs,
meat, onions, olives, etc.
Itamarati— the name given to the Foreign Ministry, in Brasilia.
jagungo/jagunga— member of a fanatical "revolutionary" group in the
Canudos episode.
macumba— voodoo ceremony with singing, dancing, and drums.
senhor (abbreviated Sr.)— mr.
umbanda— Brazilian spirit-possession religion.
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APPENDIX II

This is a list of words that appear in English in the original version.

Part I

l--breakfast
fortified
Taking French leave
8— cave in
11— herringbone
13— entry
15— Full stop
31— dandy

Part II

3— joke
10— long weekend (appears twice)
15— breakfast
20— gentlemen
chaser
25— dandies
entry
28— executives
30— Lady
31— gentlemen (appears three times)
44— Too much booze, old boy, you should stick to your port.

Part III

(Note:

47— staff

Except for the last two items and "full stop," all the rest
of the words are used by Rufino and Carvalhaes, both of whom
are so bent on preserving the Portuguese language.)
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